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Tesla factory building a Model S
chassis. The company plans to build
a plant that will turn out batteries in
quantities that can reduce prices.

WAITING FOR THE

GIGAFACTORY

T

HE MAN IN CHARGE OF SPACEX AND TESLA MOTORS, ELON MUSK,
aims to bring electric-powered vehicles to the
masses via his estimated $5 billion Gigafactory, a
manufacturing plant to produce lithium ion batteries
at a scale projected to sharply reduce costs and
enable production of a lower-cost electric car. Musk’s ambitious plan to produce some 500,000 vehicles annually by
2020 depends on building a factory that can produce a large
enough number of batteries to drive down production costs.

For these
articles
and other
content, visit
asme.org.

Helping Babies Breathe Easier

Students at Brigham Young University are
developing a ventilator to assist babies
in the developing world, where often the
only option is a hand pump.

Video: The New
Tappan Zee Bridge

With twin cable-stayed spans
and piles reaching deep into
the river bed, New York’s new Tappan
Zee Bridge promises to be a true engineering marvel when complete in 2018.
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Nuclear Plants

An MIT professor,
Jacopo Buongiorno,
has designed a nuclear power plant
that cuts costs and
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Engineers from Boston University have
developed a bionic pancreas system
and are testing the technology, which is
intended to automate the regulation of
glucose in patients with diabetes.
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Technology is decreasing the pain and
increasing the possibilities of tattooing,
bringing a new generation of customers into the nation’s tattoo parlors.
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FROM THE EDITOR
|| FOLLOW @JOHNFALCIONI

SETTING THE STAGE
FOR A LEADING ROLE

R

John G. Falcioni
Editor-in-Chief

FEEDBACK :
Do you envision
the day when robots will have
cognitive aptitude? Email me.

falcionij@asme.org

osie the robot had a mind of her
own. She held a prominent role in
The Jetsons, the futuristic and animated family television sitcom. She spent
her days being part-time housekeeper,
part-time babysitter and—more often than
not—a prominent family sage. The Jetsons
was set in the Space Age world of 2062,
when robots serve as servants, flight is
the preferred means of transportation,
and people use video chatting to communicate. Imagine that.
Some said the show, which first aired
in 1962, was ahead of its time. It went off
the air after one season but returned to
a more successful run from 1984 to 1987.
Hollywood’s fascination with robots, however, predates Rosie and the Jetsons. Since
the early days of B movies there has been
an allure in giving mechanical objects the
ability to think for themselves and act autonomously. In most of these obscure and
often dark films, chaos occurs, predictably,
when the machine, armed with the power
to act under its own volition, wreaks havoc,
turns on humans, and occasionally kills
innocent women and children. In essence,
it gets ugly.
Sans all the death and destruction, the
fascination to give robots something akin
to cognitive aptitude has not been lost
on a long list of researchers throughout
the years. They’ve been at work trying to
promote robots from the assembly line
and into useful aides that can interact with
humans in positive and helpful ways. One
of the many intriguing examples we have
written about in the past is the work to turn
robots into caregivers to help the elderly.
Because much of yesterday’s science
fiction has become today’s technology,
our editors have relied on the likes of

technologists such as Ahmed Noor to keep
us honest about the line between science
fiction and reality. In his articles over the
past decade or so, Noor has taken us inside
technologies that are burgeoning and others so advanced you wouldn’t be surprised
to see them on The Jetsons. We’ve closely
monitored Noor’s work and we’ve kept a
keen eye on the Center for Advanced Engineering Environments that he runs at Old
Dominion University in Norfolk, Va.
“Game Changers,” the article Noor
penned for us this month (plus a related
article, “Robot See, Robot Do,” written by a
group from the University of Maryland) leads
us on a path showing that machines are
approaching the age of reason. Noor tells us
about some serious explorations conducted
here at home in places such as the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
commonly known as DARPA, and others
farther away, such as the Neurorobotics
Research Lab of Humboldt University in
Germany, where an early generation cognitive robot called Myon is learning to respond
to human emotion. Myon is so advanced,
in fact, that it will play the lead in Berlin’s
Komische Oper production of “My Square
Lady,” a take on Frederick Loewe’s musical,
My Fair Lady. (No, I’m not kidding.)
The unique production will probe the
question of what makes a person a person,
and whether an object such as a robot can
be transformed into one.
In spirit—figuratively speaking of
course—Myon is more Rosie the robot than
its distant relatives who play the menacing
machines of modern warfare in Transformers: Age of Extinction. Just the same, I’m
glad we’ve got the likes of Ahmed Noor to
tell us just how long we have until technology fully catches up with science fiction. ME
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LETTERS & COMMENTS
AUGUST 2013
Reader Ghorashi
says metals, not just
composites, can be
anisotropic.

A reader adds new letters
to STEM. Others take issue with
hard-to-read colors and an apparent error in a graphic figure.
ISOTROPIC ILLUSION
To the Editor: The article titled “Unknown
Qualities” (August 2013), on the properties
of composites and the way they compare
with metals, is interesting and informative.
However, it assumes that anisotropic
behavior is limited to composites, and metallic pieces only behave isotropically. The
article states, “Metals behave in the same
way no matter where a force is applied.”
It is a well-known fact that metals are
commonly anisotropic (see B.J. Moniz,

Metallurgy, fifth edition, American Technical
Publishers, 2012). As Moniz explains, cold
work results in anisotropic behavior in metals. The greater the amount of cold work,
the greater the anisotropy.
Mechanical properties become distinctly
different in the directions parallel and
perpendicular to the cold-work direction. In
the cold work direction, the metal exhibits
an increase in tensile and yield strength,
as well as hardness. The percent elongation, percent reduction in area, and notch
toughness are reduced. The opposite is true

of mechanical properties in the transverse
direction. If the metal should have uniform
properties in all directions (i.e. be isotropic),
it needs annealing heat treatment to fully
soften and restore uniformity.

Mehrdaad Ghorashi, P.E., Gorham, Maine

COLORS IN DEMAND
To the Editor: I recommend that whoever
designs the DEM+ND supplement never
print the supplement in the same colors as
used in May 2014.
The colors made reading the material
nearly impossible. Examples include the
information on the Editorial Review Board
and the authors of the articles, the excerpts
in the articles, and elsewhere where orange
and white were used as contrast. The color
contrast on the world map in the “Remobility” [sic] article was close to illegible.
ASME is an organization that communicates technical and related information. The
print design of the May supplement did not
support that effort.
Sanford L. Pearl, Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.

C OMMEN T

WHAT I DID DURING MY YEAR IN D.C.

W

ith the end of the Cold War the national laboratories were
struggling to justify their own existence. They could no
longer depend purely on defense work. In some quarters of
Congress the question was being asked whether the United States
needed them at all. The search for new energy sources provided an
opportunity to demonstrate the utilitarian value of the laboratories.
As a Congressional Fellow in the 199192 term, I had managed to attach myself
to the Senate Committee on Governmental
Affairs, chaired by Senator John Glenn.
The committee was very aware of the
fact that the federal government is the
largest consumer of energy in the nation.
I was involved in an effort to assemble
“Tiger Teams” which, when invited, could
descend on government facilities and
perform audits aimed at improving the
efficiency of their power consumption,

particularly in heating or cooling.
Another hot topic that touched on the
labs was the mechanics of nuclear disarmament. This was particularly relevant
to me since my work at Sandia had been
in research aimed at better understanding the atmosphere in case the Soviets
violated the Limited Test Ban Treaty and
again started testing weapons above
ground. Other aspects of disarmament
included properly dismantling the existing stockpile of nuclear weapons, verify-

ing that the ex-Soviets were really doing
the same, and cleaning up the radioactive
remains of the Manhattan Project.
There was plenty of latitude for an
engineer in the committee. For example,
dismantling a nuclear device involved far
more than simply taking it apart. Many
mechanical components were highly
classified and had to be decommissioned
in such a way that they could be disposed
of in unclassified waste without any nation
reverse engineering them and using their
technology against us. In addition to the
active parts of the weapon itself, a very
elaborate set of circuit boards, explosive
actuators, and radioactive components
had to be salvaged and treated individually.
The burgeoning field of robotics was
well suited to selecting small parts of a
complex assembly. It opened a new field
of engineering development.
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BATTERY SWITCH
To the Editor: On the occasions that I read
your magazine (I am not an ASME member),
I have been impressed by the quality of
articles and range of material covered.
I was thus surprised by Figure 1 in the
article “The Lithium-Ion Battery modeling
challenge …” on page 8 of the special section in the June 2014 issue.
The figure seems to indicate, counter
to the relevant text, that lead acid batteries would be ideal candidates for portable
application batteries due to their superior
combination of specific power and specific
energy. Methinks that perhaps the balloons
for Li-ion and lead acid were transposed in
the figure.

art, and literature, but to even out the
level of instruction. ..."
Your point is already being taken. In the
Pontiac, Mich., schools, the arts community has decided that it will be STEAM.
Which will be next, SHTEAM or STEALM?

Roy Salisbury, Jr., Rochester, Mich.

FEEDBACK Send us your letters and comments via hard copy or e-mail memag@asme.org
(subject line "Letters and Comments"). Please
include full name, address and phone number.
We reserve the right to edit for clarity, style,
and length. We regret that unpublished letters
cannot be acknowledged or returned.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR ANY OPERATION

R. Brian Peters, Knoxville, Tenn.

ADDING ARTS TO STEM
To the Editor: A recent local newspaper
article brought me back to your April editorial in which you said, "The point is not to
force-feed STEM over subjects like history,
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Cleaning up radioactive waste was
a universe in itself. The most notorious case was the waste tanks at the
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TECH BUZZ

Nymann Teknik, a Danish
machine shop, uses a
Universal Robots robotic
arm to handle tooling.

WORKER-FRIENDLY
A NEW GENERATION OF LOW-COST ROBOTS HANDLES SHORT RUNS IN TIGHT
quarters. With so much attention focused on driverless
cars, package-delivering drones, and scrambling, stomping, and slithering automatons, industrial robots remain
mechatronics’ blue collar guys. They work several shifts
each day, no complaints, doing the same repetitive job
quickly and accurately.

‘T

hat’s the equation that generates high ROI
from robots in automotive and electronics
mass production,” said Ed Mullen, national
sales manager for Universal Robots.
“But the other half of the world consists of small and
medium sized factories that don’t run on that model.
They do short product runs with quick changeovers,
and can’t justify spending a lot of money for a machine
that bolts into place and does only one thing.”
Universal Robots is one of several firms developing robots for this emerging market. It has more than
3,000 robots up and running, mostly in Europe. Another
notable contender is Rethink Robotics, which was
founded by iRobot innovator Rodney Brooks.
Their robots have several characteristics in common. They are affordable (Universal’s UR-5 lists at
$34,000). They need little or no maintenance. They

QUICK FACTS:
WHAT THEY ARE:
Low-cost, easily programmed robots that
can operate in close
quarters with people.
KEY DEVELOPERS:
Universal Robots,
Odense, Denmark.
Rethink Robotics,
Boston.
TARGET MARKET:
Small and medium-size
manufacturers making
short product runs and
quick changeovers.

ROBOTS
swap grippers rapidly. And they are flexible.
Most technicians learn to program one within
a few hours, teaching tasks by moving the arm
through each motion, much like a parent teaching
a child to swing a bat. The robots then optimize
the routines as they learn on the job.
This makes them flexible enough to move from
line to line, loading lathes one day and assembling
housings the next.
Perhaps most important is that these new robots
are built to work safely around people.
Most heavy-duty industrial robots are not. Many
industrial robots lack collision sensors. All work
behind barriers to keep people out.
Even so, the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health
Administration has counted about one industrial
death by robot every year for the past 31 years.
Most of them occurred on lines where people
worked near robots.
Universal’s six-axis robots are built to collaborate with people, and 80 percent of them do not
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From left, (a) unpurified sand, (b) purified sand, and (c) vials of unpurified sand, purified sand, and
nanosilicon. The latter is used in the lithium ion battery developed at U.C. Riverside.

a
work behind barriers. This is not because
they are slow. While Universal’s largest
robot, the UR-10, only handles loads of 10
kilograms, it moves at speeds of 1 meter
per second. That’s fast enough to cause
some damage, especially when handling
hard or sharp objects.
Universal uses a grab bag of engineering tricks to keep that from happening.
The robot is equipped with force sensors,
which trip the control system when they
reach 150 newtons (33.7 pounds force), a
number referenced in several standards
for human-friendly robots.
The control system sends the message to each of the arm’s six Kollmorgen
servomotors (one for each axis). Because
they are oversized when compared with
their loads, they decelerate rapidly to a
stop. Because the motors are linked to
harmonic drives with 100:1 gear ratios,
the deceleration takes place even faster
than if the motor was connected directly.
Mullen recommends that factories
program robot speed based on their own
safety assessments. In the past, when
users wanted a greater margin of safety,
they slowed down the robot. Universal’s
new third-generation robots let users
select shutdown impacts below the previous 150 newton set point.
The robots now reaching the market from Universal and its competitors
represent a new revolution in shop floor
robotics, because they make robotics
more affordable for everyone. Mullen said
the typical customer receives a payback
in six months.
“If you buy something like a gantry, it
can only be as productive as the line you
install it on,” he said. “But with our system, you can move it to a busy line today
and a busier line tomorrow. You get your
payback by keeping that thing in production all the time.”
Now, small shops can do it because
they no longer have to fear injuries. ME
ALAN S. BROWN

b

c

AN ANODE BUILT ON SAND
RESEARCHERS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
Riverside’s Bourns College of Engineering have developed a
lithium ion battery that outperforms the current standard
by three times. The improved performance could mean an
increase in the lifespan of silicon-based electric vehicle
batteries up to three times or more, they said.

T

he key to making this superbattery
is sand—well, sand that can be
turned into pure silicon and then,
from there, pure silicon at the nanoscale.
“This is the holy grail—a low cost,
non-toxic, environmentally friendly way
to produce high performance lithium ion
battery anodes,” said Zachary Favors,
a graduate student who works with
Mihrimah and Cengiz Ozkan, both of
whom are engineering professors at the
university.
The idea came to Favors on the beach
in San Clemente, Calif. He picked up
some sand, took a close look at it and saw
it was made up primarily of quartz, or
silicon dioxide, he said.
Favors’s research focuses on the
anode, or negative side of the lithium ion
battery, where graphite is the most commonly used material. But as electronics
have become more powerful, graphite’s
ability to be improved has been virtually
tapped out, Favors said.
Researchers are now focused on using
silicon at the nanoscale as a replacement for graphite. But the problem with
nanoscale silicon is that it degrades

quickly and is hard to produce in large
quantities, Favors said.
After his beach epiphany, Favors
did some looking to find a spot where
sand contains a high percentage of
quartz. That took him to the Cedar
Creek Reservoir, east of Dallas, where
he grew up.
Back in the lab, Favors milled the
sand down to the nanometer scale
and followed with a series of purification steps changing its color from
brown to bright white, similar in color
and texture to powdered sugar. Then,
he ground salt and magnesium into
the purified quartz and then heated
the resulting powder. With the salt
acting as a heat absorber, the magnesium worked to remove the oxygen
from the quartz, resulting in pure
silicon.
The Ozkan team found the pure
nanosilicon had formed into a very
porous 3-D silicon that had a spongelike consistency. That porosity has
proved to be the key to improving the
performance of the batteries built
with the nanosilicon. Q
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Feedback from
sensors embedded
in two fingertips of
this prosthetic hand
enabled Dennis
Aabo Sørensen to
grasp objects with
appropriate force.

GETTING A GRIP
THE CYBORG LIMBS OF TODAY ARE PRETTY CRUDE APpendages. With their ability to grasp and hold, they’re far
more sophisticated than the hooks and pegs of yesteryear’s
pirates. But it’s still an all-or-nothing affair: despite the
number of sensors and degrees of freedom the contemporary bionic arm may have, the host knows only that a grip is
either on or off. The grip lacks the feeling for whether the
object held is hard or soft, round or square. Without looking
at what’s in their artificial hands, amputees have no more
knowledge of an object’s pliability than excavator operators
have of the rubble they’re scooping.

A

s a result, amputees have no sense of how much force is appropriate
for an object. Hand them an orange to cradle and you might get orange
juice. Now a consortium of engineers, scientists, doctors—and one
patient—has managed to create a prosthetic arm with a sense of touch.
The patient, Dennis Aabo Sørensen, lost his forearm when toying with fireworks some ten years ago. Researchers at Switzerland’s Ècole Polytechnique
Fédérale De Lausanne hooked him up to a prosthetic with a robotic hand. The
tips of two of its fingers have sensors, as do the artificial tendons of the hand.
Signals from those sensors were sent to “transversal intrafascicular multichannel electrodes” planted in nerves in the remaining part of Sørensen’s arm.

An undamaged biological arm senses the stiffness
of an object with a feedback loop—the appropriate grip is determined by the sensation of the grip
(think “Don’t squeeze the Charmin”). In the middle
of the loop there’s a crucial element: the person. The
“Real-Time Bidirectional Hand Prostheses” include
this component.
“It’s not a closed-loop control,” said Marco Capogrosso, a biorobotics engineer at the institute. “The
feedback is not to the robot. We actually put the brain
into the middle. It’s the brain that receives the signal
and decides on how to control the robot.”
The key to the “real-time” part of the system’s
name, and the chief engineering challenge, was
keeping the gap between sensation and response to
less than 100 milliseconds. Any longer and Sørensen
would feel the delay.
Sørensen did not
feel a delay. Nor was “WE ACTUALLY PUT
there any delay to his
THE BRAIN INTO
putting the arm to use,
THE MIDDLE. IT’S
once suited up, and
THE BRAIN THAT
he outperformed the
RECEIVES THE SIGNAL
researcher’s expecAND DECIDES HOW TO
tations. Blindfolded
and headphoned, he
CONTROL THE ROBOT.”
could tell the shape
of a baseball, a bottle, and an orange (producing no
juice as he held it) as well as its orientation. Handed
a piece of hard wood, a stack of plastic cups, and a
package of cotton, he appropriately tightened his
grip each time. “He didn’t train to use the robot,”
Capogrosso said. “He was just using the natural
sensations he had from 10 years before. It was immediate and natural.”
To achieve that naturalness, the researchers
had to integrate a number of disparate commercial
parts. The hand itself, for instance, was a Prensilia
IH2 Azzurra, the arm socket made by Ortopedia
Italia, and the TIME electrodes originally developed
for another project. ”The challenge was integrating
all this technology in the human and continued on page 14»
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GETTING A GRIP
making it work for the first time,” Capogrosso said.
After making it work for a month, though,
Sørensen had to be unplugged—thanks to
laws about such experimentation. “It requires a lot of psychological strength to feel
your hand after ten years and then have
that stolen from you,” Capogrosso said.
But Sørensen knew what he was getting
into. And for that, Capogrosso said, he
deserves much of the credit. “It’s like Apollo
11, the astronauts who went to the moon.
After all the engineers have done their
work, take an electrode and implant it in
your nerve. A lot of things can go wrong. He
was a pioneer in a way.” ME
MICHAEL ABRAMS / ASME.ORG

IF THERE’S AN ENERGY REVOLUTION
afoot, then Harold Tan is working the
front lines. He recently led development of a foldable, portable solar
panel.

T

The SunJack foldable solar power
pack weighs less than 3 pounds—
light enough to carry most places.

an teamed with Gigawatt Inc. to create
SunJacks, which are 14-watt and 20-watt
monocrystalline panels with battery
packs that deliver quick charges and work even
in cloudy weather. Gigawatt Inc. of Placentia, Calif., develops and distributes solar technologies.
To pay for their first run, the SunJack design
team asked for crowdfunding via a Kickstarter
campaign and soon met its $33,000 goal.
It has plans to sell the SunJack kits via retail
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SOLAR PANELS
venues later this year.
Each SunJack kit includes a 14- or 20watt foldable solar panel with two USB
ports, a lithium-polymer battery, a battery
cable, and an instruction manual.
The kits should cost $150 for the 14-watt
kit and $250 for the 20-watt kit, Tan said.
The SunJack team also plans to give
panels away to communities in Papua
New Guinea that are off the grid or only
have intermittent power supplies. It also
allows consumers to buy panels as gifts
for people in developing areas, Tan said.
Giving things away versus selling them
can be controversial in global development. Tan said giveaways help if the
product is right.

The output from each
USB port provides
enough power to charge
small electronics such as
a tablet computer.

“With solar power,
we’re actually helping
cultivate the economy by
providing renewable energy that can be
used to power life and business,” he said.
SunJacks and other micro power
generators could have a powerful impact
among the families who get to use them.
They could save hours of walking for a
mobile phone charge, they could allow kids
to study at night by electric light, and they
could supplement small businesses by

entrepreneurs who sell charges, according
to Tan.
Solar cells and lights can improve
businesses, communication, and medical
service, and they’re durable, Tan said. In
25 years, the SunJack panels might still
operate at 80 percent capacity. ME
ENGINEERINGFORCHANGE.ORG
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ME: How did you become interested in the
profession?
A.I: I came from a traditional academic environment to the University of Southern California
where the human factors department was
housed in a multidisciplinary unit with engineering, safety, and management faculty. This
environment gave me a fuller appreciation of
how human factors and ergonomics fit and
contribute to the world.
ME: How have your work and your profession
evolved since you entered the field?
A.I: Moving from a research university to a
consulting practice changes the kinds of questions that you ask and answer. Human factors
and ergonomics were once confined to physical
and cognitive dimensions. Now we consider
them in a larger context where humans interact
with technology. A macroergonomics approach
considers organizational, psychosocial, and the
larger systems context. This approach is vital to
achieving sustainable change.Broadening the
interface between people and the technologies
they use is a move toward human systems integration. This allows us to understand the causes
and remedies for accidents, productivity, user
satisfaction, usability, and general effectiveness.
Our organizations and systems are more
technologically interdependent and therefore require more robust perspectives than any single
discipline can provide. The human factors and
ergonomics profession uses a multidisciplinary
approach—requiring engineering, psychology,
management, and medicine to name a few perspectives—to solve real-world problems.
ME: In what way is the work rewarding?
A.I: The goal of the human factors and ergonomics discipline is to optimize human
well-being and overall system effectiveness
simultaneously. While different professions can
improve one or the other, few can claim to make
a difference in both areas. Improving systems
and allowing people to live improved lives are
certainly worthwhile goals.
ME: What are your plans for the presidency in
the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society?
A.I: Like many professional societies, the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society faces
important challenges to make a value proposition that today’s professionals find attractive.
Engaging professionals in ways that are natural
and consistent with the way we work, think, and
interact today is the key to creating collaboration
in research and practice. We are exploring different ways to remain relevant to the membership we serve and to advancing the discipline we
represent.

Q&A ANDREW IMADA

AS PRESIDENT OF THE HUMAN FACTORS AND ERGONOMICS
Society, Andrew Imada brings a wealth of experience to the role, which
he assumes in October. Imada is president of A.S. Imada & Associates
in Carmichael, Calif., and was a professor of ergonomics and safety
sciences at the University of Southern California for 19 years. He directed USC's Safety Science Center and was international distancelearning liaison at the university’s Center for Scholarly Technology.
He’s a specialist in human and organizational change and a certified
professional ergonomist.The Human Factors and Ergonomics Society
in Santa Monica, Calif., is a multidisciplinary professional association
of more than 4,500 members.

ME: What are the most pressing issues in human factors work today?
A.I: The rapid rate of change has created many opportunities, as well as challenges, because people are interacting with technologies and each other differently.
Creating a knowledge base about how these changes affect people and applying
this information in a timely fashion is challenging.
ME: What are the biggest misperceptions about the field?
A.I: The biggest misconception is that human factors and ergonomics professionals are exclusively time-and-motion experts or office workstation designers. The
discipline has three fundamental characteristics. First, it is design driven. Second,
it focuses on two related outcomes—system performance and human well-being.
Finally, it takes a systems view of the problem.
ME: What are your guilty pleasures?
A.I: My red bicycle, red wine, and fantasy baseball with my son, Mark; not necessarily in that order, or at the same time. I started a fantasy baseball league where
parents and adults co-managed a team with their child or a relative to give them
something to talk about over breakfast. This avoided one-word answers to lame
adult questions such as, “How was school?” “What did you learn today?” ME
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ADDING TO
ADDITIVE
KNOW-HOW
Not too fast, not too slow: Laser
speed is one of the parameters
determining quality of a part made
by selective laser melting.
Photo: Lawrence Livermore Lab

The phrase “additive manufacturing” refers
to the making of a three-dimensional part by
building up material layer after layer. The term
covers a number of technologies, including
three-dimensional printing, stereolithography,
and selective laser melting. With roots in the
1980s, the process continues to be driven forward by researchers around the globe.

R

esearchers at the Lawrence Livermore Center for Applied
Scientific Computing have developed a method to predict
the best process parameters for parts made via selective
laser melting, an additive manufacturing process.
In selective laser melting, or SLM, a high-energy laser beam
fuses metal powder particles, layer by layer, to create a 3-D structure. According to Chandrika Kamath, a member of the center’s
research staff who helped develop the prediction method, density
of a finished product can be an issue in SLM.
“We found that the metal density reduces if the speed is too low,
due to voids created as a result of keyhole mode laser melting,
where the laser drills into the material” Kamath said. “At the same
time, too high a speed results in insufficient melting. The key is to
find the right parameters where the melting is just enough.”
Because pores or voids create weaknesses that can lead to

PROGRAMMING FOR DENSITY

THE LAB Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s Center for
Applied Scientific Computing; Lori Diachin, division leader.
OBJECTIVE To create computer tools and programs to take
advantage of new computing applications.
DEVELOPMENT A way to calculate the optimal parameters for
selective laser melting.

failure, some SLM applications call for very dense parts with
less than 1 percent porosity, she said.
But building parts and components to such specifications
can be challenging because of the number of parameters
that need to be set correctly, she said. Parameters besides
laser speed can include laser power, distance between laser
scan lines, scanning strategy, and powder layer thickness.
The SLM community needed a reliable and cost-effective
way to determine the right parameters for parts with desirable properties, such as high density, Kamath said.
The center’s approach uses computational simulations,
which can compute the dimensions of the melt pool, which
is the pool of liquid formed when the laser melts the metal
powder particles.
“We mine the simulation output to identify important SLM
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parameters and their values such that the resulting melt pools
are just deep enough to melt through the powder into the substrate below,” Kamath said. “By using the simulations to guide a
small number of single-track experiments, we can quickly arrive
at parameter values that will likely result in high-density parts.”
Kamath said she and her colleagues have used the simula-

tions successfully to gain insight into optimal processing
parameters.
The research is the first step in understanding how to use
computer simulations along with a small number of experiments to find the best processing parameters for selective
laser melting, she said.

Using a 3-D model made from an
MRI or CT scan gives veterinarians
at the University of Pennsylvania a
new dimension in their planning of
complex surgeries.
Photos: University of Pennsylvania

SURGERY MODEL

THE LAB Penn School of Veterinary
Medicine and PennDesign Fabrication Lab,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia;
Joan Hendricks, dean of the school of
veterinary medicine; Dennis Pierattini, lab
manager.
OBJECTIVE To improve animal care and
to provide a place for design students to
construct their work.
DEVELOPMENT Printed 3-D models of
animal injuries and deformities to better
understand the animals’ conditions before
surgery.

V

eterinary medicine researchers at the University of Pennsylvania recently teamed with faculty in the university’s
Fabrication Lab to print an exact replica of a dog’s skull.
The dog, named Millie, has a cranial deformity and the 3-D copy
of her skull gave veterinarians a better understanding of her
condition before they operated.
After examining Millie, Evelyn Galban, a neurosurgeon in Penn
Vet’s Department of Clinical Studies in Philadelphia, thought it
would be useful to physically handle a replica of the dog’s skull.
“It’s difficult to fully understand the malformation until we
have it in our hands,” she said. “That usually doesn’t happen
until we’re in surgery.”
Dennis Pierattini, the Fabrication Lab leader, and Stephen
Smeltzer, a lab member, partnered with Galban to produce a
model of Millie’s skull. They’ve also helped Galban create other
models that precisely replicate injuries or deformities of pets.
Such applications have the potential to improve training and
patient care at the veterinary school, Galban said.
To create the model, veterinarians transformed computed
tomography files into a format compatible with a 3-D printer. Using the scan files, the printer built the model layer by layer from
gypsum powder bound by acrylic and sealed with a glue-like
substance to make it rigid, Smeltzer said.

Evelyn Galban, a Penn Vet neurosurgeon, holds a replica of a dog’s skull.
Behind her is the scan from which the model was made.

Models like these could help veterinarians plan more of
their surgical procedures in advance of an operation. Full-color
models may even allow for testing new approaches that avoid
contact with critical blood vessels and other tissues, he added.
“Last week I had no idea that this was going to be happening, and now all of a sudden I have a vested interest in Millie,”
Smeltzer said. ME
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SAVING ELEPHANTS
AND SAVING ENERGY
ELEPHANTS ARE ONE OF THE WORLD’S ICONIC
animals, but they are struggling. Their numbers
in the wild are dwindling as poachers kill them for
ivory and humans encroach on a shrinking habitat.

I

n captivity, by contrast, their exhibits
commonly draw the most visitors.
Now, zoos are rethinking care and
building exhibits that mimic life in the wild,
giving the animals much more space to
enable them to live in herds. Increasingly,
those exhibits rely on a finely tuned design
incorporating mechanical systems that

efficiently cool and heat large
living areas, and allow them
to achieve LEED designation
for green buildings.
At the Smithsonian National Zoological
Park in Washington, D.C., curators have
replaced antiquated structures and systems,
along with antiquated thinking, in rework-

ing care of their Asian elephants. The
zoo spent some $65 million to refurbish
a 1930s-era building into a LEED-Goldcertified facility that, along with a quarter-
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The Oregon Zoo’s
Elephant Land exhibit,
seen in this artist’s
rendering, is designed
to provide a comfortable home for eight
Asian elephants.
Image: Oregon Zoo

mile outdoor “trek” and associated exhibit, provides enough
space to house up to ten Asian elephants and their young.
“We’re rebuilding the matriarchal structure,” said zoo
director Dennis Kelly.
On the other side of the country, officials at the Oregon
Zoo in Portland are investing $57 million in a similar project. They are building a new Elephant Land exhibit covering
more than six acres. It will include outdoor trails and areas
where the zoo’s eight Asian elephants can forage and exercise. Its focus will be Forest Hall and an adjacent indoor
holding facility totaling 32,000 square feet. A 1,850-squarefoot curtain wall will provide
natural lighting and allow
“A TYPICAL BUILDING
visitors to see the adjoining
OF THIS SIZE WOULD
outdoor complex.
USE ABOUT $100,000
The design includes skylights and a green roof (studPER YEAR IN ENERGY
ded with solar panels) that
COSTS. THIS BUILDallows for natural ventilation.
ING IS DESIGNED FOR
An air curtain prevents heat
ABOUT $60,000.”
from escaping the building
while permitting elephants to
enter and exit at will.
The exhibit, scheduled to open in 2015, will depend on
geothermal wells to provide much of the project’s energy.
There will also be energy to share with a future upgrade of
a polar bear exhibit and possibly with other projects.
“It is an energy-efficient design that allows energy transfer and eliminates the need for large and expensive cooling
equipment for the polar bears,” said Tim Elley, engineer
with the job’s mechanical engineering consultant, PAE Engineers in Portland. “Otherwise you’d need a large cooling
tower and chillers.”
Metro, the regional governmental agency that operates
the zoo, insisted the overall zoo expansion meet its goal to
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SAVING ELEPHANTS AND SAVING ENERGY
reduce direct and indirect greenhouse gas
emissions 80 percent below 2008 levels
by 2050.
“It is a very sustainable government

organization,” said Jim Mitchell, the zoo’s
construction manager. “There were a list
of items that were nonnegotiable, the first
being animal care [during construction]

and energy efficiency.”
For the first phase, the result was an
elephant house design by CLR Design
of Pittsburgh. It will use 60 percent less
energy and save 40 percent of the energy
costs compared to a similar building
built to the Oregon Energy Code baseline, said PAE’s Tim Elley. The building
meets LEED Silver requirements.
“A typical building of this size would
be expected to use about $100,000 per
year in energy costs,” he said. “This
building is designed for about $60,000 to
$62,000 per year.”
Much of the savings is in heating energy. Three heat-recovery units
are being installed with the building’s
ventilation units to account for a better
than 80 percent reduction in the heating
load, according to PAE. The geothermal

plant accounts for about a 75 percent
reduction in energy required to meet the
remaining load, resulting in a 95 percent
overall reduction in heating energy compared to the baseline code.
In Washington, the National Zoo
drilled 40 geothermal wells to heat and
cool its elephant exhibit. In Oregon,
designers took advantage of an available
1.5 acre site to place a coiled, 12-zone
geothermal “slinky” system that can
provide 850,000 Btu of heating capacity
for the elephant house as well as 70 tons
of cooling capacity for the polar bears.
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Natural gas-fired boilers will generate a small portion of
heating and cooling needs.
Solar panels will generate up to 30 kW to heat water
for the elephants and rainwater will be collected from the
14,000-square-foot roof to a 5,000-gallon underground tank.
Rainwater will be disinfected with an ultraviolet system for
internal use, such as flushing toilets or pressure washing.
Zoo officials will rely on the heat-recovery exhaust fans
to move air through the building for ventilation. But design
revolves around the elephants. The air curtain allows for
the animals to come and go at will from the structure to the
outdoors, which in Portland’s mild climate, Mitchell said, may
happen much of the year.
To contain and protect both animals and keepers, the
buildings use reinforced concrete walls and steel barriers. As
in Washington, concrete floors are being eliminated and replaced with a four-foot layer of sand, which provides a softer,
more natural surface for the animals.
“But elephants are naturally curious, and they like to move
and push things,” Mitchell said. So how do you design for the
forces an elephant can generate?
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Engineers provided a large pressure plate and keepers trained the elephants to push against it. Mitchell
said they topped out at 3,500 pounds of push, but engineers designed for a force of 7,000 pounds at seven feet.
But they were met with an unanticipated issue after a
simple steel shade structure was completed.
“We wanted to keep the elephants on site during construction,” Mitchell said. When the elephants were allowed back
to the structure, one of them “pushed at about 10 feet and
wrapped its trunk around the post, pushing in a back-andforth motion,” he said. It moved the post about four inches,
and cracked the foundation from what engineers describe as
“earthquake-type motions.” They had to reinforce the shelter
with steel-plate H-columns.
According to Mitchell, “There’s really no standard for this.” ME
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POLLUTION-CONTROL
ENERGY COSTS
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LOOKING BACK
Reducing auto emissions and
increasing mileage were already
national concerns when this article
appeared in September 1974.

Eric Hirst, research engineer, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn.

A Department of Energy engineer 40 years ago
looked at ways to make cars more efﬁcient, especially
considering the fuel penalties due to increasing
emission controls.

A

utomobile Pollution Control. The federal Clean Air Act of 1970
established air pollution emission standards for automobiles
designed to reduce hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen
oxide emissions by about 90 percent after 1976 (relative to uncontrolled
autos). Meeting these standards will probably worsen auto fuel economy
(relative to uncontrolled, pre-1968 vehicles) by about 15-30 percent.
According to recent tests the fuel penalty due to emission controls on
1973-model autos is 8 percent.
We assume an average fuel penalty of 20 percent for all cars manufactured after 1976. Applying this penalty to 1970 urban auto traffic shows an
increase in fuel use of 1,100 trillion Btu (1,200 quadrillion J). This represents a 19 percent increase in total energy use for that year.
Redesign of Automobiles. Because of concerns over impending domestic oil shortages and the need to import large quantities of petroleum,
there is considerable interest in improving the energy efficiency of our
transportation system. Since the automobile consumes a larger share of
the transportation energy budget than all other modes combined, an examination of this mode for potential efficiency improvements is important.
A second reason for focusing on autos is to seek ways to counteract the
expected fuel penalties discussed in the foregoing.
The single most important determinant of auto fuel economy is vehicle
weight. Fuel economy in the Consumer Reports test trip ranged from 35
mpg (15,000 km/m3) for the 1,600-lb (720 kg) Datsun 1200 to 11 mpg
(4,700 km/m3) for the 4,600-lb (2,100-kg) Mercury Marquis. The 1971 average auto fuel economy, as reported by the Federal Highway Administration, was 13.7 mpg (5,830 km/m3). A recent study estimated a 30 percent
potential fuel savings through a shift to small cars.
Other methods to reduce fuel use include redesign of auto shapes to
reduce aerodynamic drag, use of low-loss tires such as radials, use of
cars with lower horsepower-to-weight ratios, redesign of the internalcombustion engine, and use of alternative power sources. ... The diesel

BIRTH OF A TERM
The year 1974 saw the birth of a
technical term that has since entered the
popular lexicon. Norio Taniguchi, a professor at
Tokyo University of Science, presented a paper at
the International Conference on Production Engineering in which he wrote: “The finishing technology aimed
to get the preciseness and fineness of 1 nm would be
called ‘nano-technology.’" He was referring to advanced manufacturing processes including thin film
deposition that could maintain control on the
order of one nanometer. His paper was
the first recorded use of the term
“nanotechnology.”

engine (which met the 1975 standards) and the
prototype stratified-charge engine (which met the
1976 standards) provided fuel savings of 44 and 15
percent, respectively, relative to the 1973 internalcombustion engine.
Combining the aforementioned energyconserving options could cut auto fuel use by as
much as one-half, but this is unlikely. A more likely
scenario is that average auto fuel economy would
be improved sufficiently to offset the expected fuel
penalty due to emission control. Such an improvement could be achieved by a 25 percent shift to
small cars weighing one-half the average, plus a
25 percent shift to diesel engines. ME
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CHART 1 Exports from Mexico are dominated by
manufactured goods, especially electronics
and vehicles.
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2012 MEXICAN
EXPORTS & IMPORTS IN
BILLIONS OF U.S. DOLLARS
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Motor vehicles
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SOURCE: UN Comtrade

For many years, Mexico had a reputation for manufacturing labor-intensive, low-value-added components, like
wire harnesses, auto seats, and plastic goods. A lot has
changed in the past decade.

GRAPH 02

LANDED COSTS OF MANUFACTURED GOODS
SOURCE: AlixPartners Manufacturing Sourcing Cost Index
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n 2009, Mexico became the world’s largest producer of flat-panel television sets
and two-door refrigerators. It has a vibrant aerospace sector. Last year, it built 2.9
million motor vehicles to become the eighth
largest automaker.
Exports doubled between 2003 and 2012,
making Mexico the 10th largest exporter in
the world. More than three-quarters of those
exports go to the U.S., but Chrysler plans to
export some Mexican Fiat 500s to China.
There are lots of reasons for Mexico’s
resurgence. NAFTA integrates Mexico with
the U.S. and Canadian economies (one reason why Bombardier makes aircraft outside
Mexico City). Mexico also signed free trade
agreements with 44 countries, twice as many
as China and four times more than Brazil.
Mexico’s open economy lets factories
import the raw materials and components
needed for production. Like exports,
Mexican imports doubled between 2003
and 2012.
Mexican trade benefits from China’s
diminished luster. China’s labor costs are rising, its workforce is aging, and its long supply
chains are costly.
In fact, according to AlixPartners, a trade
consulting firm, the landed cost of Mexico’s
products in the U.S. are significantly lower
than China’s, and the gap is likely to increase.
AlixPartners looks at a variety of products,
including fabricated parts, assemblies
(including electronics), and consumer
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GRAPH 2 As recently as 2005, the cost of manufactured goods being imported to the United States from
China and India were significantly cheaper than those coming from Mexico. Now, factors such as labor
costs, factory overhead, and logistics have made Mexican imports relatively cheaper.
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IMPORTS
CHART 2 Mexico actually imports more electronics
and machinery than it exports. It also imports a lot
of plastics and raw materials.
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products. It then analyzes costs for labor,
raw materials, factory overhead, logistics,
inventory, tariffs, and exchange rates.
Bangladesh and the Caribbean come
out on top for clothing and fabrics. China’s
infrastructure makes it a dominant player
in sophisticated consumer electronics.
But Mexico comes out ahead in industrial
products that require casting, assembling,
and welding. It is also making headway
in smartphones, computers, and other
consumer electronics.
With its open border, Mexico integrates
tightly with U.S. manufacturers, said
AlixPartners managing director Foster
Finley. For example, HVAC companies often
make compressors and motors in Mexico
because they are compact and easy to
ship, then integrate them with more bulky
components made in the United States. In
fact, 40 percent of the parts in the products

THE MAKING OF MEXICO
EXPECTED ADVANTAGES FROM NEAR-SOURCING
SOURCE: AlixPartners, 2014 survey of manufacturers
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GRAPH 3 What factors are companies considering when deciding
whether to bring manufacturing
operations from China to Mexico?
Many of them deal with being closer
to consumers in North America, with
freight costs and speed to market
being the two biggest considerations.

that Mexico exports to the United States
were originally made in the U.S.
There are other reasons why American
companies want to bring manufacturing
nearer to home. A big driver is faster speed
to market, which allows companies to
improve products on the fly instead of waiting months for inventory to move through
the system. Manufacturers also like lower
freight costs, improved customer service,
and fewer supply disruptions.
Mexico is clearly the top near-sourcing
destination in Latin America, but it faces
clear competition—from the United States
itself. AlixPartners found 42 percent of
large manufacturers would build U.S.
plants to make products destined for the
domestic market, thanks to low-cost energy, reasonable wages in some regions,
and very short supply chains. ME
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Cognitive systems, which take
on some of the activities of the
human brain, promise a powerful new generation of engineering tools.

By Ahmed K. Noor


engaged a very human mind. Contestants
beneﬁt from encyclopedic knowledge, but
they also need logic, intuition, and a bit of
luck. Even grammar is involved. The game
isn’t question and answer. Instead, the player
is given an answer, and has to respond by
phrasing an appropriate question.

For instance, a contestant may be told, “When Apple sued for
iPad patent infringement, Samsung cited this 1968 movie as the
originator of the design.”
The response is: “What is 2001: A Space Odyssey?”
It requires contributions by different parts of the brain.
That was a challenge of a very human sort. But then, along
came Watson.
IBM’s supercomputer played against two Jeopardy champions in 2011 and won. Watson was able to respond directly and
precisely to natural language prompts with relevant, correct
responses. It had access to 200 million pages of structured and
unstructured information consuming four terabytes of disk storage including the full text of Wikipedia, but was not connected to
the Internet during the game.
It was like Captain Kirk’s interaction with Computer on the
Enterprise. Watson was science ﬁction brought to real life.
Of course, IBM didn’t develop Watson to win game shows.
The goal was to have computers start to interact in natural human terms across a range of applications.
The computer has moved on to address bigger and more serious issues now. For instance, it has a role in health care in which
it helps physicians overwhelmed by the herculean task of both
treating patients and keeping up with an exponentially expanding body of medical research.
The term we give to this kind of technology is “cognitive
computing.” Unlike expert systems of the past, which required
inﬂexible hard-coded expert rules, cognitive computers interpret
unstructured data (sensory information, images, voices, and
numbers), navigate through vast amounts of information, learn

“

They were hoping
against hope that the
humans would screw
up. … They were right.
Watson won handily.
From “The Obsolete Know-It-All,” a TED talk by Ken Jennings,
who won more than 70 times at Jeopardy. Pictured, from left,
are Jennings, a stand-in for Watson (which was in its climate
controlled room), and Brad Rutter, the show’s top cash winner.

by experience, and participate in dialogues with humans using natural language to
solve extremely complex problems.
IBM isn’t alone in pursuing cognitive computing.
The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency is funding a program
called SyNAPSE (Systems of Neuromorphic Adaptive Plastic Scalable Electronics)
to develop machine technology that will function like biological neural systems.
IBM, Hughes Research Labs, and several universities are working on this program. The aim is to build an electronic system that matches a mammalian brain in
function, size, and power consumption. It would recreate 10 billion neurons and
100 trillion synapses, consume one kilowatt (same as a small electric heater), and
measure less than 2,000 cubic centimeters.
The Human Brain Project of the European Union was initiated in 2013. It aims,
among other things, to build information and computing technologies by mapping
the inner workings of the brain and mimicking them in computing. As part of the
project, researchers in Germany used a neuromorphic chip and software modeled
on insects’ odor-processing systems to recognize plant species by their ﬂowers.
Computing itself is only one element in the broader pursuit of cognitive engineering. “Cognitive” means that a system can perform some functions of human
cognition. The system would have natural language processing capability, learn
from experience, interact with humans in a natural way, and help make decisions.
Most of the work engineers do is cognitive in nature. So many see a potential in cognitive systems as very powerful tools to support engineers and other
professionals.
In its health care role, for example, IBM Watson will help a New York-based
genome research center in developing treatments for glioblastoma, the most common type of brain cancer in
U.S. adults.
What makes Watson
unique
is that it isn’t proGAME CHANGER
grammed like most computers. Instead of relying
on information put into it,
Watson learns by reading
vast amounts of information
and combining it with the
A NEURAL NETWORK VISUALIZATION TOOL BUILT
results of previous work to
BY SYNAPSE RESEARCHERS AT IBM
solve problems.
Researchers at the RensThe display gives researchers an overview of neuron
activation states in a large-scale neural network.
selaer Polytechnic Institute
are at work on cognitive

technologies with similar abilities that can be
applied to data streams, particularly those used
to control and guide aircraft. They are funded
by the Air Force Ofﬁce of Scientiﬁc Research to
develop “active data” technologies, known as
smart analytics.
The technologies would enable otherwise
passive data systems to search for patterns and
relationships and to identify incorrect data
generated by faulty sensors, or other hardware
failures, such as those that contributed to the
Air France 447 crash in June 2009. During that
ﬂight, important sensors failed, and reported
erroneous airspeed data. But the autopilot didn't
know that and acted as if the data were correct.
The system uses mathematical and programming elements that search for patterns and
relationships that indicate hardware failure. Active data has been incorporated into a software
system called the Programming Language for
spatiO-Temporal data Streaming applications,
or PILOTS, which treats air speed, ground
speed, and wind speed as data streams that
sometimes exhibit errors, which can be automatically corrected so that the pilot receives the
correct readings and can adjust accordingly.
In addition to its beneﬁts in making ﬂight systems safer, smart analytics could also be helpful
in other applications that rely on sensors, such
as health care. Analyzing the patterns of data
collected from sensors on the human body could
detect early signs of seizures or heart attacks.

Projects are also under way to apply cognitive technology to robotics, cars, and production systems.
As interaction of robots with humans increases, so does the demand for sophisticated robotic

capabilities associated with deliberation and
high-level cognitive functions. Future robots
will be endowed with higher-level cognitive
functions to interact with humans, reason,
and perceive so they can function in unpredictable environments.
Cognitive robots have the processing
architecture to reason how to accomplish
complex goals.
An early-generation cognitive robot is
the human-like Myon, developed by the
Neurorobotics Research Lab of Humboldt
University in Germany. All the body parts of
Myon can be removed and mounted again.
The body parts retain their separate
functionality because each one has its
own energy supply and computational ability. The neural network
is distributed over the decentralized robot.
Myon is learning to respond to
human emotion. The humanoid
robot will be playing a lead role
in "My Square Lady" in Berlin's
Komische Oper in the 2014-15 season,
as an experiment.
A European consortium, led by the
University of Graz and including both
biological and technical institutions, is
creating a swarm of cognitive, autonomous
underwater robots. The goal of the project is
to develop robotic vehicles that can interact
with each other and cooperate in tasks. They
could be used for ecological monitoring, or
for searching, maintaining, and even harvesting in underwater environments.
The swarm will need the robustness and
stability to function under dynamically
changing conditions. The vehicles will interact with each other and exchange information, resulting in a cognitive system that is
aware of its environment, of local individual
goals and threats, and of global swarm-level
goals and threats.
As shown by natural swimming ﬁsh
swarms, such mechanisms are ﬂexible and
scalable. The usage of cognition-generating
algorithms can allow robots in the swarm
to mimic each other's behavior and to learn
from each other adequate reactions to environmental changes.
The plan includes investigating the
emergence of artiﬁcial collective pre-consciousness, which leads to self-identiﬁcation
and further improvement of collective
performance. In this way, several gen-

IBM and the
Watson Ecosystem
atson is ushering a new era of computing, the cognitive computing era. In addition to programmatic computing (used
in the current programmable systems era), Watson uses a
combination of three capabilities that make it unique: namely, it can understand and process natural language; it can
generate and evaluate hypotheses to provide evidence-based
responses, with a conﬁdence level; and it can be trained (i.e.,
have dynamic learning capability).
Watson communicates more like a human in both query and
reply, and uses probability to reason out the best answers, and it can
do this with speed and precision. It can process 500 gigabytes, the equivalent of a million books, per second. The sources of information for Watson include
encyclopedias, dictionaries, thesauri, newswire articles, and literary works. Watson
also uses databases, taxonomies, and ontologies.
Watson’s hardware integrates massively parallel
POWER7 processors. It is composed of a cluster of 90
Watson, above, has
IBM Power 750 servers, each of which uses a 3.5 GHz
many connections.
POWER7 eight-core processor, with four threads per
Developers, for instance,
access it through the
core. In total, the system has 2,880 POWER7 procescloud, and soon classes
sor cores and has 16 terabytes of RAM.
of university students
In November 2013, IBM announced the formation
will do so as well.
of the Watson Ecosystem for creating a complete
environment for fostering new business opportunities and driving innovation. The environment supports a community of interconnected partners, which include cross-industry application developers and content
providers. They are provided access to the Watson platform, technologies, and tools
through the Watson developer cloud. They are also supported by a collaborative
community of IBM technical, marketing, and sales resources. The developer cloud
is used for building and testing applications of the business partners.
An Unstructured Information Management Architecture framework to support
distributed computing is being developed.
In September 2014, IBM will launch the Cognitive Systems Institute to advance
the development and deployment of cognitive computing systems. Like IBM’s Watson, these systems can learn, reason, and help human experts make complex decisions involving extraordinary volumes of data. The institute will comprise universities, research organizations, and IBM clients.
Also, IBM is partnering with a number of universities to launch new cognitive
computing courses, which provide students with access to Watson via the cloud.
The courses will include building ideas for cognitive innovations, creating cognitive
apps, and developing entrepreneurial know-how. Q

GAME CHANGER
eral principles of swarm-level
cognition will be explored
to assess their importance in
real-world applications. These
studies complement earlier
GOOGLE'S SELF-DRIVING CAR ELIMINATES STEERING
studies led by Naomi Leonard
WHEEL, ACCELERATOR, AND BRAKE PEDALS
at Princeton University.
According to Google, “Seniors can keep their freedom.
The results can be exploited
… And drunk and distracted driving? History.”
for improving the robustness,
ﬂexibility, and efﬁciency of
other technical applications in the ﬁeld of information and computing technology.
In June 2014, the European Commission, along with 180 companies and
research organizations (under the umbrella of euRobotics), launched the world's
largest civilian research and innovation program in robotics. Covering manufacturing, agriculture, health, transport, civil security, and households, the initiative
is called SPARC and aims at developing technologies including smart industrial
robots, autonomous cars, and drones.
Cognitive cars are equipped with integrated sensors, cameras, GPS navigation
systems, and radar devices that provide coordinates and information gathered on
the road to other cars, equipped with the same car-to-car communication system.
The new technologies are intended to serve and protect drivers and passengers,
and ultimately render human drivers superﬂuous.
The advanced technologies that make cognitive and self-driving cars have been
ﬁltering into commercial products at a fast rate.
In April 2014, the Google self-driving cars surpassed 700,000 autonomous
accident-free miles. This was done by improving the software that can detect hundreds of distinct objects simultaneously.
The self-driving cars can ingest massive amounts of data in a very short amount
of time, explore multiple scenarios, and eventually run simulations to insure that
their decisions are as safe as possible. The cars pay attention to pedestrians, buses,
stop signs, and a cyclist making gestures that indicate a possible turn, in a way that
a human driver cannot, and they never get tired or distracted.
Google has unveiled a fully autonomous, two-seat electric car prototype without
steering wheel, accelerator, or brake pedal. The cars can go up to 25 mph. Google is
building about 100 prototypes of this sort and plans to conduct initial tests in versions that retain the manual controls.
Meanwhile, a new autopilot tool, Cruise Rp-1, which enables hands-free driv-

ing on highways, has been advertised and is slated for use in California starting in 2015. It can be
ﬁtted for nearly any vehicle. It includes two cameras, a radar mechanism, GPS, inertial sensors,
and an on-board computer, as well as actuators
that control the car's steering, acceleration, and
braking. Using this software/hardware combination, the Cruise RP-1 constantly scans the road to
keep the car operating within safe parameters in
relation to other cars and the boundaries of the
driving environment.
The cars can deal with changing environments
and some level of dynamic uncertainty. However,
it is impossible to plan ahead for every single
scenario that a fully autonomous car might have
to handle. Therefore, one of the key requirements
of autonomous cars is to have human-like cognitive capabilities (being able to learn and make
decisions on the ﬂy).
A cognitive system with implications for factory production is being developed by researchers at Kings College in London. It is a cognitive
robotic hand with vision system.
The robotic hand uses a Kinect depth-sensing
camera to analyze a 3-D object, builds a 3-D computer model of it, and determines how the robotic
hand can securely grasp it.
That kind of autonomy and ﬂexibility gives rise
to the concept of cognitive factories. Possible systems include autonomous machining, automated
programming of industrial robots, human-robot
cooperation, knowledge-based quality assurance,
and process control.
As part of the SkillPro project funded by the
European Commission, researchers at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology in Germany are
developing cognitive tools for smart reconﬁgurable manufacturing systems and mass customization. The project considers a modern production system as a combination and collaboration of
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DECENTRALIZED ROBOT
WITH A HUMAN TOUCH
Myon—shown shaking the hand of Jan-Hendrik Olbertz, president of Humboldt University—
can respond to human emotions.

A SWARM OF COGNITIVE ROBOTS DEVELOPED
BY A PROJECT IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
The autonomous vehicles will interact to perform
such tasks as ecological monitoring or harvesting
resources in underwater habitats.
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Neuromorphic Chips
and Machine Learning
oday’s computers use the so-called
von Neumann architecture. They
shuttle data back and forth between a
central processor and memory chips
in linear sequences of calculations.
While that method is appropriate for
crunching numbers and executing
precisely written programs, it is not
efﬁcient for processing images, or for
detecting and predicting patterns. By contrast, neuromorphic chips process sensory
data, such as images and sound, and respond to changes in data in ways not specifically programmed. They attempt to model
in silicon the massively parallel way the brain
processes information as billions of neurons
and trillions of synapses respond to sensory stimuli. The neurons also change how
they connect with each other in response to
changing images, sounds, or patterns. Neu-

romorphic chips have the potential of overcoming the physical limitations and considerably reducing the power requirements of
the traditional von Neumann processors.
Qualcomm demonstrated a small robot
powered by a neuromorphic chip and specialized software that simulate the activity
in the brain. Simply telling the robot when
it has arrived in the right spot allows it to
ﬁgure out how to get there later without
any complex set of commands. The company plans to partner with researchers and
startups, offering them a platform to create
neural architectures very quickly with Qualcomm’s tools.
Potential applications include computers
that draw on wind patterns, tides, and other
indicators to predict severe storms more accurately, or glasses for the blind that use visual and auditory cues to recognize objects. Q

Jennifer Hasler holds a board, above, with bio-based neuron structures; right, a neuromorphic chip from Heidelberg. Photo: Heidelberg University, Germany

cyber-physical assets that offer different skills.
Having completed one order, manufacture
of any new product ordered mostly requires a
modiﬁcation of the production process. When
manufacturing small series, preparation, setup,
and programming of the machinery often take
much longer than manufacture proper. Machines equipped with cognitive capabilities and
communicating with each other are expected
to signiﬁcantly reduce the changeover time.
A machine equipped with cognitive tools
and camera sensors, for instance, can recognize
any workpiece even in the case of changing
products. Having examined the workpiece’s
shape and position, the machine can decide
how to apply its gripper or suction cups and
where to place the workpiece. Depending on
the product, machines with gripping, welding,
or bonding skills can determine their next task
or production step.
They communicate with neighboring machines and know whether they have to ask for
a mobile robot to transport the product to the
next workstation or the shipping department of
the company.

Cognitive computing and cognitive technologies can be major game changers for
engineering systems, practice, and training. The conﬂuence of cognitive systems with
such technologies as cloud, mobile, wearable devices, Internet of Things, Big Data, and
visual analytics will amplify their impact.
Future cognitive engineering systems will be designed to handle various tasks in a
ﬂexible manner and adapt to the user’s needs. They should also be reasonably easy to
instruct and affordable. They will incorporate a variety of sensors, interacting reasoning modules, and actuators.
With the use of cognitive systems, engineers will be able to perform highly sophisticated search within a dynamic domain, ﬁnd relevant information and patterns, see
the bigger picture outside their immediate expertise, and harvest insight from data
that is constantly being updated. The result will let engineers explore large numbers
of alternative designs and make better decisions in large multidisciplinary projects. All
this promises to reduce both the time and cost of the development process.
The aim is to create a partnership in which cognitive devices and facilities will support the thinking of the human brain. This form of partnership will think better than
any human brain by itself, and will process data in a way better than current information handling machines.
Such interactions can amplify human capabilities and help engineers in creating
more innovative products in powerful new ways. ME

AHMED K. NOOR is Eminent Scholar and William E. Lobeck Professor of Modeling, Simulation and Visualization Engineering at Old Dominion University in Norfolk, Va.

To Learn More For more information on cognitive computing and cognitive engineering systems, go to:
www.aee.odu.edu/cognitivecomp. The website, created as a companion to this Mechanical Engineering magazine
feature, contains links to material on cognitive computing, cognitive technologies and systems, current activities,
educational programs, and research projects.

are getting smarter all the time.
Developments in hardware and processing power
have made it possible to automate tasks much more
complex than spot welding or pick-and-place.
Indeed, we live in an age when society may soon have to
decide how to integrate autonomous aircraft with conventional air trafﬁc. Personal service robots may one day set
the table for us or pour our drinks.
In industry, machines and their artiﬁcial intelligence can
be productive at ever-more-complex tasks, but the cost of
programming them can be prohibitive, especially to small
and mid-size enterprises. It is not just a one-time cost of
developing the large computer code. Smaller manufacturers are frequently producing short runs and so face a need
for frequent reprogramming.
Current manual programming approaches rely on
formulating a simple version of the problem and applying a
search-based planning algorithm to discover a solution. To
generate a problem within the conceptual grasp of a human
programmer, the simplifying assumptions might include
considering all objects being manipulated to be rigid and
ignoring dynamics.
The challenge and cost of programming can increase
signiﬁcantly when the process involves the management
of deformable or ﬂuid materials, typically encountered in
many routine tasks in industry as well as in our daily lives.
But imagine an alternative that can eliminate the need to
write lengthy programs that try to foresee the numerous
variations possible in a complex task. Suppose you could
program a robot by showing it how to do the job.

Robots at EPFL learn
to feel the difference
between skilled and unskilled welders so they
can provide assistance
when needed.

RESEARCH IS MAKING GREAT STRIDES IN IMITATION LEARNING—THE PROGRAMMING

robot see
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OF AUTONOMOUS MACHINES BY INDIVIDUAL AND CROWD DEMONSTRATIONS.

robot do
BY KRISHNANAND N. KAIPA, JOSHUA D. LANGSFELD, AND SATYANDRA K. GUPTA

The core idea is that humans cannot spontaneously perform challenging tasks;
instead, they gain experience and improve their performance
over time as they execute repeated trials.
This is often called “learning from demonstrations” or
“imitation learning.” And it isn’t a far-fetched idea. Labs at
several institutions—for example, the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology at Lausanne, the University of Maryland, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Worcester Polytechnic
Institute—are experimenting with technology that may one day
make imitation learning common for machines.
The underlying idea of this approach is to allow an agent
to acquire the necessary details of how to perform a task by
observing another agent (who already has the relevant expertise)
perform the same task. Usually, the learning agent is a robot and
the teaching agent is a human. Often, the goal of imitation learning approaches is to extract some high-level details
about how to perform the task from recorded
demonstrations.
Research into imitation learning has
achieved some impressive results ranging from training unmanned helicopters to perform complex maneuvers
to teaching robots general-purpose
manipulation tasks.
One early implementation
reported in 2004 was focused on
teaching a helicopter to hover in
place and perform a few maneuvers.

Stanford's drone
helicopter, above,
copies an aerial stunt;
Nexi, left, learned
survival tasks through
crowdsourcing.

Learning of more complex maneuvers like in-place ﬂips from
human demonstrations was reported in 2010. Researchers at the
Stanford AI Lab led by director Andrew Ng were able to train
the small helicopter to perform complex stunts by observing the
behavior of an expert pilot performing them.
The robot could not simply copy the inputs given by the
pilot since no two runs of a stunt are exactly equal. The pilot is
continually compensating for disturbances while performing
the task. Successful replication of a stunt by an autonomous robot requires a learning algorithm to extract
the desired characteristics of the task from one
or more demonstrations and to develop a
policy to reproduce those characteristics
at an acceptable level of performance.
The apprenticeship learning approach has the advantage of not
requiring any input from a human programmer to deﬁne the stunt motions.
This is difﬁcult to do, as helicopter
dynamics are complicated and often
only known implicitly, assuring that any
hand-coded control algorithm is likely to
fail on maneuvers that require capabilities
of the helicopter close to its limits. Learning
from expert demonstrations serves as a feasible
option in such cases.
The general approach used by the Stanford researchers
involves the assumption that the pilot is demonstrating a noisy
version of the desired trajectory to execute the stunt. Multiple
demonstrations of the same stunt have differing amounts of
noise in different sections, and so a good averaging algorithm
is able to extract an appropriate trajectory. Using an expectation maximization algorithm, the system is able to produce the
average trajectory by simultaneously aligning the demonstrations temporally and ﬁnding trajectory elements that can be
achieved by the helicopter, given its dynamics.
The net result is that the helicopter can perform the stunts
with a consistency comparable to that of the expert pilot. The
helicopter was able to transition between learned stunts without returning to neutral ﬂight state between stunts.
Researchers at the Learning Algorithms and Systems
Laboratory of the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne,
led by Aude Billard, have been incorporating learning from
demonstrations for a variety of robot tasks. They are primarily
concerned with teaching humanoid robots various general-
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A project at the Swiss
Federal Institute of
Technology uses repeated
demonstrations to teach
robots general-purpose
manipulation tasks.

purpose manipulation tasks, from setting a table with cutlery
and ﬂatware to putting objects into a container. These tasks
may involve learning when to grasp, how to grasp, and what
trajectories to follow.
The researchers have developed algorithms that are able
to extract the desired characteristics of a task from repeated
demonstrations. The approach enables different demonstrators to illustrate different aspects of a manipulation task and
generalizes the demonstrations into a single cohesive model
for achieving the task goals. They use a probabilistic framework to encode the demonstration data and extract important
constraints for achieving the task.
ost traditional approaches to imitation learning in
the robotics area only utilize a small number of successful human demonstrations. These demonstrations are used to construct a model that identiﬁes parameters
to be used by the robot in doing the same task. If the robot is
unable to do the task using the parameters prescribed by the
model, then the approach fails.
The reasons for failures are often insufﬁcient number of
demonstrations or the subtle differences between the robot
and the human that are not modeled. This phenomenon is
generally referred to as the correspondence problem in the
imitation learning and cognitive science communities.
Relying on demonstrations or a model that captures all the
differences between the human and the robot is impractical.
We need a robust approach to imitation learning that antici-

pates failures in the transfer of skills from the human to the
robot and has built-in features to recover from it.
Human operators often need to perform challenging
tasks multiple times in order to be able to reach an acceptable level of performance. Typically, humans make a lot of
errors during early phases of learning.
They learn the appropriate coordination by using the motor error to adjust their neural command over repeated trials.
This provides a different approach to imitation learning: In
addition to learning from successful demonstrations, robots
can also learn from errors made by human operators and how
they recovered from these errors in subsequent trials.
We and our collaborators in the Maryland Robotics
Center at the University of Maryland in College Park are
working on developing imitation learning algorithms, with a
particular emphasis on learning from failures. The core idea
is that humans cannot spontaneously perform challenging
tasks; instead, they gain experience and improve their performance over time as they execute repeated trials.
Accordingly, all demonstrations, whether successful or
not, can be recorded and learned from. The robot learns a
model of the human’s behavior which can provide a means
to act in a novel variation of the task and a strategy to adjust
its behavior when failure occurs. It imitates how the demonstrator converged to a successful trial.
We are currently focused on the problem of pouring
liquid into a moving container placed on a rotating platform.
This scenario takes inspiration from an assembly line at a

small or medium-size manufacturing ﬁrm, where task requirements might
change rapidly and purchasing specialized automation hardware for each
variation would be too expensive.
The goal is to use general-purpose robotic manipulators that can be easily
trained. The task of pouring a liquid into a container while it is moving is a
challenging problem for current autonomous planners because it is difﬁcult
to accurately model the ﬂuid dynamics in real time. The task is therefore
relatively more amenable to directly learning from human demonstrations.
During experiments, we observed that humans approach this task with
no experience and rapidly converge to a successful behavior. Initial results
indicate that there is valuable information in a trial where the demonstrator failed at performing the task, primarily in terms of how that experience
affected their behavior in the next trial.
Our approach involves extracting this adjustment strategy as a function
of current performance in order to imitate not just the task itself, but how to
improve and succeed in cases of failed attempts. The algorithm developed
on these ideas was illustrated using a robotic arm that failed initially, learnt
from its failures, and eventually succeeded at performing the pouring task.

of physics-based robot simulators. For example, the DARPA Robotics Challenge is making
an extensive use of simulation technology to
test autonomy components.
By combining advances in multi-player
online games and accurate robot simulations,
new games can be developed in which humans
can compete and collaborate with each other
by teleoperating virtual robots. This advancement means that demonstrations need not
be conﬁned to a few experts. Instead, anyone
with an Internet connection can participate
in the training of a new robot. That is how

eople often wonder how well the learned components of autonomy will perform in situations not encountered during demonstrations. Extensive physical experiments to predict reliability would
be costly in time and money. Clearly a demonstration that might pose a
threat to the human or the robot has to be avoided. So conducting demonstrations in the virtual world is emerging as an attractive alternative.
Over the last few years, tremendous progress has been made in the area

The robotic arm is taught by successful and unsuccessful
A demonstrator at the Maryland Robotics Center pours liquid into a container on a revolving platform.
The arrangement is intended to simulate some of the challenges of a factory assembly line.

DARPA used a publicly distributed AntiSubmarine Warfare game to learn how to track
quiet submarines.
Integrating virtual world demonstrations
with advances in crowdsourcing takes imitation learning to a new level.
At the MIT Media Lab, in conjunction with
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Cynthia
Brazeal and Sonia Chernova are working
on enabling large-scale robot learning from
crowdsourcing of demonstrations. Their work
is inspired by the Restaurant Game project,
where thousands of human players were able
to interact with each other in the form of
virtual avatars inside a restaurant, generating example behaviors of how customers and
waiters behave.
This large amount of data could then be
mined to produce generalized behavior models that respond appropriately to previously
unseen contexts. The concept was extended
to a virtual survival game on Mars, where a
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human and a robot must collaborate on a
physical task of salvaging items and escaping to a spaceship.
In this scenario, physical constraints on
the robot—such as an inability to traverse
stairs when only wheeled locomotion is
available—are modeled. Both the robot and
human virtual agents would be controlled
by human players, producing a database of
samples that illustrate how the two agents
should collaborate given the motion and
task constraints.
The results from this virtual interaction
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given that the two scenarios have substantial differences that change human behavior.
Crowdsourcing provides a rich diversity in demonstrations and hence enhances the probability of
generalization. Some of the participants are likely to
exhibit unconventional thinking and demonstrate a
highly creative or innovative way of doing a task. This
is great news for optimizing robot performance.
For some people, this way of training robots
might serve as a means to earn money by performing demonstrations (basically acting as robot tutors).
Playing games that involve robots is likely to be
entertaining for at least a segment of the population.

demonstrations. It learns from its own failures, much as humans do, and adjusts its behavior to pour the liquid with reasonable accuracy into the moving container.

were extracted and applied to a physical
version of the survival scenario where
Nexi, a mobile, dexterous, and social robot
assisted a human participant in performing the survival tasks of gathering needed
items. Their results indicated that the robot was able to incorporate crowd-sourced
knowledge in its behavior to perform the
collaborative task at a comparable level of
ability as a predeﬁned behavioral script,
executed by a teleoperator.
The researchers report seeing spontaneous collaborative behavior between
the human and robot solely based on the
crowdsourced data. They conclude that
using the ability of crowds to generate the
behavior policy of the robot is promising,
but still requires signiﬁcant work with
several open challenges. For example,
they must determine how to assure that
the player of the virtual game will act in
the same manner as with a physical robot,
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This paradigm can also be used in situations where
a robot is stuck during a difﬁcult task and needs a
creative solution to get out of the bind.
We expect demonstrators recruited via crowdsourcing to be non-experts and therefore to fail,
but robots can still learn from those failures, just as
humans do. Imitation learning methods that make
use of both successful and failed demonstrations are
suited to exploiting the beneﬁts of crowdsourced
demonstrations.
Automatically learning reasoning rules and skills
from a vast amount of demonstration data is an
interesting challenge and will keep the research
community busy for many years to come. But this
seems to be the much-needed crucial advancement
to reduce the cost of autonomous robots. ME
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WE HAVE ALL SAT IN AN AIRPORT WAITING FOR A PLANE
THAT FAILS TO ARRIVE OR TAKE OFF ON TIME. SOMETIMES
THE FLIGHT IS DELAYED; SOMETIMES IT IS CANCELED. THERE CAN
BE MANY REASONS FOR THAT, INCLUDING ONE THAT HAS ONLY
RECENTLY BECOME CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD.

In the past two decades, the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration has compiled numerous reports on jet engine shutdowns during cold start-ups. The cause of these accidents
has been attributed to burnt-out electronic components inside the engine due to electrical discharge. The connection
between the start-up at low temperatures and the electronic-component failure has only recently come to light.
All thermomechanical power systems contain a dielectric
ﬂuid—namely the circulating lubricant oil—where its circulation can create friction and cause a static electric charge to
build up. The charge can induce voltage spikes in portions
of the circulation manifold during the initial warm-up
period. The spike can destroy a sensitive component such as
a sensor or microprocessor, and if that component is critical
to operation, the engine will shut down.

When a power system is cold (lower than -10 °C), its circulating oil has a very high viscosity and very low electrical
conductivity. The oil will warm as the engine heats up, but
for a period after a cold start, there will be a hazard of static
electric build-up in the oil and of potentially damaging
spontaneous discharge.
Flow electriﬁcation of liquids has been a source of
numerous industrial hazards, primarily in the petroleum
and power industries. This effect occurs in improperly
grounded systems carrying fuels, lubricating oils, and other
hydrocarbon liquids. That’s why some commercial gasoline
fuel hoses in the United States have an attached ground
wire to dissipate electric charge accumulation during fueling operations and there exist regulations to shut off the
engine when pumping fuel into a vehicle.
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TATIC ELECTRIFICATION of a dielectric liquid is due to

the presence of some trace elements in the oil products.
Examples of substances that can carry electric charge in
a non-conducting liquid are various oxidized oil components
(as a result of processing), contaminating agents (acquired
during processing and handling), metal salts, and other ionized additives. The concentration of any of these substances at
which liquid electriﬁcation occurs can be as low as 1 part per
billion. Because of such low concentration, it is impractical to
remove these trace elements and even if one does so successfully, subsequent handling can reintroduce the elements through
recontamination.
Even with the presence of trace elements, stagnant undisturbed oil is uncharged in the bulk and charged only very close
to the solid surfaces with which it is in contact. The liquid motion and the convection of the trapped charges in the liquid give
rise to a convective electric current often referred to as streaming current.
The ability of a liquid to retain its electrical charge depends on
its electrical conductivity. In dielectric liquids, the time that an
isolated liquid mass can remain electriﬁed is known as its electrical relaxation time. It is inversely proportional to its electrical
conductivity. For different commercial oils, this time constant
is in the range of 1 microsecond to 1,000 seconds for higher to
lower conductivities. For any lubricating oil, at very low temperatures during a cold start, the relaxation time of the liquid is
closer to the upper limit, whereas under steady-state operation,
it has values closer to the lower limit. Accordingly, during a cold

THE CULPRIT IS HIDING IN
THE LUBRICANT SYSTEM:

ELECTROSTATIC
DISCHARGE
FROM OIL CAN DESTROY

SENSITIVE AND CRUCIAL
ENGINE COMPONENTS.
BY BEHROUZ ABEDIAN

start, the electriﬁed oil will remain charged and if moved can give rise to
charge accumulation in the circulating system.
Once electriﬁed, the distance that the oil can carry the charges depends
on its electrical relaxation time as well as the bulk velocity of the ﬂowing
oil. In the warm-up phase of a power system, the velocity and the electrical
conductivity of the circulating oil both increase with time. At the start, the
velocity and conductivity of the oil are low and therefore the electriﬁcation
is limited to regions close to charge source without electric charge build-up
or any potential damage.
On the other hand, with normal operations, any static electriﬁcation in
the moving oil can travel very short distances (less than 1 mm). The oil will
get neutralized, and the electrical charges dissipate to the adjacent walls.
However, as the engine warms up from a cold start, there can be a time
interval in which the oil velocity is high enough and the conductivity is still
low enough such that moving oil will give rise to charge accumulation with
the potential to do damage.
Yet another temperature effect has to do with the induced charge concentration behind a charge source such as a ﬁlter. In the most general case,
ﬁlter electric charging depends on a number of parameters that have to do
with ﬁlter geometry and ﬂow conditions. These and other parameters were

PREHEATING THE
ENGINE BLOCK
IS UNLIKELY TO
MITIGATE THE
HAZARD.
A SYSTEM
TO WARM
THE OIL
AND NOT
THE BLOCK
WOULD BE
A SOLUTION.

discussed in a 1977 paper by Peter Huber and
Ain Sonin in the Journal of Colloid and Interface
Science.
For industrial ﬁlters used in power systems,
the charging behind the ﬁlter is often saturated and proportional to the liquid electrical
conductivity. So as the temperature rises during
a cold start, the ﬁlter charging will also increase
with time during the warm-up period.
Accordingly, as the temperature rises with
time, downstream of a charge source, there
is an exponential increase in the induced
electriﬁcation of the liquid and a decrease in
the convective length of the electriﬁed oil. The
combination of these two counter-effects will
be a transient charging effect in the form of a
voltage spike in the downstream of the charge
source where the oil ﬂows.
How low must the starting temperature be
for this hazard to pose a practical problem? In
general, the severity of this transient effect is
inﬂuenced by a wide range of variables such
as the size and arrangements of the compartments in the circulation system, the base electrical conductivity of the circulating oil, the
types of ﬁlters and pumps used in the system,
the ﬂow-volume rate, and the temperature
proﬁles of the system during the warm-up
phase as well as the starting temperature.
Therefore, a complete system analysis is
needed to answer the question.
In the system that my colleagues and I
have analyzed, the starting temperature in
the experimental setup was -41 °C and the
estimated maximum voltage of 500 V was
estimated at about -10 °C. For this particular
system, any starting temperature below -10
°C can induce a severe spike. However, during experiments at higher temperatures, we
observed a similar but milder response. For
example, after starting the system at 0 °C, we
measured a maximum voltage of 150 V.

P

REHEATING THE ENGINE BLOCK

is unlikely to mitigate the hazard of a
voltage spike. While preheating might
help the engine to start, it may, in fact, potentially amplify the voltage spike. Engine oil is
often stored in an oil pan that is not in contact
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VOLTAGE OVER TIME

Voltage output from the charge density
probe versus time. The solid line represents experimental measurements; the
dashed line, a prediction.

Reed Elsevier, used with permission.

with the main engine block. So if the engine
components are warm and the circulating oil is
very cold, oil electriﬁcation will be enhanced.
Experimental data on the use of single-block
heating for different engines for an extended
period of time, detailed initially by E.W. Wiens
in a 1972 paper in Canadian Agricultural Engineering, show that the engine oil may rise only
between 3 and 6 °C while the temperatures of
the engine blocks and the coolant change 30 to
60 °C.
A system that can warm up the engine oil
and not the engine block would be a solution,
and there exist several proposed systems for
particular engines, but this solution can’t be
practical for all power systems because oil in
the pan may not be easily accessible.
Another solution is to use a by-pass system
for some of the components such as ﬁlters
that can be triggered by a differential pressure
across the component.
While this can be a promising technology and
ﬁlter manufacturers have begun to utilize this
by-pass system, there are still a few drawbacks.
One is that the system is now more complex and
more susceptible to failure. The other is that
if new oil is used, the settings for the by-pass
condition should also be changed accordingly.
Moreover, this technology can’t be used for
other components such as an oil pump, which
can also induce charging in the oil.

One might envision a change to the arrangement of an engine to put the
oil storage unit within the engine block. This is somewhat analogous to
systems that exist in some hybrid-engine automobiles that store the hot
coolant inside the engine for better start-stop performance.
The most robust option will be well-electrical grounding of the engine
compartments during the early stages of a cold startup to prevent charge
accumulation.

T

O ASSESS THIS POTENTIAL HAZARD for a given power

system, the charging sources in the oil circulation system such as
the ﬁlter and the pump need to be characterized in terms of the
magnitude and the polarity of the charge they induce in the liquid. Once
such data is available, one can utilize recently developed analysis on
unsteady charging in circulation systems to predict the severity of charging during a cold start. The analysis was included in a paper written by
David S. Behling and this author, “Transient electric charging of dielectric
liquids in recirculation systems,” published in October 2013 by the Journal
of Electrostatics.
Flow-induced electriﬁcation of dielectric liquids has been studied
extensively since World War II. By and large, all these studies, theoretical
and experimental, have been restricted to steady charging under ambient temperatures. The electrostatics of a startup circulating oil is both
unsteady and critically dependent on temperature.
While, we are not aware of any open report on cold start-up problem of
this sort for automobiles, as advanced engines continue to include more
electronics, this hazard could potentially pose a problem for them, too.
This is a practical problem and new studies are needed to shed light on
this phenomenon with respect to temperature effects and other transitory
behavior of a system. ME
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Register Now to Attend the ASME MasterClass Series on
3-5 Nov

PD513 TRIZ: The Theory of Inventive Problem Solving

3-5 Nov

PD674 International Business Ethics and Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act

3-5 Nov

PD359 Practical Welding Technology

3-6 Nov

PD448 BPV Code, Section VIII, Division 2:
Alternative Rules - Design and Fabrication
of Pressure Vessels ASME CODE COURSE TOP SELLER

3-6 Nov

Boiler, Pressure Vessel and Piping Technologies and Standards
5V]LTILY5L^6YSLHUZ3(
Led by industry experts and Codes & Standards leaders, the ASME
MasterClass Series on Boiler, Pressure Vessel and Piping Technologies
examines proven techniques and strategies to explain application of
critical design rules and technologies to address current issues in
today’s industry. The MasterClass Series will be held from November 10-13,
2014 at the Hyatt Regency in New Orleans, Louisiana.

PD601 Bolting Combo Course SAVE UP TO $1,260!
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FUNDAMENTAL ALGORITHMS IN
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
Thomas H. Pulliam and David W. Zingg
Springer-Verlag GmbH, Tiergartenstrasse 17, 69121 Heidelberg,
Germany. 2014.

featured

Continuing and Changing Priorities
of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Codes and Standards

Intended as a textbook for courses in computational fluid dynamics
at the senior undergraduate or graduate level, this book is a followup to Fundamentals of Computational Fluid Dynamics by the same
authors, which was published in the series Scientific Computation
in 2001. The earlier book concentrated on the analysis of numerical
methods applied to model equations, while the new book concentrates on algorithms for the numerical solution of the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations. It focuses on some classical algorithms
as well as the underlying ideas based on the latest methods. A key
feature of the book is the inclusion of programming exercises at the
end of each chapter based on the numerical solution of the quasione-dimensional Euler equations and the shock-tube problem. These
exercises can be included in the context of a typical course. Sample
solutions are provided in each chapter, so readers can confirm that
they have coded the algorithms correctly.
211 PAGES. $89.99. ISBN: 978-3-3190-5052-2.

K.R. Rao

ASME Press Books, Two Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016-5990. 2014.
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RE-USE YOUR CAD
J.B. Herron
CreateSpace Independent
Publishing. 2013.

his work was originally published as part of Volume 3 of the
Companion Guide to the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code.
The text has been updated and expanded to serve as a standalone publication that addresses topics including next-generation nuclear reactors and internals, license renewal, public
safety, PRA, and spent fuel pool-related issues. The book has four
parts, the ﬁrst dealing with continuing priorities of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code and the remaining three parts dealing with
changing priorities of the code. The ﬁrst part has 14 chapters written
by 16 code authorities with updated information pertaining to continuing priorities. A new chapter on “seismic protection for pressure piping systems” reﬂects the importance of the topic especially in regard to
aging nuclear reactors.

This handbook can be used to learn how to
create, deliver, and re-use CAD models in
compliance with model-based standards. It provides CAD formatneutral techniques for compliance with ASME Y14.41 and MIL-STD31000A model-based definition and technical data packages. The
3-D model protocols provided are intended to enable businesses to
save time, reduce risk, and improve products. Through use of CAD
best practice and modeling rules from relevant standards, Herron
hopes to provide a means for CAD users to reap the full benefits of
their design software.

800 PAGES. $259; ASME MEMBERS, $207; ISBN: 978-0-7918-6019-9.

150 PAGES. $49. ISBN: 978-1-4948-7717-0.
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elcome to the seventh issue of ASME Dynamic Systems and Control
(DSC) Magazine, for which I am serving as guest editor. This month’s
issue, which is devoted to robots used for rehabilitation, features four
SDSHUVE\H[SHUWVLQWKLVJURZLQJ¿HOG
Since their development in the early 1960’s for industrial applications, robots have
usually been heavy, bulky machines that were considered dangerous when humans came
too close. The thought of having a close interaction between robot and human was never
even contemplated. However, with pioneering work by Neville Hogan and others, new
control strategies were developed that allowed the interaction impedance to be regulated. This meant that the robot could be made to represent a desired dynamic behavior
that would allow it to respond to human inputs, acting much like a spring in response.
Thus, instead of the robot blindly moving to set positions as instructed by its controller, a
human operator could take the robot by the hand and guide it to follow a desired trajectory. In addition, the robot could be designed to favor some positions more than others,
so that the human operator would feel more resistance at some points than at others. It
was therefore natural that such human-robot interactions would eventually be exploited
for physical rehabilitation.
,QWKH¿UVWSDSHU1HYLOOH+RJDQGHVFULEHVWKHUDWLRQDOHEHKLQGXVLQJURERWWKHUDS\IRU
healing stroke victims. Traditional therapy for stroke involves a physical therapist assisting the patient in performing repetitive limb movements. Neville explains how these
motions allow the brain to reestablish neural connections for limb movement and how
robot-assisted movement therapy can help to accomplish this healing. He also describes
the requirements for the robot controller to achieve a gentle assistive function and lists
challenges that remain to be solved.
Marcia O’Malley and colleagues, in the second paper, describe two different
robot designs to exercise the elbow, forearm, and wrist for motor rehabilitation.
They also describe a novel control strategy that adapts the feedback gains so
that the amount of assistance that the robot provides for the patient to execute the
PRWLRQLVUHGXFHGDVWKHSDWLHQWJHWVPRUHSUR¿FLHQW
The third paper, by Michael Goldfarb and collaborators, shifts the focus to robotic
lower-limb prostheses. In their paper, they describe two different impedance-based
controllers to achieve locally passive control both during ground interaction and during
WKHVZLQJSKDVHRIDZDONLQJJDLW7KH\DOVRGHPRQVWUDWHWKHHI¿FDF\RIWKHLUFRQWURO
approach on a powered knee and ankle prosthesis tested by an amputee walking on a
treadmill.
7KH¿QDOSDSHUE\+RPD\RRQ.D]HURRQLDQGFROODERUDWRUVGHVFULEHVDELRLQVSLUHG
mechanical hip-knee coupling mechanism for a powered lower-extremity exoskeleton,
which is used to provide gait assistance for individuals with spinal cord injury. The
UHVXOWLQJGHVLJQPLQLPL]HVWKHUHTXLUHGQXPEHURIDFWXDWRUVE\XVLQJDVLQJOHDFWXDWRU
to power both hip and knee motions simultaneously, thereby enabling a lighter, more
compact exoskeleton.
In this issue, we also feature a tribute to Suhada Jayasuriya, written by his student,
Matt Franchek. Suhada, who passed away unexpectedly on July 12, was a dear friend,
mentor, and colleague who provided immense leadership to the Dynamic Systems and
Control Division in various capacities. He will be sorely missed.
,Q WKH QH[W LVVXH RI WKLV PDJD]LQH WKH IRFXV ZLOO WXUQ WR $GYDQFHG 0DQXIDFWXU
ing. As always, if you have any ideas for articles, please contact the Editor of DSC
Magazine, A. Galip Ulsoy (ulsoy@umich.edu).

Peter H. Meckl
Guest Editor, DSC Magazine

DSCD NEWS
SEPTEMBER 2014
RECOGNITION OF ASME
DSC DIVISION MEMBERS
Q ASME DSCD member
J. Karl Hedrick was
elected to the National
Academy of Engineering.
Professor Hedrick is the
James Marshall Wells
Academic Chair Professor
of Mechanical Engineering at University of
California, Berkeley.

Q ASME DSCD member A. Galip Ulsoy
was recently elected IEEE Fellow. In July, he
was presented with the Hideo Hanafusa
Outstanding Investigator
Award in Flexible
Automation at the 2014
International Symposium
on Flexible Automation,
held in Japan on the
island of Awaji. Professor
Ulsoy is the C.D. Mote,
Jr. Distinguished University Professor and
William Clay Ford Professor of Manufacturing
at the University of Michigan.

Q ASME DSCD member
Marcia K. O'Malley was
recently elected ASME
Fellow. She is an associate
professor of mechanical
engineering at Rice
University.

Q ASME DSCD member
Robert G. Landers was
elected ASME Fellow.
Landers is professor of
mechanical engineering in
the Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering
Department at the
Missouri University of Science
and Technology.

Q ASME DSCD member
Rifat Sipahi, an
associate professor in the
Department of Mechanical
and Industrial Engineering
at Northeastern University,
was elected ASME Fellow.
CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Professor Meckl
joins the ASME DSCD
Executive Committee
eter H. Meckl is a professor at Purdue University's School of
Mechanical Engineering, where he has served since 1988.
Peter obtained his B.S.M.E. from Northwestern University, and
M.S.M.E. and Ph.D. degrees from MIT. His research interests
are primarily in dynamics and control of machines, with emphasis on
vibration reduction, motion control, and engine diagnostics.
Professor Meckl's teaching
responsibilities include courses in
systems modeling, measurement
systems, and control. He also teaches
a course, Technology and
Values, which introduces
students to the social and
environmental impacts
of technology through
a series of readings and
discussions.
Peter received the Ruth
and Joel Spira Award for
outstanding teaching
in 2000. He spent a
semester in the Institute of
Measurement and Control Engineering
at the University of Karlsruhe, Germany,
in spring 2005, conducting research and
teaching on autonomous vehicles. Since

2011, he has served as one of the faculty
advisors for the Purdue EcoMakers,
who competed as part of the EcoCAR
2 competition, sponsored by DOE, GM,
and other sponsors. In year
3 of the competition, they
placed 4th out of 15 teams
with a parallel plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle.
Peter has been involved
with the Dynamic Systems
and Control Division for
over 20 years, having served
as chair of the Technical
Panel on Vibration, a
member of the Honors and
Awards Committee, and as chair of the
Conference Editorial Board. He said he is
excited to have been selected to serve
on the Executive Committee. Q

Assistant professor Tansel Yucelen (Missouri University of Science and
Technology MS&T) is leading the Control Systems Forum, dedicated to the
dissemination and discussion of new research results, education perspectives,
and applications of automatic control, decision-making, and dynamical systems.
The forum enables individuals from academia, government and industry to follow the stateof-the-art approaches from experts in control systems. Please take a moment to visit the forum
at http://consys.forum.mst.edu/ and if you wish, you can sign up for any webinars of
interest to you at no cost. Professor Yucelen is the principal investigator of the Advanced Systems
Research Laboratory at MS&T, and a member of the ASME DSC Division.
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r. Jayasuriya, an ASME Fellow,
was the department head of the
Mechanical Engineering and
Mechanics Department at Drexel
University. His previous positions included
distinguished professor and chair of the
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering at the University of Central
Florida, program director of the CMMI
Division at the National Science Foundation,
and Kotzebue Endowed Professor and head
of mechanical engineering at Texas A&M. He
received a B.Sc. in mechanical engineering
(1977) from the University of Sri Lanka
(Peradeniya), and his M.S. (1980) and Ph.D.
(1982) in mechanical engineering from Wayne
State University. Dr. Jayasuriya’s career-long
research, leadership, and citizenship have
been recognized in many forms including the
1997 Gustus L. Larson Memorial Award, the
2002 Henry Paynter Outstanding Investigator
Award, and the 2008 Michael J. Rabins
Leadership Award.
Over his career, Suhada has made
VLJQL¿FDQWFRQWULEXWLRQVWRWKHNQRZOHGJH
base of automatic controls. His initial work
advancing the concept of tracking in the
sense of spheres led to an L  or l 1 framework
for synthesizing controllers for nonlinear
uncertain systems. In the late 1980s and
early 1990s, Suhada focused on developing
frequency domain controller design
methodologies under bandwidth limitations
for maximizing the tolerable size of an
unknown-but-bounded disturbance without
violating hard time-domain constraints
imposed on inputs, outputs, and states.

...CONTINUED FROM THE PREVIOUS PAGE

Q ASME DSCD
member Dumitru I.
Caruntu received the
2013-2014 Research
Excellence Award
from the University of
Texas-Pan American
where he is an associate professor of
mechanical engineering.
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Suhada’s most recent work had been
in the area of multi-agent systems. His
IRFXVKDVEHHQRQGHYHORSLQJḢ
FLHQW
algorithms for distributed, real-time
control of cooperating multi-agent
systems that incorporate actual hardware
constraints, dynamic constraints, and
FRQ¿JXUDWLRQFRQVWUDLQWV7KHPDLQ
objective of his work in this area is to
advocate a change in paradigm in the
approach to multi-agent formation control
by addressing the key issues of dynamic
feasibility and computational complexity.
Beyond his scholarship, Suhada was
a tireless contributor to professional
societies. For the American Automatic
Control Council, he served as general
chairman (2005), program chair (2000),
and the ASME representative (20042009). He was a major leader within the
ASME Dynamic Systems and Controls
Division serving as chair of the Executive
Committee (2002-2003), editor-in-chief of
the ASME Journal of Dynamics Systems,
Measurement, and Control (2004-2008)
as well as on countless advisory and
honors committees. Most recently, Suhada
was serving as the general chair for the
upcoming 2014 ASME Dynamic Systems
and Controls Conference (DSCC) to be held
in San Antonio this October. Colleagues,
who are planning a special event at the
conference honoring his life, contributions,
and memory, will feel his absence.
He is deeply missed by his friends and
colleagues. On a personal note, I have
known Suhada since August of 1986

A TRIBUTE TO

Professor
Suhada Jayasuriya
A colleague, leader,
and friend.
where he served as my graduate advisor
at Texas A&M University. I continued
to work closely with him on a variety
of conference committees and other
professional society activities, including
the 2014 ASME DSCC. I spoke with him
the week before his passing. At that time,
Suhada was extremely excited about the
recent engagement of his son, Ruvin. He
had such joy in his voice when speaking
to me about Ruvin. The name Suhada
means “kind hearted” and that is exactly
the way I shall remember him. Q

Professor Matthew A. Franchek
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
University of Houston, July 25, 2014.

ASME DSCD members receive NSF CAREER Awards
Mo Rastgaar, an
assistant professor
of mechanical
engineering at Michigan
Technological University,
was recognized for his
work CAREER: Steerable
Powered Ankle-foot Prostheses for
Increased Mobility in Amputees.

Hosam Fathy, an
assistant professor
of mechanical
engineering at
Pennsylvania State
University, was awarded
the honor for his work
CAREER: Identifiability Optimization in
Electrochemical Battery Systems.

DREXEL UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

It is with sincere regret and sorrow that we remember the untimely passing
of our dear friend Suhada Jayasuriya on July 12th in Phoenixville, Pa., at the
age of 61. Suhada is survived by his wife, Bodhini Rasika; his children Ruvin,
Nilan, and Sashinie; his mother, Eva; and his siblings.
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by Neville Hogan

ROBOT-AIDED
NEURO-RECOVERY

S

troke—cerebral vascular accident, or CVA—is the
leading cause of lasting disability in the developed world. It is considered a paradox of modern health care—a disorder whose widespread growth is
the result of continuous medical progress and advancement. As most of us are living longer, we grow increasingly susceptible to disorders such as stroke. Although
there is some degree of spontaneous, unaided recovery, about 90% of stroke survivors are left with residual
disability that requires treatment. Although hundreds of
pharmacological agents have been tried, no drugs ex-

Robots help
people recover
after neurological
injury.
ist to aid recovery. Only one has been
FDA-approved for neuro-protection,
helping the brain survive a stroke, but
none have been FDA-approved for
neuro-recovery, restoring brain function after a stroke.

Care usually involves some form of movement training, delivered by physical or
occupational therapists, which creates both a challenge and an opportunity. The
challengeishowthephysicalmedicineandrehabilitation(PM&R)communitycan
manage the rapidly growing burden of treatment. The opportunity is that physical and occupational therapy are labor-intensive, manual procedures, ripe for
augmentation by technology. Properly designed robots can help people recover
after neurological injury.

HOW CAN ROBOTS HELP?
here are two types of stroke: haemorrhagic, caused by bleeding in the
EUDLQDQGLVFKHPLFWKHPRUHFRPPRQFDXVHGE\EORFNLQJEORRGÀRZ
$QLVFKHPLFVWURNHRFFXUVEHFDXVHDEORRGFORW¿QGVLWVZD\LQWRWKHEORRG
VXSSO\WRWKHEUDLQZKHUHLWLPSHGHVEORRGÀRZDQGVWDUYHV³GRZQVWUHDP´
nerve cells of the oxygen they require to live and function. The brain consumes
almost a third of the oxygenated blood supplied by the heart. Because of the
ZD\WKLVEORRGLVWUDQVSRUWHGWRWKHEUDLQ LHWKH³SOXPELQJ´ WKHSDUWVPRVW
YXOQHUDEOHWREORFNDJHWHQGWREHWKRVHPRVWURVWUDO /DWLQIRU³WRZDUGVWKH
KHDG´ 7KHPRVWURVWUDOSDUWVRIWKHFHQWUDOQHUYRXVV\VWHP &16EUDLQSOXV
spinal cord) are the cerebral hemispheres (the parts inside your head), which
include areas of cerebral cortex (the wrinkled part just inside the skull) involved in sensory-motor coordination. In general, the aftermath of surviving a
stroke is that some parts of your brain do not work properly, often in the upper
UHDFKHVRIWKH&16ZKHUHVHQVRU\PRWRUFRRUGLQDWLRQLVPDQDJHG
How does movement experience provided or assisted by a human therapist
KHOSWRKHDOZKDWLVHVVHQWLDOO\D³KROHLQWKHEUDLQ´"+RZPLJKWDURERWDXJPHQWWKLVSURFHVVDQGDOOHYLDWHDQLQMXU\WRWKHEUDLQ"7KHDQVZHULVIRXQGLQ
the slowly emerging (and as yet incomplete) understanding of how the brain

T

FIGURE 1 Robot-aided neuro-rehabilitation for the
shoulder and elbow.
ZRUNV)RUPRVWRIWKHWKFHQWXU\WKHDGXOW&16
ZDV FRQVLGHUHG WR EH D VWDEOH ¿[HG HQWLW\ 2QO\ LQ
the last few decades has evidence emerged that, in
fact, the adult brain is highly plastic (i.e. susceptible
to change). The basic mechanism of neural plasticity
was initially proposed by neuropsychologist Donald
2+HEEDQGFRQ¿UPHGPDQ\GHFDGHVODWHUE\FDUHIXO
H[SHULPHQWDWLRQ7RSDUDSKUDVH+HEE¶VODZ³1HUYHV
WKDW¿UHWRJHWKHUZLUHWRJHWKHU´
The most successful robot-administered therapy
to aid neuro-recovery is based on several principles
of learning. A visual display indicates a target location to which the patient should attempt to move.
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FIGURES 2 & 3
Robot-aided
neuro-rehabilitation
for the wrist.
Far right: Robot-aided
neuro-rehabilitation
for the hand.

The robot sets up a virtual channel between the current
location of the patient’s limb and the target location.
If the patient moves along that channel, no forces are
experienced. However, if the patient’s motion deviates
to either side of that channel, those aiming errors are
permitted but resisted by a programmable damped
spring. If the patient moves too slowly (or does not initiate movement at all) the back wall of the channel (the
end at the patient’s starting location) moves smoothly
towards the target location, nudging the patient to the
target.
The result of all this is that: 1) the visual display
evokes the intent to move; 2) that intention generates
neural activity (possibly incoordinated) descending
from the higher CNS through cortico-spinal pathways
to the muscles; 3) that activity generates a corollary
discharge or efference copy of the descending command that is routed back up to areas of the brain associated with learning and coordination; 4) a short time
later, a movement occurs that roughly approximates
an unimpaired, properly-coordinated response; 5)
that movement generates sensory neural activity that
ascends the cortico-spinal pathways back up to the
cerebral hemispheres, where 6) it may be compared
with the efference copy of the command. According to
Hebb’s law, those commands that correlate well with
the appropriate movement are reinforced; those that
do not are attenuated.
Repeating this process with high intensity—a typical
session of robot-aided therapy involves over a thousand movements, whereas a typical session of humanadministered therapy involves about eighty—provides
the stimulus and statistics for the brain to re-acquire
movement control and coordination. This account is
FRQ¿UPHGE\WKHREVHUYDWLRQWKDWWKHSDWLHQW¶VDFWLYH
participation is essential. Passively moving a patient’s
limbs may help improve joint mobility but it yields no
improvement of motor function.
Other principles of learning are also built into the
therapy algorithm. Visual feedback about progress,
based on several measures computed by the robot, is
provided to the patient, but not continuously. That is
because intermittent feedback provides the greatest
retention of acquired skill. In addition, the assistance
provided by the robot is continually adapted based on
WKH SDWLHQW¶V SHUIRUPDQFH 6SHFL¿FDOO\ LI WKH SDWLHQW
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becomes better at aiming, the stiffness of the channel sidewalls is progressively reduced; as the patient needs less help, less help is provided. Similarly, as the patient
moves faster, the speed with which the back wall of the channel converges to the
target is progressively increased; as the patient can move faster, faster movements
are encouraged. These parameters are continuously updated to keep the patient
at a “challenge point” where their success rate is about 80% ± 10%—not too successful, to maintain engagement; not too much failure, to avoid discouragement.
This robot therapy algorithm is like coaching: assistance is provided, but only as
needed; and “the bar is raised” but only to a level the patient can achieve.
Aside from its theoretical underpinnings, this form of robot-administered
treatment works well. The American Heart Association periodically issues recommendations for rehabilitative care of stroke patients. The most recent issue gave
robot-aided neuro-rehabilitation for the upper extremities its strongest recommendation based on the strongest level of evidence 1 . The U.S. Veteran’s Administration similarly endorsed upper-extremity robot-aided neuro-rehabilitation 2.
Remarkably, this technology-based treatment is less expensive than usual care, at
least within the Veteran’s Administration health-care system 3 .

HOW HARD CAN THIS BE? THE NEED FOR GENTLE ROBOTS
W ¿UVW JODQFH DGPLQLVWHULQJ WKHUDS\ XVLQJ URERWV PLJKW VHHP WULYLDO MXVW
move the patient’s limbs. However, robot-administered treatment requires
physical contact and dynamic interaction with the patient, and that’s a challenge.
There’s the obvious requirement for 100% safety. A related but subtler challenge
is coupled (in)stability. Due to physical interaction, the dynamics of an object—in
this case, a patient—coupled to the robot may profoundly affect the robot conWUROOHU¶VVWDELOLW\7KLVFKDOOHQJHZDVLGHQWL¿HGLQWKHHDUOLHVWGD\VRIUHVHDUFKLQ
URERWLFV*LYHQDVXI¿FLHQWO\GHWDLOHGNQRZOHGJHRIWKHREMHFW¶VG\QDPLFVWKHFRQtroller might be structured to preserve stability, but in this application, the “object” is a neurologically-impaired human. Unfortunately, we know very little about
the dynamic behavior of unimpaired humans and vastly less about the dynamic
behavior of neurologically-impaired humans.
One simple solution to this problem emerged from studying the interaction of
dynamic physical systems. If the robot’s interactive behavior is structured to approximate that of an energetically passive object (any collection of springs, dampHUVDQGPDVVHVFRQQHFWHGLQDQ\FRQ¿JXUDWLRQ WKHQFRQQHFWLQJWKHURERWWRD
passive object cannot induce instability. Almost all observations of unimpaired
humans show that their interactive dynamic behavior is also energetically passive.
Structuring the control system so that the robot’s interactive dynamic behavior (its
PHFKDQLFDOLPSHGDQFH DSSUR[LPDWHVWKDWRIDSDVVLYHREMHFWLVVXI¿FLHQWWRHQsure stability when coupled to unimpaired humans. To date, that has also proven
VXI¿FLHQWWRHQVXUHVWDELOLW\ZKHQFRXSOHGWRQHXURORJLFDOO\LPSDLUHGSDWLHQWV
Beyond the obvious requirement for stability, a therapeutic robot must also be
gentle. The human skeleton is often modeled as a collection of kinematic pairs, but
in fact its integrity requires muscle activity. For example, the shoulder joint is held
together by the activity of the shoulder muscles. Neurological disorders such as
stroke weaken those muscles and compromise the skeleton’s integrity. As a result,
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even moderate forces (that an unimpaired joint would
readily withstand) may cause discomfort or injury.
Joint pain and a disorder known as shoulder-hand syndrome are common side-effects of post-stroke therapy.
Remarkably, their incidence appears to be lower with
robot-administered therapy. The key is that the robots
are highly back-drivable (they have low mechanical impedance); large displacements may evoke small forces.
Maintaining low mechanical impedance ensures gentleness—the robot never generates large forces, however
far the patient’s motion deviates from nominal.

WHAT CHALLENGES REMAIN?
espite the success of upper-extremity robot-aided
therapy, much remains to be done. Most important
is the application of robot technology to lower-extremity disorders. Some encouraging results have been reported, but robotic lower-extremity therapy has overall
been less successful than its human-administered counterpart. The Veteran’s Administration strongly recommended against it, while the American Heart Association described it as “still in its infancy”1,2 .
But lower-extremity robot-aided neuro-rehabilitation
ought to work—the same mechanisms of neural plasticity in response to high-intensity movement experience
should operate. The problem does not lie in the several
robots that have been developed; many are elegant examples of mechatronic design. Instead, the challenge lies
in our collective ignorance of how unimpaired human locomotion is controlled, and our even deeper ignorance of
how it may be recovered after neurological injury.
Underlying the success of upper-extremity robotaided therapy is a quantitative knowledge of how humans coordinate and control their upper extremities.
Decades of study have shown that unimpaired upperH[WUHPLW\PRYHPHQWVDUHSULPDULO\FRQWUROOHGE\¿UVW
specifying the kinematics of hand motion. Exposure to
visual distortions or perturbing forces (including Coriolis accelerations) evokes a rapid adaptation that largely
restores the unperturbed hand motion, showing that
joint actions and muscle forces are subordinated to the
NLQHPDWLFVSHFL¿FDWLRQRIKDQGPRWLRQ,QGHSHQGHQWRI
movement duration and any load carried, that kinematLFVSHFL¿FDWLRQLVZHOODSSUR[LPDWHGDVWKHVPRRWKHVW
movement subject to task constraints (i.e. acquiring a
WDUJHW 7KLVLVSUHFLVHO\WKHVSHFL¿FDWLRQDWWKHFRUHRI
the successful robot-aided therapy described above.
A corresponding quantitative knowledge of unimpaired human locomotion has yet to emerge. One
reason is that humans are exceptional. For excellent
reasons, almost all of more than a century of neuroscience research into the control of locomotion has been
based on animal studies. While that research has provided deep insight about the evolution of the nervous
system, its relevance to human locomotion is unclear.
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This is important because most robot designs for lower-extremity therapy are
based on imposing rhythmic patterns of lower-limb movement. Steady walking
is clearly rhythmic but we also make discrete steps and smoothly integrate them
with other actions such as throwing, at which humans are again exceptional. Recent studies of humans learning to compensate for visual distortion have shown
that practice based on discrete movements leads to rapid learning that transfers
well to rhythmic execution of the same movements. In contrast, rhythmic practice
leads to slower learning and, more important, does not transfer to discrete execution of the same movement. Thus the emphasis on rhythmic motion in lowerextremity robot-aided neuro-rehabilitation may account for its lack of success.

PROSPECT
his is where the synergy between biology and engineering can be most productive. In the past few years, major advances in robotic locomotion have
been achieved, including that of humanoid bipeds. While human locomotion may
EHFRQWUROOHGHQWLUHO\GLIIHUHQWO\URERWLFUHVHDUFKFOHDUO\LGHQWL¿HVWKHPDMRUFKDOlenges of biped locomotion.
Those challenges—for example, rapid foot-placement—may prove to be effective targets for robot-aided locomotion therapy. Conversely, the emergence
in the past few years of exoskeletal assistive technologies may provide the
means to deliver this kind of treatment. At the same time, these technologies,
which can interact with humans in a realistic context of upright locomotion,
may enable critical experiments to establish how unimpaired human locomotion is controlled and—most important—how it may be restored after injury. Q
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UPPER EXTREMITY EXOSKELETONS
by Fabrizio Sergi, Amy Blank, and Marcia O’Malley Department of Mechanical Engineering, Rice University

N

eurological injuries, including stroke and
spinal cord injury, typically result in significant motor impairments. These impairments negatively impact an individual’s
movement coordination, in turn affecting
their ability to function independently. It is
well understood that intensive motor rehabilitation is
necessary to restore functional use of the impaired
limbs. For example, recent research in stroke rehabilitation has emphasized a need for more effective
therapy than the current standard of care. A key motivation for effective therapy is to restore stroke survivors’ independence and reduce the cost of therapy
and care, with one objective being the restoration of
arm functions so that individuals can again perform
normal activities of daily living.
Intensively repetitous motion training has proven to
restore some motor function after neurological injuries. This training is often labor-intensive and costly.
By enabling therapists to train their patients intensively through consistent, repeatable movements,
robotic rehabilitation systems offer a cost-effective
solution requiring less labor and effort. These systems
have demonstrated therapy outcomes comparable
to those of intensive training without robotic aid. This
means that it is possible to reduce the amount of labor for the therapist without sacrificing therapy effectiveness. Given the potential for robotics to positively
affect the delivery of rehabilitation, researchers have
focused efforts to optimize rehabilitation through the
development of hardware and control algorithms.
6 SEPTEMBER 2014

The design of upper limb robotic therapy devices
has been a topic of research for over two decades.
Early devices were end-effector based, and guided the
motion of a patient's hand to desired positions. These
devices focused on rehabilitation of elbow and shoulder
movement, typically immobilizing the patient's wrist
to ensure that the desired arm motions were produced. Hardware and software designs emphasized
the safety of the robotic devices, using control methods
VSHFL¿FDOO\GHVLJQHGWRHQVXUHVDIHLQWHUDFWLRQIRUFHV
between the user and the device. Later devices aimed
to expand the capabilities of robotic therapy devices by
targeting the wrist and hand as well. However, when
the end-effector based device targets many degrees
of freedom, the redundancy of the human arm makes
it possible for patients to compensate for impaired
motion of one joint by using a different set of joints
to complete a given task (for example, compensating
for impairment in the wrist with extra shoulder and
elbow motion). Therefore, exoskeleton type devices
have been developed to isolate the motion of individual
joints. These devices tend to have higher complexity
and reduced range of motion as compared to endpoint
manipulators, but they target more selectively the
desired joint(s), and they enable more precise data collection about the motion of the patient's limb. Recent
designs have focused on systems that match the full
range of motion of the targeted joints, aiming towards
actuated systems that have both high torque output,
to assist patients with muscle tone, and low intrinsic
impedance, to minimally perturb independent arm
movements. Satisfying all of these requirements while
simultaneously maintaining a high priority on patient
safety is still an active area of research.
Recently, the focus of robotic therapy research has
shifted towards improving treatment methods. It has
long been known that motor learning is more effective
if the learner is actively engaged in the learning process. This general feature of motor learning holds true
in stroke and spinal cord injury therapy as well. Active
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FOR ROBOT-AIDED REHABILITATION
Linear Slides
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FIGURE 1 The MAHI EXO-II robotic exoskeleton

WRIST GROUP
Brushed DC motors

Capstan drive

is designed for rehabilitation of the elbow, forearm, and wrist after stroke or spinal cord injury.

FOREARM JOINT GROUP

therapy, in which the patient is actually attempting to move his or her
own arm, results in greater improvements to motor function than passive
therapy. Therefore, robotic therapy efforts are moving towards systems that
encourage active patient participation by continually challenging the patient
to the edge of his or her abilities.
One example of promoting more active engagement is the notion that the
rehabilitation robot should change its behavior and physical interactions
with the user based on real-time assessment of patient capability. Adaptive
robotic training protocols called “assist-as-needed” algorithms focus on
providing the minimal amount of robotic assistance necessary for a patient
WRFRPSOHWHDPRYHPHQWWKXVUHTXLULQJVLJQL¿FDQWHIIRUWIURPWKHSDWLHQW
These algorithms range from simple controllers designed to gently guide the
patient's hand along a particular path, to more complex, interactive algorithms that estimate the current ability of the patient and apply just enough
assistive force for the patient to complete the desired movement.

CASE STUDIES IN THE DESIGN OF UPPER EXTREMITY EXOSKELETONS

A

s an example of exoskeleton type upper limb rehabilitation robot sys-

tems offering adaptive assist-as-needed control, we consider the MAHI
EXO-II and the RiceWrist-S, two upper limb exoskeletons for rehabilitation
after neurological injury developed in the Mechatronic and Haptic Interfaces

(MAHI) Laboratory at Rice University.
The MAHI EXO-II 1 , shown in Figure 1, is an
exoskeleton with four active DOF, including elbow
ÀH[LRQH[WHQVLRQ )( IRUHDUPSURQDWLRQVXSLQDWLRQ
36 ZULVW)(DQGUDGLDOXOQDU 58 GHYLDWLRQDQG
one passive DOF (shoulder abduction and adduction
for the user’s comfort). The basic kinematic structure
of the wrist portion of the exoskeleton is a 3-revoluteprismatic-spherical (RPS) mechanism with additional
degrees of freedom (both active and passive) for the
more proximal joints of the upper limb. The elbow DOF
consists of a revolute joint that is actuated by a brushed
motor attached via nylon coated cable to a capstan arc.
The forearm DOF also consists of a revolute joint actuated by a DC motor and cable drive.
Figure 2 shows the RiceWrist-S—an improvement
of the design of the wrist module of the MAHI EXO-II,
recently presented in reference 2. This design uses a
serial, spherical mechanism with cable-drive actuation
to address limitations of the parallel mechanism design
of the MAHI EXO-II wrist module, namely limited
range of motion and torque output capabilities in wrist
SEPTEMBER 2014 7

FIGURE 2 The RiceWrist-S. (A)
Schematic of the anatomical axes
of the wrist joint. (B) Cable routing
mechanism for the RU joint: power is
transferred from the motor shaft to
the transmission rod via a steel cable. The transmission rod drives the
RU joint capstan arc that is coupled
with the handle support. (C) Cable
routing mechanism for the FE joint:
an idle pulley is employed to transfer
actuation to the FE joint capstan arc
via a steel cable
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ÀH[LRQH[WHQVLRQDQGUDGLDOXOQDUGHYLDWLRQ
7KHGHVLJQDFKLHYHVWKHJRDOVRI FRYHULQJ
WKHFRPSOHWHZRUNVSDFHRIWKHKXPDQZULVW
 SURYLGLQJKLJKWRUTXHRXWSXWWKDWHQDEOHV
ERWKDVVLVWDQFHDQGUHVLVWDQFHWUDLQLQJDQG 
LQWURGXFLQJPLQLPDOIULFWLRQJUDYLWDWLRQDODQG
LQHUWLDOORDGLQJLQWKHKDSWLFGLVSOD\RIIRUFHV
WRWKHXVHU7RPLQLPL]HUHÀHFWHGJUDYLWDWLRQDO
DQGLQHUWLDOORDGLQJDQGSURYLGHDFFHSWDEOH
WRUTXHRXWSXW'&PRWRUVDUHORFDWHGUHPRWHO\
DQGFRQQHFWHGWRWKHUHVSHFWLYHRXWSXWVKDIW
WKURXJKDOXPLQXPFDSVWDQDUFV7KHV\VWHP
DOVRIHDWXUHVDFXVWRPL]HGIRUFHVHQVLQJKDQGOH
XVHGIRUDVVHVVPHQWRIJULSIRUFHEHIRUHDQG
DIWHUWKHWKHUDS\VHVVLRQ

DYNAMIC CHARACTERIZATION OF
REHABILITATION ROBOTS

B

efore any clinicalLPSOHPHQWDWLRQFDQWDNH

SODFHDWKRURXJKDQDO\VLVRIDURERW¶VSHUIRUPDQFHLVQHFHVVDU\WRYDOLGDWHLWDVDVXLWDEOH
SODWIRUPIRUUHKDELOLWDWLRQ7KH0$+,(;2,,
DQG5LFH:ULVW6KDYHFDSDELOLWLHVFRPSDUDEOH
WRRWKHUVWDWHRIWKHDUWVHULDOZULVWH[RVNHOHWRQV ,QFRPSDULVRQWRWKH5LFH:ULVW6WKH
SDUDOOHOPHFKDQLVPRIWKH0$+,(;2,,RIIHUV
ORZHULQHUWLDYLVFRXVFRHI¿FLHQWDQGVWDWLF
IULFWLRQEXWKDVUHGXFHGWRUTXHRXWSXWDQG
ZRUNVSDFH%RWKGHYLFHVRIIHUIDYRUDEOHVWDWLF
IULFWLRQFKDUDFWHULVWLFVERWKLQPDJQLWXGHDQG
DVDSHUFHQWDJHRIPD[LPXPFRQWLQXRXVWRUTXH
RXWSXWDQGDUHODWLYHO\FRQVWDQWPDJQLWXGH
RIIULFWLRQWKURXJKRXWWKHZRUNVSDFHHQDEOHV
HIIHFWLYHFRPSHQVDWLRQYLDIHHGIRUZDUGWHFKQLTXHV%RWKWKHLQHUWLDODQGYLVFRXVIULFWLRQ
FKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIWKHGHYLFHVDUHVXLWDEOHIRU
DGPLQLVWHULQJKLJKTXDOLW\WKHUDS\KRZHYHU
IXWXUHGHVLJQVZRXOGEHQH¿WIURPWKHXVHRIDGYDQFHGFRPSRVLWHVLQWKHGLVWDOHOHPHQWVRIWKH
H[RVNHOHWRQDORQJZLWKDOHVVLQHUWLDOPHWKRG
IRUHOERZ'2)JUDYLW\FRPSHQVDWLRQ&ORVHG
ORRSEDQGZLGWKWHVWVVKRZHGWKDWWKHGHYLFHV
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FIGURE 3 AAN controller block diagram. Blocks used for the adaptive controller are with a yellow background, while blocks introduced for the rehabilitation
robotics application are shown in blue and green. The dashed line represents a
non-continuous transfer of signals (the feedback gain is changed only between
different tasks).

KDYHFDSDELOLWLHVWRPDWFKKHDOWK\KXPDQPRYHPHQW
Table 1VXPPDUL]HVWKHUDQJHRIPRWLRQDQGWRUTXHUHTXLUHPHQWVIRUDFWLYLWLHV
RIGDLO\OLYLQJ $'/ :KHUHWKHZRUNVSDFHVRIRXUGHYLFHVH[FHHGWKHQHFHVVDU\
UDQJHVZHXVHUHGXQGDQWVRIWZDUHDQGKDUGZDUHVWRSVWRHQVXUHWKHVDIHW\RIWKH
SDWLHQW:HSUHVHQWWKHH[SHULPHQWDOO\GHWHUPLQHGSHUIRUPDQFHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRI
WKH0$+,(;2,,DQG5LFH:ULVW6LQTable 2LQFOXGLQJVWDWLFIULFWLRQLQHUWLDYLVFRXVIULFWLRQDQGFORVHGORRSSRVLWLRQEDQGZLGWK1RWHWKDWWKHWRUTXHYDOXHVOLVWHG
DUHWKHPD[LPXPWRUTXHYDOXHV

RANGE OF MOTION (deg)

TORQUE (Nm)

Joint

ADL

ME-II

RW-S

ADL

ME-II

RW-S

Elbow F/E

150

90

—

3.5

7.35

—

Forearm P/S

150

180

180

0.06

2.75

1.69

Wrist F/E

115

65

130

0.35

1.45

3.37

Wrist R/U

70

63

75

0.35

1.45

2.11

TABLE 1 Range of motion and torque characteristics of the MAHI EXO-II and
RiceWrist-S
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C
RU joint capstan arc is coupled
with the handle support

Transmission rod drives the RU joint
capstan arc at the threaded end

Aluminum cylinders

The steel cables are fixed on both
motor shaft and aluminum cylinders

Motor shaft

SUBJECT ADAPTIVE, ERROR TOLERANT THERAPY
crucial area of rehabilitationURERWLFVLQYROYHVWKHGH¿QLWLRQRIDWKHUDSHXWLF

A

SURWRFROFDSDEOHRIPD[LPL]LQJUHFRYHU\DQGSURPRWLQJQHXUDOSODVWLFLW\+HUH
³SURWRFRO´UHIHUVWRWKHFRPELQDWLRQRIPRYHPHQWW\SHYLVXDOLQWHUIDFHQXPEHURI
UHSHWLWLRQVVHTXHQFHQXPEHUDQGW\SHRIMRLQWVDGGUHVVHGDQGPRVWLPSRUWDQW
WKHPHFKDQLFDODFWLRQDSSOLHGE\WKHURERW,QWKLVUHJDUGSUHOLPLQDU\HYLGHQFH
JDWKHUHGWRGDWH SULPDULO\IRUVWURNHUHKDELOLWDWLRQ GHPRQVWUDWHVWKDWPD[LPXP
WKHUDSHXWLFEHQH¿WLVREWDLQHGZKHQWKHLPSOHPHQWHGFRQWURODOJRULWKPVSURPRWH
WKHSDUWLFLSDQW¶VDFWLYHHQJDJHPHQWLQWKHLUWKHUDS\$GGUHVVLQJWKHVHQHHGVZH
KDYHFRQWULEXWHGWRWKHGHYHORSPHQWRIFRQWUROOHUVWKDWHQDEOHWKHVRFDOOHGDVVLVW
DVQHHGHG $$1 SDUDGLJPWREHXVHGIRUURERWDLGHGUHKDELOLWDWLRQWKHUDS\ 4 
7KHPDLQQRYHOW\RIRXULPSOHPHQWDWLRQRI$$1FRQWUROLVWKHUHVXOWLQJXOWLPDWHO\
ERXQGHGVWDELOLW\SURSHUW\WKDWDOORZVHUURUVZLWKLQDNQRZQERXQGHGUHJLRQDV
RSSRVHGWRDV\PSWRWLFVWDELOLW\ZKLFKFRUUHVSRQGVWRHUURUVDSSURDFKLQJ]HUR:H
DLPWRREWDLQWKLVJOREDOSURSHUW\PRWLYDWHGE\VWXGLHVRIKXPDQPRWRUFRQWURO
WKDWVKRZWKDWHUURULVOLNHO\WREHDGULYLQJVLJQDOIRUPRWRUOHDUQLQJ7KURXJKWKLV
VFKHPHZHGRQRWSURYLGHDVVLVWDQFHWRPLQLPL]HHUURUVEXWUDWKHUZHWROHUDWHHU
URUDQGPDQLSXODWHWKHHUURUERXQGLQDSHUIRUPDQFHDGDSWLYHZD\7KHGHYHORSHG
FRQWUROOHUZKRVHEORFNGLDJUDPLVGHSLFWHGLQFigure 3FRQVLVWVRIWKUHHPDLQFRP
SRQHQWVL DQDGDSWLYHFRQWUROOHUEDVHGDVVLVWDQFHVFKHPHLL DSHUIRUPDQFHEDVHG
IHHGEDFNJDLQPRGL¿FDWLRQDOJRULWKPDQGLLL DQRQOLQHWUDMHFWRU\UHFDOFXODWLRQ
7KHFRQWURODFWLRQLVJLYHQE\
Fr = Fff – K D r = Ő([) – Fɂp ([)–KD r

ZKHUH Ő LVWKHHVWLPDWHRIWKHJUDYLWDWLRQDOWHUPFɂp LVWKHHVWLPDWHRILQWHUDFWLRQ
IRUFHVKDLVDIHHGEDFNJDLQPDWUL[DQGr [Ɗ – [Ɗd + Ư([–[ d LVWKHHUURUWHUP
FDOFXODWHGWKURXJKWKHFRPELQDWLRQRISRVLWLRQDQGYHORFLW\HUURUV7KURXJKWKHDV
VXPSWLRQRIOLQHDUSDUDPHWHUL]DWLRQRIWKHIHHGIRUZDUGFRQWULEXWLRQZHGH¿QH
ɂ
Ff f = < Ǉ

STATIC FRICTION (Nm)

Joint

INERTIA ( kgm2 )

VISCOUS FRICTION
(Nms/rad)

CLOSED-LOOP
POSITION BW (Hz)

ME-II

RW-S

ME-II

RW-S

ME-II

RW-S

0.95

—

0.27

—

0.12

—

2.8

—

Forearm P/S 0.14

0.22

0.026

0.026

0.017

0.43

4.2

3.5

Wrist F/E

0.11

0.20

0.002

0.012

0.028

0.085

13.3

6.0

Wrist R/U

0.11

0.21

0.003

0.005

0.023

0.14

10.6

8.3

Elbow F/E

ME-II RW-S

TABLE 2 Dynamic characteristics of the MAHI EXO-II and RiceWrist-S

ZKHUHYLVDUHJUHVVRUPDWUL[FRQWDLQLQJNQRZQ
ɂLVDYHFWRUWKDWFRQ
IXQFWLRQVRIWKHVWDWH[DQG Ǉ
WDLQVWKHSDUDPHWHUHVWLPDWHV7RPRGHOWKHIHHG
IRUZDUGFRQWULEXWLRQZHXVHWKHVXSHUSRVLWLRQ
RI*DXVVLDQUDGLDOEDVLVIXQFWLRQVZLWKDPSOLWXGH
ǇHYHQO\GLVWULEXWHGLQWKHQGLPHQVLRQDOURERW
ZRUNVSDFH7KURXJKWKHXVHRIWKHDGDSWDWLRQ
Ɗ
ODZ Ǉ = –ī  Y T rZHFRXOGGHPRQVWUDWHWKDWWKH
FRQWUROOHULVXQLIRUPO\XOWLPDWHO\ERXQGHGLHWKH
HUURULVJXDUDQWHHGWRVWD\ZLWKLQDFHUWDLQERXQG
WKDWFDQEHPRGXODWHGWKURXJKSURSHUVHOHFWLRQ
RIWKHIHHGEDFNJDLQ7KHRWKHUEORFNVH[SORLWWKLV
SDUWLFXODUIHDWXUHRIRXUFRQWURODSSURDFK
,QSDUWLFXODUWKHIHHGEDFNJDLQPRGL¿FDWLRQ
DOJRULWKPDQDO\]HVSHUIRUPDQFHLQWKHSUHYL
RXVWDVNVDQGFKDQJHVWKHIHHGEDFNJDLQIRUWKH
QH[WWDVNE\FRPSDULQJWKHHUURULQWKHREVHUYHG
PRYHPHQWSUR¿OHVZLWKWKHYDULDELOLW\RIKHDOWK\
VXEMHFWV¶PRYHPHQWVGXULQJXQSHUWXUEHGPRYH
PHQWV,QVWHDGRILQFUHDVLQJWKHIHHGEDFNJDLQ
XQWLOWKHHUURULVPLQLPL]HGZHGHFUHDVHWKHIHHG
EDFNJDLQXQWLOWKHPHDVXUHGHUURULVZLWKLQDQ
DFFHSWDEOHUDQJHGH¿QHGDVUHSHDWDELOLW\HUURULQ
VLPLODUWDVNVH[HFXWHGE\KHDOWK\VXEMHFWV r* YDUL
DEOHLQWKHEORFNGLDJUDP 7KLVDOJRULWKPFUHDWHV
DFRQWLQXRXVDQGG\QDPLFFKDOOHQJHWRWKHXVHU
UHGXFLQJWKHDPRXQWRIURERWLFDVVLVWDQFHZKHQ
PRYHPHQWVDUHFKDUDFWHUL]HGE\EHORZSK\VLR
ORJLFHUURUOHYHOV:KHQLQVWHDGWKHDVVLVWDQFHLV
H[FHVVLYHO\GHFUHDVHGUHVXOWLQJLQWKHXVHUODJJLQJ
EHKLQGWKHGHVLUHGWUDMHFWRU\WKHIHHGEDFNJDLQLV
LQFUHDVHGWRSURYLGHDGGLWLRQDOVXSSRUW
$VD¿QDOVWHSLQWKHIRUPXODWLRQRIRXUVXEMHFW
DGDSWLYHWKHUDSHXWLFSURWRFROZHLQFOXGHD
SHUIRUPDQFHDGDSWLYHGHVLUHGWUDMHFWRU\JHQHUD
WLRQDOJRULWKP7KHDOJRULWKPLVXVHGWRDYRLGWKH
WUDQVIHURIIRUFHVWKDWUHVLVWWKHVXEMHFW¶VPRYH
PHQWLQWKHFDVHZKHQWKHVXEMHFWLVDFWXDOO\
SHUIRUPLQJEHWWHUWKDQWKHSUHYLRXVO\GH¿QHG
QRPLQDOWUDMHFWRU\:HLPSOHPHQWDQH[SOLFLW
RQOLQHUHFDOFXODWLRQURXWLQHWKDWJXDUDQWHHVWKDW
WKHGHVLUHGWUDMHFWRU\LVERWKFRQWLQXRXVDQGWLPH
GLIIHUHQWLDEOHDQGGRHVQRWODJWKHVXEMHFW¶VPRYH
PHQW7KURXJKWKHRQOLQHWUDMHFWRU\UHFDOFXODWLRQ
DOJRULWKPZHDOVRPRGXODWHWKHWLPHDOORFDWHG
WRFRPSOHWHDWDVNLIWKHVXEMHFWZDVDKHDGRIWKH
GHVLUHGWUDMHFWRU\LQWKHSUHYLRXVWDVN7KURXJK
WKHFRPELQDWLRQRIWKHIHHGEDFNJDLQPRGL¿FDWLRQ
DOJRULWKPDQGWKHGHVLUHGWUDMHFWRU\GH¿QLWLRQ
DQGUHFDOFXODWLRQDOJRULWKPVWKHVXEMHFWLVFRQ
WLQXRXVO\FKDOOHQJHGWRSHUIRUPPRUHUHSHWLWLRQV
LQFUHDVLQJKLVHIIRUWLQWKHWKHUDSHXWLFSURWRFRO
&OLQLFDOHYDOXDWLRQRIWKLVSURWRFROLVFXUUHQWO\
XQGHUZD\LQ+RXVWRQLQFROODERUDWLRQZLWKRXU
FOLQLFDOSDUWQHUVDW7,550HPRULDO+HUPDQQ
+RVSLWDODQG87+HDOWK
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DEMONSTRATING EFFICACY

T

he clinical evaluation of our exoskeleton-based upper limb rehabilitation

robots has been conducted primarily with individuals with incomplete
VSLQDOFRUGLQMXU\ 6&, :H¿UVWHYDOXDWHGRXU0$+,(;2,,ZULVWPRGXOHIRU
rehabilitation of the upper limbs (UL) of two tetraplegic persons with incomplete SCI 5 . Two pilot experiments were conducted. First, we demonstrated that
we could administer treatment to the left UL of a tetraplegic subject during
seven therapy sessions with the device. The subject’s feedback and the investigator’s observations were used to enhance the robotic device and the corresponding graphical interface. Then, a second tetraplegic subject underwent ten
WKUHHKRXUWUDLQLQJVHVVLRQVDGPLQLVWHUHGE\DSK\VLFDOWKHUDSLVW(I¿FDF\RI
the treatment was evaluated using both clinical assessments often conducted
by physical therapists in a rehabilitation setting and robotic measures of motor
impairment that quantify the characteristics of movements using data collected
from the exoskeleton during movement execution with the device unpowered
DQGEDFNGULYHQE\WKHVXEMHFW$WWKHFRQFOXVLRQRIWKLVSLORWVWXG\ZLWKRXU
exoskeleton, the subject was able to more quickly complete basic activities of
daily living with the treated limb. The smoothness of the individual’s unassisted
movements in each degree of freedom was also evaluated pre- and post-therapy
DQGVKRZHGVLJQL¿FDQWLPSURYHPHQWV
Based on these promising pilot results, we conducted a more extensive
FDVHVWXG\ZLWKWKHIXOO0$+,(;2,,GHYLFH 6, with robotic training provided
to both upper limbs of a participant with chronic incomplete SCI. For this
participant, the right UL was more affected, such that she was unable to initiate or sustain independent movement. The left UL was less affected by the
injury, and as a result, she was able to initiate movements independently. We
observed gains in performance only for the more engaging control mode (only
XVHGZLWKWKHOHVVDIIHFWHGOLPE DQGWKHVH¿QGLQJVDUHLQDJUHHPHQWZLWKWKH
literature noting the need for patient engagement and simultaneous intent

of movement with sensorimotor feedback in
order to realize treatment gains. The extension
of this study to a population of 10 SCI survivors
has recently concluded, with results currently
undergoing analysis for publication.
We have also validated the RiceWrist-S as
a tool to deliver robotic rehabilitation therapy
through a case study with a subject affected by
FKURQLFLQFRPSOHWH $,6OHYHO& 6&,DWWKH&
level 27KHVXEMHFWD\HDUROGPDOHSDUticipated in ten sessions of robot-assisted arm
training over twenty days, approximately four
WLPHVSHUZHHN$WHDFKVHVVLRQWKHVXEMHFW¶V
movements were evaluated with the robot programmed to apply no forces, but only measure
the subject’s visually cued, point-to-point movePHQWV$IWHUHYDOXDWLRQWKHVXEMHFWZDVYLVXDOO\
cued to execute the same movements, with the
robot providing active resistance, by means of
DYHORFLW\GHSHQGHQWUHVLVWLYHIRUFH¿HOG7KH
analysis of robotic data measured during the
evaluation sessions supports the hypothesis that
robotic training increased movement smoothness, as assessed through two metrics, the
0RYHPHQW$UUHVW3HULRG5DWLR 0$35 ZKLFK
TXDQWL¿HVWKHDPRXQWRIWLPHPRYHPHQWVDUH
above a threshold velocity, and the Normalized
6XPRI-HUN 162- ZKLFKGLUHFWO\DVVHVVHV
WKHMHUNRIWKHH[HFXWHGPRYHPHQWV$OWKRXJK
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IMPEDANCE
ADMITTANCE-BASED
COORDINATION CONTROL
FOR ROBOTIC LOWER LIMB

R

obotic prostheses have been emerging in the engineering literature recently.
Such prostheses have the ability to better reproduce the variety of behaviors
exhibited by the healthy limb during locomotion 1-5, relative to passive prostheses. Powered prostheses require a controller to
coordinate the movement of the prosthesis with
that of the user; accordingly, various control approaches have been recently described 6-12. Such
controllers should provide to the user safe, intui12 SEPTEMBER 2014

tive, and well-coordinated interaction with
the prosthesis. This article presents and
compares two different control systems
for a powered knee and ankle prosthesis for transfemoral amputees that were
constructed to provide such functionality (i.e., to enable power delivery from
the prosthesis in a manner that is safe,
natural, and coordinated with the motion
of the user). The first controller utilizes
only impedance-like behaviors, while the
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prosthesis
dynamics

A PIECEWISE-PASSIVE IMPEDANCE CONTROL FRAMEWORK

amputee

A control structure for providing local passivity
rosthesis motion can be decomposed into two components: movement associated with WKHLQWHUQDOFRQ¿JXration of the prosthesis, and movement of the prosthesis
WKURXJKVSDFH7KHIRUPHUFDQEHGHVFULEHGE\WKHSURVWKHVLVMRLQWDQJOHVDQGWKHODWWHUE\MRLQWDQJOHVFRPELQHG
ZLWKDVHWRIJHQHUDOL]HGFRRUGLQDWHVORFDWLQJWKHFHQWHURI
mass and principal axes of the prosthesis relative to an inHUWLDOUHIHUHQFHIUDPH)RUWKHFRQWUROSUREOHPFRQVLGHUHG
KHUHWKHFRQWURORIPRYHPHQWRIWKHSURVWKHVLVWKURXJK
VSDFHLVDVVXPHGWREHSULPDULO\JRYHUQHGE\WKHXVHU
LQWKHVDPHPDQQHUWKDWDXVHUZRXOGFRQWUROPRYHPHQW
RIDSDVVLYHSURVWKHVLV$VVXFKWKHFRQWUROIUDPHZRUN
GHVFULEHGKHUHFRQVLGHUVRQO\WKHG\QDPLFVDVVRFLDWHG
ZLWKWKHLQWHUQDOFRQ¿JXUDWLRQRIWKHSURVWKHVLVKHUHDIWHU
UHIHUUHGWRDVWKHSURVWKHVLVG\QDPLFV LHWKHG\QDPLFV
GHVFULEHGE\WKHVHWRIJHQHUDOL]HGFRRUGLQDWHVFRQVLVWLQJRI
SURVWKHVLVMRLQWDQJOHV 
7ZRGLVWLQFWVRXUFHVRISRZHUFDQLPSDUWHQHUJ\WRWKH
SURVWKHVLVWKHDPSXWHHDQGWKHSURVWKHVLVDFWXDWRUV7KH
JHQHUDOL]HGIRUFHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHXVHUf uDUHW\SLFDOO\
LPSDUWHGDWWKHPHFKDQLFDOLQWHUIDFHEHWZHHQWKHXVHUDQG
prosthesis, and/or at the interface between the foot and
JURXQG7KHJHQHUDOL]HGIRUFHVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHDFWXDWRUV
f a DUHWKHVHWRIWRUTXHVLPSDUWHGE\HDFKMRLQWDFWXDWRU
RQWKHUHVSHFWLYHMRLQWVRIWKHSURVWKHVLV,IWKHYHFWRUf
GHVFULEHVWKHXQLRQRIXVHUDQGDFWXDWRUJHQHUDOL]HG
IRUFHVWKHVWDWHHTXDWLRQVGHVFULELQJWKHSURVWKHVLV
G\QDPLFVFDQEHH[SUHVVHGDV

P
passive impedance
(control law)

FIGURE 1 Amputee/prosthesis dynamic system with passive
impedance control law.

STRATEGIES
PROSTHESES

1

second utilizes both impedance-like and
admittance-like behaviors in a hybrid approach. The controllers were implemented
on a powered knee and ankle prosthesis
and tested in walking trials by a transfemoral amputee. Data from these trials indicates that both controllers achieve comparable performance with respect to healthy
subject data, despite some substantial
structural differences between the two.

where qLVWKHVWDWHYHFWRUFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHLQWHUQDO
FRQ¿JXUDWLRQRIWKHSURVWKHVLV7KHVHWRIJHQHUDOL]HGIRUFHV
DVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHXVHUf uFDQQRWEHFRQWUROOHGE\WKH
SURVWKHVLVFRQWUROV\VWHPDQGVRLWLVUHJDUGHGDVDYHFWRU
RIH[RJHQRXVLQSXWV7KHVHWRIJHQHUDOL]HGIRUFHVDVVRFLDWHG
ZLWKWKHDFWXDWRUVf a KRZHYHULVJRYHUQHGE\WKHSURVWKHVLV
FRQWUROV\VWHPDQGFDQEHFRQVWUXFWHGDV

2
VXFKWKDWWKHIXQFWLRQh() HQVXUHVVWULFWSDVVLYLW\EHWZHHQ
WKHVWDWHLQSXWVDQGWKHWRUTXHRXWSXWV,QSDUWLFXODU
FRQVLGHULQJDQDFWXDWHGMRLQWRQWKHSURVWKHVLVOHWWKH
DFWXDWRUWRUTXHEHJLYHQE\ĲDQGWKHDVVRFLDWHGMRLQWDQJOH
.
DQGDQJXODUYHORFLW\E\Ǉ and ǇUHVSHFWLYHO\7KHSURVWKHVLV
ZLOOH[KLELWSDVVLYHEHKDYLRULIWKHDFWXDWRUWRUTXHRXWSXWLV
FRQWUROOHGDFFRUGLQJWR

3
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where z(.) is a diagonal, odd function of its arguments.
Although a number of functions will satisfy this requirement, one simple form is the polynomial

DEOHWRJHQHUDWHQHWSRZHURYHUWLPH EXWORFDOO\SDVVLYH LQWKHDEVHQFHRI
excitation from the user, switching will not occur, and the prosthesis will
come to rest).

4

Emulating biomechanical functionality of the healthy limb

τ = k (θ − θ0 ) + bθ̇

5

'H¿QLQJWKHSURVWKHVLVFRQWUROOHULQWKLVIRUP LHD
strictly passive impedance function), the system dynamics
can be reformulated as shown in Figure 1. Since h(.) is
energetically passive by selection, and since the dynamics
described by g(.) are also passive, the system is comprised
of two passive interconnected systems, and thus the closed
ORRSLVDOVRSDVVLYH LHDVGHVFULEHGE\WKHSDVVLYLW\
theorem). As a result, the feedback-controlled prosthesis
can be reduced to a single passive system that interacts
with the user in a manner similar to a passive prosthesis.
Among other properties, this characteristic of passivity ensures that the powered prosthesis is stable, and in
the absence of excitation from the user, the prosthesis
will come to rest in a known state. The control structure
therefore possesses inherent characteristics that foster
safe human-robot interaction.
Despite these desirable properties, a control structure that maintains strict passivity defeats the point of a
SRZHUHGSURVWKHVLVZKLFK OLNHWKHKHDOWK\QHXURPXVFXODUV\VWHP VKRXOGEHFDSDEOHRISRZHUJHQHUDWLRQ LQ
addition to storage and dissipation). In order to provide
net power generation, the prosthesis control structure is
PRGL¿HGVXFKWKDW H[RJHQRXV LQSXWJHQHUDWHGE\WKH
user is used to switch h(.) between successive passive
behaviors. Such an approach can be implemented as
D¿QLWHVWDWHPDFKLQH )60 ZKHUHVWDWHWUDQVLWLRQVDUH
selected based upon biomechanical events. With mindful selection of state transitions, the user must be actively
engaged in a given activity in order to maintain the succession of switching between passive behaviors. In this
PDQQHUWKHSRZHUHGSURVWKHVLVLVJOREDOO\DFWLYH LHLV
FIGURE 2 Healthy knee kinematics reprinted from Reference 2. The knee torque has been scaled for a 79 kg subject
(the mass of the subject used in the subsequent experiments). The red circles overlaid on the knee torque plot indicate the torque reference that would be generated from the
piecewise linear fit using parameters specified in Table I. It is
clear from these data that the knee behavior is well modeled
in middle and early stance, and in swing, by the impedance
model, although the behavior during late stance (ankle push
off) is not as well represented by the model.

he previously presented control structure was described without regard
to its ability to emulate the biomechanical functionality of the healthy
limb. Consider the example of level ground walking. Figure 2 shows the
DYHUDJHG NQHHMRLQWDQJOHDQJXODUYHORFLW\DQGWRUTXHIRUDJURXSRI
KHDOWK\VXEMHFWVGXULQJQRUPDOOHYHOZDONLQJ:LWKLQWKHFRQWH[WRIWKH
SDVVLYHFRQWUROVWUXFWXUHWKHELRPHFKDQLFDOEHKDYLRURIWKHMRLQWVLV
FKDUDFWHUL]HGE\WKHUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQWKHMRLQWPRWLRQ LHDQJOH
DQGDQJXODUYHORFLW\ LQSXWDQGWKHMRLQWWRUTXHRXWSXW7KHUHIRUHWKH
proposed control structure should emulate the biomechanical behavior of
WKHKHDOWK\MRLQWLIDSDVVLYHIXQFWLRQRIWKHJHQHUDOIRUPJLYHQLQ5HIHUHQFHFDQEHFRQVWUXFWHGVXFKWKDWJLYHQWKH KHDOWK\ DQJOHDQGDQJXODU
YHORFLW\SUR¿OHVVKRZQLQFigure 2 as input, the function will result in the
KHDOWK\ WRUTXHSUR¿OHDOVRVKRZQLQ)LJXUH6LQFHWKHELRPHFKDQLFDO
EHKDYLRURIWKHKHDOWK\MRLQWLVLQJHQHUDOQRWSDVVLYHVXFKFRQVWUXFWLRQ
will in general require the construction of h(.) with a series of piecewise
SDVVLYHIXQFWLRQV8VLQJWKHGDWDVKRZQLQ)LJXUHDVDQH[DPSOHDQG
incorporating six linear passive functions of the form 5 with the parameters listed in Table I to construct h(.) over one period of the gait cycle,
WKHFRQWUROPHWKRGZLOOJHQHUDWHDQDSSUR[LPDWLRQRIKHDOWK\NQHHMRLQW
torque as indicated by the red circles in the torque plot. As indicated in
)LJXUHWKHVHWRIVLPSOHOLQHDUSDVVLYHIXQFWLRQVSURYLGHVDUHDVRQDEO\
IDLWKIXOUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIKHDOWK\MRLQWEHKDYLRU,QWKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQ
GHVFULEHGVXEVHTXHQWO\WKH3LHFHZLVH3DVVLYH,PSHGDQFH 33, FRQWUROOHU
LVLPSOHPHQWHGDVDQ)60ZLWKWKHVWDWHVDVODEHOHGLQ)LJXUH

T

A Hybrid Impedance-Admittance Control Framework
lthough the PPI controller provides desirable control behavior, it also
requires a potentially large number of selectable parameters. In an
H̆RUWWRPDLQWDLQPDQ\RIWKHGHVLUDEOHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIWKH33,FRQWUROler while also reducing the number of selectable control parameters, the
DXWKRUVPRGL¿HGWKHFRQWURODSSURDFKZLWKDK\EULGLPSHGDQFHDGPLWWDQFH

A

80
KNEE ANGLE (deg)

where N and MGH¿QHWKHKLJKHVWRUGHURIHDFKRGG
polynomial, and kn and bmDUHFRḢFLHQWVDVVRFLDWHGZLWK
HDFKRIWKHSRO\QRPLDOWHUPV,QWKHFDVHRID¿UVWRUGHU
SRO\QRPLDOWKHDFWXDWRUWRUTXHVLPSOL¿HVWR
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TABLE 1 Knee Level Walking Parameters from
Healthy Subject Data

* Because the knee joint is not well modeled by a single,

linear impedance in this state, a sub-state has been
integrated allowing a change in stiffness and equilibrium
parameters once the knee passes a threshold angle.

FIGURE 3
A subject walking with the
powered prosthesis.

on the ground, the impedance felt by the user is approximately the impedance of the joints of the leg (since the
ground impedance is high). In the swing phase, when
the leg is in the air, the impedance felt by the user is approximately the inertial impedance of the leg (since the
impedance of air is essentially non-existent). Since the
user is relatively insensitive to the nature of joint impedances in swing phase, implementing a high-impedance
(i.e., admittance-type) trajectory-tracking controller in
swing does not substantially compromise the naturalness properties of the PPI controller.
In the implementation described subsequently,
the HIA controller consists of two superstates: an
impedance-based state in the majority of the stance
phase (early and middle stance), and an admittanceEDVHGVWDWHGXULQJWHUPLQDOVWDQFH SRZHUHGSXVKR̆ 
and swing phase. Note that the ability to change the
impedance between early and middle stance is primarily
used for slope walking (i.e., the two states share a single
impedance in level walking).

(HIA) approach. The HIA approach essentially incorporates the PPI control
structure during the early and middle stance phases of gait, and a trajectorytracking control approach in terminal stance and swing.
With this approach, both the passivity and naturalness aspects of the
PPI controller are compromised, but neither in a substantial manner. With
regard to passivity, the swing phase is a time-based trajectory, and therefore
is transient and bounded by nature, so it does not substantially compromise
the previously described inherent passivity of the PPI control structure. With
regard to naturalness, although the trajectory control is characterized by a
high joint impedance, the impedance is high during a period of interaction in
ZKLFKWKHXVHULVUHODWLYHO\LQVHQVLWLYHWRWKHMRLQWLPSHGDQFH6SHFL¿FDOO\WKH
mechanical impedance interacting with the user is comprised of the internal
impedance of the leg (i.e., the impedance imposed by the controller), in series
with the impedance of the environment. In the stance phase, when the leg is
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80

IMPLEMENTATION, DEMONSTRATION, AND COMPARISON OF CONTROLLERS

Healthy
HIA
PPI

Powered Prosthesis Prototype

T

60
KNEE ANGLE (DEG)

he PPI and HIA controllers were each implemented on a self-contained
powered prosthesis prototype previously developed by the authors. A photograph of the powered prosthesis is shown on a transfemoral amputee in Figure
3. Both the knee and ankle units are actuated by the combination of a brushless
DC motor and a three-stage belt/chain speed reduction transmission. The knee
is capable of generating a maximum torque of approximately 85 Nm, and the
ankle approximately 110 Nm. The actuator output at the ankle joint is supplePHQWHGE\DSDUDOOHOFDUERQ¿EHUOHDIVSULQJ VWL̆QHVVRI6 Nm/deg, engagement angle of 0GHJ 7KHPDVVRIWKHFXUUHQWSURVWKHVLVSURWRW\SHFRQ¿JXUHG
for a 50th percentile male, is approximately 5 kg.

40
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100

FIGURE 4

ach controller was implemented in the powered
Knee and ankle
prosthesis prototype and tested in walking trikinematics for both
controllers as compared
als by a transfemoral amputee subject. Prior to the
to healthy subject data
experiments, informed consent was obtained in
from Reference 2. The
accordance with the requirements set forth by the
gray areas represent ±1,
Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board.
2, and 3 standard deFor each controller, the controller parameters
viations from the mean
of healthy subjects.
were tuned during treadmill walking at a self-seOHFWHGWUHDGPLOOVSHHGRIPV PSK 7KH
control parameters corresponding to the PPI controller are given in Table 27KHLPSHGDQFHSDUDPHWHUVIRUWKH¿UVWWZRSKDVHV
of the HIA controller are the same as those used in the stance phases of the PPI
controller. Following controller parameter selection, knee and ankle joint angle
DQGPRWRUFXUUHQWGDWDIURPFRQVHFXWLYHVWULGHVZHUHORJJHGLQWHUQDOO\E\
the embedded system on the prosthesis for assessment and comparison.
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Results and Discussion
he kinematics of the prosthetic joints in the sagittal plane are plotted in
Figure 4, along with averaged data from 19 healthy subjects. The nature
of control activity is indicated by the corresponding motor current references
for each joint, shown in Figure 5. Both controllers achieve knee and ankle
kinematics that contain the salient features of healthy level ground walking.
7KHFXUUHQWUHIHUHQFHVLQ)LJXUHEHVWLOOXVWUDWHWKH PLQRU GL̆HUHQFHVLQWKH
EHKDYLRURIWKHVHWZRFRQWUROOHUV%HFDXVHWKH¿UVWWZRSKDVHVKDYHLGHQWLFDO
LPSHGDQFHSDUDPHWHUVLQERWKFRQWUROOHUVDQ\GL̆HUHQFHVLQWKHFXUUHQWUHIHU-

T

TABLE 2

Impedance Parameters
for the PPI controller

* Because the knee joint is

not well modeled by a single,
linear impedance in this
state, a sub-state has been
integrated allowing a change
in stiffness parameters once
the knee passes a threshold
angle.
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KNEE PARAMETERS

ences in these two states are due to reactions and inWHUDFWLRQVZLWKWKHXVHU6XFKGL̆HUHQFHVDUHVPDOO
however, and they appear to be due to slightly varied
WLPLQJVUHODWLYHWRWKHUHVWRIWKHVWULGH$WSXVKR̆
however, it is clear that the HIA controller is more
DFWLYHDWWKHNQHHJHQHUDWLQJDÀH[LYHWRUTXHWKDW
better resists the knee’s tendency to hyperextend
GXULQJWKHLQLWLDOSRUWLRQRISXVKR̆

ANKLE PARAMETERS
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In swing, the HIA controller generally matches healthy norms better
than the PPI controller. The knee joint in the HIA controller is leading
the trajectory, and so the controller behaves essentially as a damper in
swing, while the PPI controller provides active torque in the form of
YLUWXDOVSULQJVWRJHQHUDWHVẊFLHQWNQHHÀH[LRQ$OWKRXJKWKLVEHKDYLRU
FRXOGSHUKDSVEHDOWHUHGZLWKDGL̆HUHQWVHWRIFRQWUROOHUSDUDPHWHUVIRU
the PPI controller, it was in this case achieved inherently with the HIA
FRQWUROOHU)LQDOO\DVRQHPLJKWH[SHFWWKHKLJKJDLQQDWXUHRIWKH+,$
controller requires increased electrical power relative to the PPI, although
for the walking trials shown, the increase was small (~5%).

30
KNEE CURRENT REFERENCE (A)

FIGURE 5 Knee and ankle current references for the finite state-based
impedance controller and the impedance/admittance controller as functions of percentage of stride. Positive currents indicate positive motor
torques, where a positive torque, should it be the net torque on a joint,
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30

owered lower limb prostheses are emerging, and in theory they have
the capacity to better emulate the functionality of the healthy limb. In
order to be useful, such prostheses must provide biomechanical levels of
torque and power. Consequently, these prostheses are powerful robots
WKDWDUH¿UPO\DWWDFKHGWRDKXPDQ,WLVLPSHUDWLYHWRSURYLGHDFRQWURO
structure that coordinates the movement of the prosthesis with the move
ment of the user in a safe and natural manner. The authors describe here
DFRQWUROVWUXFWXUHWKDWSURYLGHVWKHVHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVDQGDPRGL¿HG
version of it that maintains favorable characteristics, while greatly reduc
ing the number of required control parameters. The authors addition
ally showed that both controllers provide similar behavior and provide
biomechanics representative of healthy walking. Q
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he AUSTIN exoskeleton (Figure 1) is
an accessible lightweight system that
enables individuals with paraplegia to
walk. A single actuator per leg and a
mechanical hip-knee coupler power the knee
during swing phase and provides assistance
for sitting and standing. The suit's design
embeds gait generation into hardware, decreasing controller complexity.
In 2012, an estimated 270,000 individuals
in the U.S were afflicted by spinal cord injury
(SCI), according to the National Spinal Cord
Injury Statistical Center (NSCISC). Fortythree percent of the estimated 12,000 new
spinal cord injuries sustained each year result
in paraplegia.
Because they are confined to a wheelchair,
SCI patients risk developing secondary injuries and medical complications such as acute
pressure ulcer development, osteoporosis,
decreased range of joint motion, urinary tract
infection, and impaired respiratory and cardiovascular functions 2, 3.
DEVICES TO REDUCE SECONDARY INJURIES

by Wayne Yi-Wei Tung,
Michael McKinley,
Minerva V Pillai, Jason Reid,
and Homayoon Kazerooni
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of California Berkeley

FIGURE 1
Austin Exoskeleton
system overview

Wireless user interface

assive orthoses are commonly prescribed by doctors as
means of delaying the onset of secondary injuries 4. Devices
such as the knee-ankle foot orthosis (KAFO) or reciprocating
gait orthoses (RGO), as shown in Figure 2, are designed to
enable users to achieve a quasi bipedal gait by swinging one
leg in front of the other using upper body strength. Although
passive orthotics are available for personal ownership, studies
have shown that the majority of RGO users discontinued use
within 5 years due to rapid fatigue and sluggish ambulation.

P

Electronics

Hip actuation
Coupler system
Locking knee

Crutches for stability

FIGURE 2 Examples of common passive orthoses. KAFO (left) and RGO (right).
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Powered Exoskeletons
In an effort to improve walking energetics, several
research groups have developed powered exoskeleton
systems that use actuators to assist with locomotion.
Figure 3 shows four of the most well-known powered
exoskeletons today. ReWalk, eLEGS and Vanderbilt
University Exoskeleton use four electric motors to power
the knee and hip joint motions along the sagittal plane.
The Rex exoskeleton uses ten joint actuators to power
the hip, knee, and ankle 6 . The more involved actuation
scheme of the Rex generates a very slow walking gait that
puts the user through a series of quasi-statically balanced
postures.

COUPLING INSPIRED BY BIOMECHANICS
y using a bio-inspired coupling mechanism, the
Austin system is able to power both the hip and
knee joints using a single hip actuator. Hip-knee joint
FRXSOLQJUHIHUVWRPRWLRQZKHUHWKHNQHHÀH[HVVLPXOWDQHRXVO\ZLWKKLSÀH[LRQDQGH[WHQGVVLPXOWDQHRXVO\ZLWK
hip extension. Biologically, this happens partially due
to biarticular muscles. Biarticular muscles such as the
hamstrings act across multiple joints to produce coupled
motion. Various examples of this coupling behavior
during walking, sitting, and standing are described in the
literature 7–9. To more clearly illustrate this coupling relationship, Figure 4 shows a simulated human leg motion
ZLWKD¿[HGKDPVWULQJOHQJWKZKLOHÀH[LQJWKHKLS

B

eLegs

ReWalk

Vanderbilt

Rex

FIGURE 3 Powered exoskeleton systems.

coupled and uncoupled states, in the following three steps (see Fig. 5).
1 During stance, the hip and knee are uncoupled and the knee stays locked
while the hip goes through extension.
2 *RLQJLQWRVZLQJÀH[LRQWKHKLSDQGNQHHDUHFRXSOHGWRÀH[VLPXOWDQHously as observed in a natural human gait.
3 At the point of maximum toe clearance, the coupling mechanism is deactivated, allowing the knee to extend and prepare the leg for stance.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
he gait generation hardware of the Austin exoskeleton suit consists of
three major components: hip actuation, a hip-knee coupler, and a controllable locking knee. Users operate the exoskeleton with a simple wireless
user interface consisting of two push buttons that are installed on the handle
of the stability aid. Electrical components are located on the back of exoskeleton as shown in Figure 6.

T

Joint Coupling Walking Mechanics
The human gait cycle is commonly divided into stance
and swing phase. Swing phase can be further divided
into two phases: sZingÀe[ion and sZinge[tension as
illustrated in Figure 5 10.
PHASE I: Stance During stance, the person’s foot is in
contact with the ground and the leg is bearing weight. The
hip goes through extension while the knee stays locked.
PHASE II: 6ZLQJÀH[LRQ At maximum hip extension,
VZLQJÀH[LRQSKDVHEHJLQV,QWKLVSKDVHERWKWKHNQHH
DQGKLSÀH[HVWRDFKLHYHWRHFOHDUDQFH
PHASE III: 6ZLQJH[WHQVLRQ$WPD[LPXPNQHHÀH[LRQ
swing-extension phase begins and the knee re-extends to
prepare for heel strike.

FIGURE 4 Fixed hamstring length with hip flexion.

Mechanical Gait Generation
Knee actuators can be replaced by a joint coupling
system so that only a single actuator per leg is required to
produce the three-phase gait cycle. In this system, knee
motion becomes a function of hip motion and the knee
has two states. In the coXpled state, activated during
VZLQJÀH[LRQWKHNQHHZLOOÀH[DQGH[WHQGZLWKWKHKLS
powered by a coupling mechanism that transfers power
to it from the hip. During the XncoXpled state, the knee
LVORFNHGDJDLQVWÀH[LRQEXWVWLOOIUHHWRH[WHQGDOORZLQJ
the knee-spring to fully extend the leg during swingextension and provide locking during stance.
A walking gait is generated by toggling between the

Stance
Uncoupled—Locked knee

Swing-Flexion
Coupled

Swing-Extension
Free Joint

FIGURE 5 Three-phase walking cycle and the corresponding coupling states.
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Wireless chip

Hip pulley

Microcontroller
Amplifiers
Batteries

Wire ropes

DC motors
Harmonic drive

Knee pulley

Transmission
linkages
Hip joint

FIGURE 7
Coupling mechanism comparison to biarticular leg muscles.

FIGURE 6
Austin exoskeleton hardware.

Hip Actuation
7KHKLSDFWXDWRULVD3DUNHU%(231'EUXVKOHVV'&
PRWRUPRXQWHGDWWKHORZHUEDFNRIWKHH[RVNHOHWRQ
7KHPRWRULVFRQQHFWHGWRDQ80 to 1 WUDQVPLVVLRQ
OLQNDJHV\VWHPWKDWPRYHVPRWRUWRUTXHWRWKHKLS
7KLVV\VWHPFDQSURYLGH531PRIFRQWLQXRXVDQG
DERXW1601PRIPD[LPXPLQWHUPLWWHQWKLSWRUTXH

Coupling Mechanism
7KHFRXSOLQJPHFKDQLVP Figure 7 FRQVLVWVRI
DSXOOH\DWWKHKLS hip pulley WKDWLV4LQFKHVLQ
GLDPHWHUDQGDVPDOOHUSXOOH\2LQFKHVLQGLDPHWHU
DWWKHNQHH knee pulley 7KHKLSSXOOH\IUHHO\URWDWHV
FRD[LDOO\WRWKHKLSMRLQW7KHNQHHSXOOH\LVIDVWHQHG
WRWKHWLELDOLQNRIWKHH[RVNHOHWRQJHQHUDWLQJNQHH
URWDWLRQIURPWKHNQHHSXOOH\$SDLURIZLUHURSHV
FRQQHFWVWKHWZRSXOOH\VURWDWLQJWKHKLSSXOOH\
URWDWHVWKHNQHHDWWZLFHWKHDQJXODUYHORFLW\
&RXSOHGPRWLRQRIWKHH[RVNHOHWRQOHJLVJHQHU
DWHGZKHQDPHFKDQLFDOEUDNH¿[HVWKHKLSSXOOH\
UHODWLYHWRWKHWRUVRRIWKHH[RVNHOHWRQ,QWKLVVWDWH
WKHKLSSXOOH\EHFRPHVDQDORJRXVWRWKHSHOYLVZKHUH
WKHKDPVWULQJDQGUHFWXVIHPRULVDUHDWWDFKHG7KH
SDLURIZLUHURSHVFRQQHFWLQJWKHSXOOH\VQRZVSDQV
DFURVVERWKWKHKLSDQGNQHHMRLQW²LQHIIHFWDFWLQJDV
WZRYHU\VWLIIDQWDJRQLVWLFELDUWLFXODUPXVFOHV-XVW
OLNHWKHLUELRORJLFDOFRXQWHUSDUWVWKHVHZLUHURSHV

FIGURE 8 A) toe off B) swing-flexion C) swingextension D) heel strike E) toe off.
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EHFRPHDEOHWRJHQHUDWHNQHHÀH[LRQGXULQJKLSÀH[LRQDQGNQHHH[WHQVLRQGXULQJ
KLSH[WHQVLRQ7KHFRXSOLQJUDWLRLVGHWHUPLQHGE\WKHUHODWLYHGLDPHWHURIWKH
SXOOH\V7KHWZRVWDWHVRIWKHFRXSOLQJV\VWHPDUHXVHGWRSURGXFHDZDONLQJF\FOH
(Figure 8 

Knee Design
7KHH[RVNHOHWRQNQHHSOD\VDFULWLFDOUROHLQJDLWJHQHUDWLRQVLQFHWKHORFNLQJDQG
XQORFNLQJEHKDYLRURIWKHNQHHQHHGVWRZRUNLQFRQFHUWZLWKWKHKLSFRXSOLQJ
PHFKDQLVP7KHNQHHKDVWKUHHEDVLFIXQFWLRQV)LUVWLWDXWRPDWLFDOO\ORFNV
DJDLQVWÀH[LRQDWKHHOVWULNH6HFRQGO\LWVPRRWKO\XQORFNVZKHQFRXSOHGWRWKH
KLSPHFKDQLVPGXULQJVZLQJÀH[LRQSKDVHDQGWKLUGO\LWLVIUHHWRH[WHQGGXULQJ
VZLQJH[WHQVLRQSKDVH
%\GHIDXOWWKHNQHHLQWKLVV\VWHPLVIUHHWRH[WHQGDQGORFNHGDJDLQVWÀH[LRQ
7KLVEHKDYLRULVDFKLHYHGE\XVLQJDQRIIWKHVKHOIRQHZD\ORFNLQJJDVVSULQJ
FRQWUROOHGE\DFDPFRXSOHGWRWKHNQHHSXOOH\7KHORFNDEOHJDVVSULQJFRQVWDQW
FDQEHWXQHGWRSURYLGHNQHHH[WHQVLRQWRUTXHIRULQGLYLGXDOVZLWKNQHHMRLQW
VSDVWLFLW\DQGFRQWUDFWXUHV

Determining Coupling Gait Trajectory
$VSUHYLRXVO\GHVFULEHGWKHZDONLQJJDLWRIWKHH[RVNHOHWRQLVJHQHUDWHGWKURXJK
WKHDFWLYDWLRQDQGGHDFWLYDWLRQRIWKHKLSNQHHFRXSOLQJV\VWHPLQRWKHUZRUGV
WKURXJKHQJDJLQJDQGGLVHQJDJLQJWKHKLSSXOOH\7KHV\QFKURQL]DWLRQRIKLSSXO
OH\HQJDJHPHQWDVDIXQFWLRQRIKLSDQJOHGH¿QHVWKHJDLWWUDMHFWRU\&OLQLFDOJDLW
DQDO\VLV &*$ GDWDSXEOLVKHGE\:LQWHUZDVXVHGDVUHIHUHQFHWRGHWHUPLQHWKH

FIGURE 9
Superimposed Winter knee and hip CGA data with corresponding gait phase.
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H[WHQVLRQVSULQJ$VVKRZQLQWKHVZLQJH[WHQVLRQ
segment of Fig. 9, knee angle returns to zero while the
hip joint can be controlled to follow an independent
and arbitrary trajectory. During stance phase, the hip
is driven through a desired trajectory while the knee
remains uncoupled (knee angle remains constant).

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
FIGURE 10 Frames from point tracking software tracker©. Video from
a canon powershot sx40 hs.

optimal walking trajectory 11.
By superimposing hip joint data on top of knee joint data, the coupling gait
WUDMHFWRU\FDQEHGHWHUPLQHG7KLVUHYHDOVUHJLRQVRIVWDQFHVZLQJÀH[LRQDQG
VZLQJH[WHQVLRQ7KHYHUWLFDOGDVKHGOLQHVLQFigure 9PDUNWKHSRLQWRIPD[LPXPKLSH[WHQVLRQDQGPD[LPXPNQHHÀH[LRQ7KHVHJPHQWEHWZHHQWKHGRWWHG
OLQHVLVWKHVZLQJÀH[LRQSKDVHRIWKHJDLWF\FOHZKHQWKHKLSDQGWKHNQHHDUH
ERWKÀH[LQJ%DVHGRQWKLVGDWDWKHVZLQJÀH[LRQSKDVHRIWKHJDLWEHJLQVZKHQ
WKHKLSLVH[WHQGHGWRDSSUR[LPDWHO\-17°DQGHQGVDIWHUDSSUR[LPDWHO\ 30° of hip
ÀH[LRQZKHQWKHKLSDQJOHUHDFKHV 13°.
$WPD[LPXPNQHHÀH[LRQWKHFRXSOLQJV\VWHPFDQEHGHDFWLYDWHGDOORZLQJ
WKHNQHHWRIUHHO\UHH[WHQGZLWKWKHDVVLVWDQFHRIJUDYLWDWLRQDOIRUFHDQGDNQHH

UHOLPLQDU\H[SHULPHQWVXVLQJKLSNQHHFRXSOLQJ
for ambulation assistance were conducted with the
$XVWLQH[RVNHOHWRQRQD\HDUROGPDOHWHVWSLORW
ZKRZHLJKHGOEVDWVL[IRRWWZRDQGZKRKDG
sustained a complete T12 injury 3 years prior. Video
point tracking data (Figure 10) of the subject walking
ZLWKWKHH[RVNHOHWRQZDVFROOHFWHGIRUFRPSDULVRQ
with published CGA data.
Figure 11 plots point tracking data of two steps,
with markers indicating the moment of “heel-off” for
each step. The plot provides a comparison between
CGA data and the full gait cycle of the Austin system.
$VH[SHFWHGWKHGDWDVKRZVWKDWWKHSDUDSOHJLFSLORW
spends more time in double-stance getting ready for
WKHQH[WVWHS+RZHYHULIWKHPRPHQWVRIKHHORIIDUH
superimposed onto one another, the data shows that
the mechanical gait generator produces a
swing phase gait trajectory very similar to the
CGA reference.

P

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
KH$XVWLQH[RVNHOHWRQLOOXVWUDWHGWKH
feasibility of using a mechanical gait
generator to mimic a natural human gait.
Eliminating knee actuation by embedding
knee control into intelligent hardware design,
allows the Austin system to become more
FRPSDFWDQGOLJKWZHLJKWWKDQVRPHH[LVWLQJ
SRZHUHGH[RVNHOHWRQV Q

T

FIGURE 11 Knee and hip angles during the
gait cycle. Starting and ending with heel
strike.
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The ASME Dynamic
Systems and Control
Conferences (DSCC) are
organized and led by the members
of the ASME DSC Division to provide an
intimate and focused setting for dissemination
and discussion of the state of the art in the
broad area of dynamic systems and control, from
theory to industrial applications, and innovations
in dynamical systems and control education.

Technical themes to be featured in
special tracks at this year's DSCC include
advanced manufacturing, renewable
and traditional energy, bioengineering
and biomedical engineering, as well as
cyber-security for critical infrastructure.
The program will also include
contributed sessions, invited sessions,
tutorial sessions, special sessions,
workshops, and exhibits.
River Walk at Dusk / San Antonio Convention and Visitor Bureau

For more info on the 2014 DSCC, visit: http://www.asmeconferences.org/DSCC2014/index.cfm
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CHICAGO

2015 AMERICAN CONTROL CONFERENCE
Led by General Chair Richard D. Braatz
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and Program
Chair Alessandro Astolfi (Imperial College and
University of Rome), the 2015 American Control
Conference (ACC) will be held July 1–3 in Chicago.

July 1–3, 2015

The ACC is the annual conference
of the American Automatic
Control Council (AACC)—the
U.S. member organization of the
International Federation for
Automatic Control (IFAC), and
is co-sponsored by professional
societies, including ASME.

The event's technical program includes regular and
invited sessions, as well as tutorials, workshops and
exhibits. Submissions are encouraged in all areas of
theory and practice of automatic control.
Featured topics at this year's ACC include energy,
biomedical, and transportation systems—subjects
of three plenary/semi-plenary lectures that open full
days of topical sessions.
Manuscripts and session proposals are due Sept. 26.
Workshop proposals are due Oct.17.
Details about the conference can be found at :

http://www.a2c2.org/conferences/acc2015/
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oĨ the ĨƵtƵre ŝƐ the cƵrreŶt theme ǁŝthŝŶ
the commƵŶŝtǇ͘ 'ermĂŶǇ ǁĂƐ the ŝĚeĂl locĂƟoŶ Ĩor dϭϰ ĂƐ the 'ĂƐ dƵrbŝŶe celebrĂteĚ ŝtƐ ϳϱth ĂŶŶŝǀerƐĂrǇ ŝŶ ŝtƐ home coƵŶtrǇ͘
/t ǁĂƐ Ă ŐreĂt occĂƐŝoŶ Ĩor the ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶe
ŝŶĚƵƐtrǇ to reŇect oŶ ŝtƐ hƵmble beŐŝŶŶŝŶŐƐ
ϳϱ ǇeĂrƐ ĂŐo͘

ASME Turbo Expo 2014 in Düsseldorf, Germany

TechŶoloŐǇ ZeĚƵceƐ >ŝĨe Ǉcle oƐt
SŝtƵĂteĚ Ăt the borĚer oĨ the ZhŝŶe Zŝǀer͕ ƺƐƐelĚorĨ ŝƐ the cĂpŝtĂl
oĨ the hŝŐheƐt popƵlĂteĚ 'ermĂŶ ƐtĂte͕ Eorth-ZhŝŶe WeƐtphĂlŝĂ͘ dhe ƺƐƐelĚorĨ ĂreĂ coŶtrŝbƵteƐ ƐŝŐŶŝĮcĂŶtlǇ to the 'ermĂŶ
lĂŶĚƐcĂpe oĨ tƵrbo-eŶŐŝŶe bƵŝlĚerƐ͕ ǁhŝch hĂƐ beeŶ ƐhĂpeĚ bǇ
orŐĂŶŝǌĂƟoŶƐ lŝŬe SŝemeŶƐ͕ lƐtom͕ DE dƵrbo Θ ŝeƐel͕  ĂŶĚ
tlĂƐ opco Ĩor eŶerŐǇ ŐeŶerĂƟoŶ ĂŶĚ proceƐƐ eŶŐŝŶeerŝŶŐ͘ /Ŷ
the ĂeroƐpĂce Ɛector͕ the beƐt ŬŶoǁŶ compĂŶŝeƐ Ăre Ddh ĂŶĚ
ZollƐ-ZoǇce 'ermĂŶǇ͘ >ƵŌhĂŶƐĂ dechŶŝŬ ĂŶĚ Eϯ͕ Ă ũoŝŶt ǀeŶtƵre oĨ
the Ĩormer ǁŝth ZollƐ-ZoǇce͕ proǀŝĚe repĂŝr ĂŶĚ oǀerhĂƵl ƐerǀŝceƐ͘
ll oĨ the preǀŝoƵƐ ĂŶĚ mĂŶǇ ƐmĂller compĂŶŝeƐ beŶeĮt Ĩrom
Ă rŝch ŶetǁorŬ oĨ ǁorlĚ leĂĚŝŶŐ͕ ƐpecŝĂlŝǌeĚ techŶŝcĂl ƵŶŝǀerƐŝƟeƐ ĂŶĚ reƐeĂrch ŝŶƐƟtƵƟoŶƐ͘ dhŝƐ ǀŝbrĂŶt eŶǀŝroŶmeŶt ǁĂƐ the
perĨect bĂcŬĚrop Ĩor the tƵrbomĂchŝŶerǇ ŝŶĚƵƐtrǇ͕ ǁhŝch ŝƐ eƋƵĂllǇ
eŶŐĂŐeĚ ŝŶ pƵƐhŝŶŐ the lŝmŝtƐ ĂŶĚ chĂlleŶŐŝŶŐ eǆŝƐƟŶŐ ƐolƵƟoŶƐ to
creĂte beƩer͕ eǀeŶ more eĸcŝeŶt tƵrbo eŶŐŝŶeƐ͘

...Continued on next page
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ASME TURBO EXPO 2014 KpeŶŝŶŐ SeƐƐŝoŶ
dhe coŶĨereŶce beŐĂŶ ǁŝth three leĂĚŝŶŐ ĮŐƵreƐ ŝŶ the ŝŶĚƵƐtrǇ
ĂĚĚreƐƐŝŶŐ the ϮϬϭ4 coŶĨereŶce theme͕ ͞dechŶoloŐǇ ZeĚƵceƐ >ŝĨe
Ǉcle oƐt͘͟ WrĂtǇƵƐh EĂŐ oĨ SŝemeŶƐ͕ r͘ <ĂrƐteŶ DƺhleŶĨelĚ oĨ
ZollƐ-ZoǇce eƵtƐchlĂŶĚ͕ ĂŶĚ hĂrleƐ Soothŝll oĨ lƐtom SǁŝtǌerlĂŶĚ͕ eǆĂmŝŶeĚ the chĂŶŐeƐ thĂt Ăre occƵrrŝŶŐ ŝŶ the ŝŶĚƵƐtrǇ ĂŶĚ
ĚŝƐcƵƐƐeĚ the cƵrreŶt ĚeǀelopmeŶt ŶeeĚƐ ĂŶĚ the coŶŇŝctƐ thĂt
cĂŶ ĂrŝƐe ŝŶ meeƟŶŐ the ŐoĂl oĨ lŝĨe cǇcle coƐt reĚƵcƟoŶ͘ Whether
the ĂpplŝcĂƟoŶ ŝƐ oŶ lĂŶĚ͕ Ăt ƐeĂ or ŝŶ the Ăŝr͕ the lŝĨe cǇcle coƐt hĂƐ
Ă Ěŝrect ŝmpĂct oŶ the proĮtĂbŝlŝtǇ oĨ the poǁer plĂŶt͛Ɛ operĂƟoŶ͘ ͞do looŬ Ăt tƵrbo eŶŐŝŶeƐ oŶlǇ Ĩrom the perƐpecƟǀe oĨ loǁer
eŶerŐǇ coŶƐƵmpƟoŶ or hŝŐher relŝĂbŝlŝtǇ ǁoƵlĚ meĂŶ to Ɛtop Ɛhort
oĨ ǁhĂt cĂŶ be ĂchŝeǀeĚ͘ /t ŝƐ oŶlǇ ǁheŶ ǁe ĂpprecŝĂte the ǁhole

“To look at turbo engines
only from the perspective of
lower energy consumption or
higher reliability would mean
to stop short of what can be
achieved...” Karsten Mühlenfeld, Rolls-Royce
A

W A

R. Tom Sawyer Award

R

D

S

proĚƵct lŝĨe cǇcle͕ the hĂrĚǁĂre ĂŶĚ relĂteĚ ƐerǀŝceƐ thĂt oƵr tĂƐŬ
ĂƐ eŶŐŝŶeerƐ ŝƐ ŐŝǀeŶ ĨƵll ũƵƐƟce͘ KpƟmŝǌŝŶŐ eǀeŶ the pŝece pĂrt
leǀel mĂŝŶteŶĂŶce͕ ƵŶĚerƐtĂŶĚŝŶŐ the ĂctƵĂl ƐtĂte oĨ the hĂrĚǁĂre
bǇ ŝŶtellŝŐeŶt heĂlth moŶŝtorŝŶŐ͕ ĂŶĚ ƐelecƟŶŐ the rŝŐht meĂŶƐ to
opƟmŝǌe oǀerhĂƵl cǇcleƐ Ăre tĂƐŬƐ ǁhŝch ĂpplǇ to Ăll tǇpeƐ oĨ tƵrbo
eŶŐŝŶeƐ ʹ Ŷo mĂƩer ŝĨ ŝŶ the Ăŝr͕ Ăt ƐeĂ͕ or oŶ lĂŶĚ͘ dhe ĚŝīereŶce
lŝeƐ leƐƐ ŝŶ the pĂrƟcƵlĂr tǇpe oĨ tƵrbŝŶe ǁe looŬ Ăt͕ bƵt more ŝŶ the
ĂƫtƵĚe ĂŶĚ bƵƐŝŶeƐƐ coŶcept Ĩor rƵŶŶŝŶŐ ŝt͘ KƵtƐtĂŶĚŝŶŐ mechĂŶŝcĂl eŶŐŝŶeerŝŶŐ ŝƐ ũƵƐt the beŐŝŶŶŝŶŐ͕ the eŶtrǇ ƟcŬet to compete͘
DeeƟŶŐ cƵrreŶt cƵƐtomer reƋƵŝremeŶtƐ ŝƐ the bĂƐŝƐ͖ ĂlǁĂǇƐ thŝŶŬŝŶŐ ŝŶto the ĨƵtƵre mĂŬeƐ the ĚŝīereŶce͕ Ĩor the cŝtǇ oĨ ƺƐƐelĚorĨ
ĂƐ ǁell ĂƐ Ĩor the ŝŶĚƵƐtrǇ͘͟

Over 3,000 turbomachinery professionals from over 50 countries
attended ASME Turbo Expo 2014

...Continued on page 83

Gas Turbine Award

Aircraft Engine Technology Award

Early Career Award

Industrial Gas Turbine Technology Award

John P. Davis Award

ASME IGTI Board Chair
& ASME President
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TECHNICAL ARTICLE
pplŝcĂƟoŶ KĨ Ŷ /ŶĚƵƐtrŝĂl SeŶƐor oĂƟŶŐ SǇƐtem KŶ
 ZollƐ-ZoǇce :et ŶŐŝŶe &or demperĂtƵre etecƟoŶ
:͘W͘ &eŝƐt͕ W͘z͘ SollĂǌǌo͕ S͘ erthŝer͕ ͘ hĂrŶleǇ͕ :͘ WellƐ

/EdZKhd/KE
ŶŐŝŶeerƐ hĂǀe coŶƟŶƵoƵƐlǇ ƐoƵŐht to ŝŶcreĂƐe ĨƵel eĸcŝeŶcǇ ŝŶ ŐĂƐ
tƵrbŝŶeƐ͕ more thĂŶ hĂlǀŝŶŐ ĨƵel coŶƐƵmpƟoŶ oǀer the lĂƐt ϯ-4 ĚecĂĚeƐ͘
dhŝƐ ǁĂƐ ĂchŝeǀeĚ mĂŝŶlǇ bǇ ŝŶcreĂƐŝŶŐ ĮrŝŶŐ temperĂtƵreƐ͘ pĂrt
Ĩrom Ŷeǁ ĂlloǇƐ ĂŶĚ coolŝŶŐ methoĚƐ͕ thermĂl bĂrrŝer coĂƟŶŐƐ ;dͿ
hĂǀe plĂǇeĚ Ă mĂũor role ŝŶ thŝƐ ĚeǀelopmeŶt͘ dheƐe coĂƟŶŐƐ ǁere
ĮrƐt ƵƐeĚ oŶ ũet eŶŐŝŶeƐ ŝŶ the ϳ0͛Ɛ ĂŶĚ Ăre Ŷoǁ Ă commoŶ ĨeĂtƵre oŶ
poǁer ŐeŶerĂƟoŶ tƵrbŝŶeƐ͘ dƐ Ălloǁ compoŶeŶtƐ to ƐƵrǀŝǀe hŝŐher
temperĂtƵreƐ ĂŶĚ hĂǀe ĂcceptĂble Ɛerǀŝce ƟmeƐ͘ d techŶoloŐǇ ǁŝll
coŶƟŶƵe to plĂǇ Ă ĚomŝŶĂŶt role ŝŶ ĨƵtƵre eŶerŐǇ ƐolƵƟoŶƐ͘ dƐ Ăre
reĨrĂctorǇ coĂƟŶŐƐ͕ ƵƐƵĂllǇ bĂƐeĚ oŶ ǇƩrŝĂ ƐtĂbŝlŝǌeĚ ǌŝrcoŶŝĂ ;zSͿ͕ thĂt
Ăre ƵƐeĚ to proǀŝĚe thermĂl ŝŶƐƵlĂƟoŶ ĂŶĚ ŝŶĚŝrectlǇ proǀŝĚe oǆŝĚĂƟoŶ
protecƟoŶ oŶ tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚeƐ͕ ǀĂŶeƐ ĂŶĚ combƵƐƟoŶ chĂmber lŝŶerƐ
ŝŶ ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶeƐ ƵƐeĚ ŝŶ poǁer ŐeŶerĂƟoŶ ĂŶĚ ĂǀŝĂƟoŶ͘ dheǇ oīer
the poteŶƟĂl to Ălloǁ eŶĚ-ƵƐerƐ to operĂte Ăt ƐƵbƐtĂŶƟĂllǇ hŝŐher
temperĂtƵreƐ thĂŶ ƵŶcoĂteĚ compoŶeŶtƐ coƵlĚ ǁŝthƐtĂŶĚ͘ dhŝƐ leĂĚƐ
ĚŝrectlǇ to ĂŶ ŝŶcreĂƐe ŝŶ eĸcŝeŶcǇ ĂŶĚ Ă coŶƐeƋƵeŶt reĚƵcƟoŶ ŝŶ
K2 emŝƐƐŝoŶ͘ dhe lŝĨe eǆpectĂŶcǇ oĨ Ă d ŝƐ ŬŶoǁŶ to be ŝŶǀerƐelǇ
proporƟoŶĂl to the ĂbƐolƵte temperĂtƵre eǆperŝeŶceĚ bǇ the coĂƟŶŐ͘
loƐe coŶtrol oĨ compoŶeŶt temperĂtƵreƐ cĂŶŶot cƵrreŶtlǇ be ĂchŝeǀeĚ
ĚƵe to the ĂbƐeŶce oĨ ĂŶǇ relŝĂble meĂŶƐ to meĂƐƵre ŝŶ the hot ƐecƟoŶ
oĨ the eŶŐŝŶe͘ Ɛ Ă reƐƵlt͕ dƐ hĂǀe͕ to ĚĂte͕ beeŶ ƵƐeĚ coŶƐerǀĂƟǀelǇ͕
to eǆteŶĚ the lŝĨe oĨ tƵrbŝŶe compoŶeŶtƐ rĂther thĂŶ to reĂlŝƐe the
ĨƵll poteŶƟĂl ŝŶcreĂƐe ŝŶ operĂƟŶŐ temperĂtƵre͘ Kǀer the pĂƐt ϵ
ǇeĂrƐ SoƵthƐŝĚe dhermĂl ScŝeŶceƐ ;SdSͿ hĂƐ pŝoŶeereĚ the methoĚ
oĨ ŝmplemeŶƟŶŐ lƵmŝŶeƐceŶce mĂterŝĂlƐ ŝŶto dƐ 2͕ϱ-ϳ͘ dhŝƐ Ŷoǀel
ĂpproĂch promŝƐeƐ opƟcĂl͕ ĂccƵrĂte͕ ŝŶ-ƐŝtƵ temperĂtƵre ĚetecƟoŶ
ĂŶĚ heĂlth moŶŝtorŝŶŐ͘ dhe bĂƐŝc coŶcept ŝƐ to tĂŬe phoƐphoreƐceŶt
mĂterŝĂlƐ͕ ĂƐ ƵƐeĚ ŝŶ ds ƐcreeŶƐ ĂŶĚ eŶerŐǇ eĸcŝeŶt lŝŐht bƵlbƐ͕ ĂŶĚ
embeĚ thoƐe ŝŶto ƐtĂŶĚĂrĚ d mĂterŝĂlƐ ƐƵch ĂƐ ǌŝrcoŶŝĂ͕ coŶƐeƋƵeŶtlǇ
creĂƟŶŐ Ă ͚ƐmĂrt͛ mĂterŝĂl͘ WheŶ ŝllƵmŝŶĂteĚ ǁŝth hs lŝŐht thŝƐ clĂƐƐ
oĨ mĂterŝĂl ƐtĂrtƐ to phoƐphoreƐce ;͚Őloǁ͛Ϳ ĂŶĚ the obƐerǀĂƟoŶ oĨ
thŝƐ lŝŐht ǁŝth ƐpecŝĮcĂllǇ tĂŝloreĚ ŝŶƐtrƵmeŶtĂƟoŶ ŐŝǀeƐ the eŶŐŝŶeer
ǀĂlƵĂble ŝŶĨormĂƟoŶ oŶ temperĂtƵre ĂŶĚ ƐtrƵctƵrĂl ĚĂmĂŐe ƐƵch ĂƐ
eroƐŝoŶ͕ corroƐŝoŶ ĂŶĚ ĂŐeŝŶŐ eīectƐ ĂƐ the phoƐphor pĂrƟcleƐ Ăct ĂƐ
embeĚĚeĚ Ătomŝc ƐeŶƐorƐ ŝŶƐŝĚe the cerĂmŝc͘ dhŝƐ pĂper ǁŝll ĚeƐcrŝbe
the ŝmplemeŶtĂƟoŶ oĨ Ă ƐeŶƐor coĂƟŶŐ ƐǇƐtem Ĩor the ĮrƐt Ɵme oŶ ĂŶ
operĂƟŶŐ tƵrbŝŶe proǀŝĚŝŶŐ temperĂtƵre ĚĂtĂ Ĩrom moĚŝĮeĚ dƐ ŝŶ the
hot ƐecƟoŶ oĨ ĂŶ operĂƟŶŐ eŶŐŝŶe͘

Zs/W
dhe ƵƐe oĨ phoƐphoreƐceŶt mĂterŝĂlƐ ĂƐ temperĂtƵre ŝŶĚŝcĂtorƐ ŝƐ ǁell
ŬŶoǁŶ ĂŶĚ thŝƐ ŝƐ ĂŶ eƐtĂblŝƐheĚ lĂborĂtorǇ techŶŝƋƵe ĂŶĚ ŝƐ ǁell ĚocƵmeŶteĚ͘ dhe ĨolloǁŝŶŐ reĨereŶceƐ Őŝǀe ŐooĚ reǀŝeǁƐ ĂboƵt ǁhĂt ŝƐ ŐeŶ-

erĂllǇ ŬŶoǁŶ ĂƐ the thermoŐrĂphŝc phoƐphor techŶŝƋƵe 8͕ϵ͘ ,oǁeǀer͕
the embeĚĚŝŶŐ oĨ the opƟcĂllǇ ĂcƟǀe ŝoŶƐ ʹ ŶĂmelǇ >ĂŶthĂŶŝĚeƐ ĂŶĚ
trĂŶƐŝƟoŶ metĂlƐ ʹ ŝŶto ĨƵŶcƟoŶĂl cerĂmŝcƐ ƐƵch ĂƐ dƐ or eǀeŶ the
mŝǆŝŶŐ oĨ Ă ƐecoŶĚĂrǇ phoƐphor phĂƐe ŝŶto Ă prŝmĂrǇ mĂterŝĂl phĂƐe
ŝƐ Ă rĂther Ŷeǁ coŶcept ĂŶĚ reƋƵŝreƐ Ă ĚŝīereŶt ĂpproĂch͘ dhe mĂŝŶ
coŶƐŝĚerĂƟoŶ here ŝƐ the ŝŶteŐrŝtǇ oĨ the prŝmĂrǇ phĂƐe or prŝmĂrǇ hoƐt
or the mĂterŝĂl ƐǇƐtem ĂƐ ƐƵch͘ ĂrlǇ ĨĂŝlƵre ĚƵe to the ĂĚĚŝƟoŶĂl ĚopĂŶt beŝŶŐ ĂĚĚeĚ ŝƐ Ŷot ĂŶ opƟoŶ ĂƐ ŝt ǁoƵlĚ compromŝƐe the prŝmĂrǇ
ĨƵŶcƟoŶ͘ /Ŷ the cĂƐe oĨ Ă d thŝƐ ŝƐ the protecƟoŶ oĨ the compoŶeŶt
Ĩor mĂŶǇ thoƵƐĂŶĚƐ oĨ hoƵrƐ ;e͘Ő͘ 24͕000 operĂƟŶŐ hoƵrƐ͊Ϳ͘ hoǇ͕ &eŝƐt
ĂŶĚ ,eǇeƐ ϭ ŝŶtroĚƵceĚ the ŶoƟoŶ oĨ Ă ͞thermĂl bĂrrŝer ƐeŶƐor coĂtŝŶŐ͟ ;ƐeŶƐor dͿ Ĩor temperĂtƵre ĚetecƟoŶ ŝŶ ϭϵϵ8͘ dhŝƐ techŶŝƋƵe
eŶĂbleĚ ƐƵrĨĂce temperĂtƵre meĂƐƵremeŶtƐ͕ bƵt ĂlƐo coƵlĚ proǀŝĚe Ă
meĂŶƐ to meĂƐƵre temperĂtƵre ǁŝthŝŶ the d ĂŶĚ Ăt the metĂlͬtopcoĂt ŝŶterĨĂce͕ heŶce eŶĂblŝŶŐ the mĂŶƵĨĂctƵrŝŶŐ oĨ ĂŶ ŝŶteŐrĂteĚ heĂt
ŇƵǆ ŐĂƵŐe͘ dhe relĂƟǀelǇ loǁ ĚopĂŶt leǀelƐ ŝŶƐƵreĚ Ŷo ĂĚǀerƐe eīectƐ
oŶ the coĂƟŶŐ ƐtĂbŝlŝtǇ͘ &ŝrƐt reƐƵltƐ ǁere pƵblŝƐheĚ oŶ zS co-ĚopeĚ
ǁŝth eƵropŝƵm ;/Ϳ poǁĚerƐ ŝŶ 2000 ϭ0 ĂŶĚ ƐƵbƐƵrĨĂce temperĂtƵreƐ
ǁere meĂƐƵreĚ Ĩor the ĮrƐt Ɵme looŬŝŶŐ throƵŐh Ă ϱ0ʅm ƵŶĚopeĚ zS
lĂǇer Ĩrom Ă thŝŶ ;уϭ0 ʅmͿ zS͗Ƶ lĂǇer ƵŶĚerŶeĂth ϭϭ͘
WƵblŝcĂƟoŶƐ oŶ ŝŶĚƵƐtrŝĂl releǀĂŶt robƵƐt coĂƟŶŐƐ proĚƵceĚ bǇ ƐtĂŶĚĂrĚ
proĚƵcƟoŶ techŶŝƋƵeƐ ĂppeĂreĚ ƐhortlǇ ĂŌer͘ dhe ĮrƐt electroŶ beĂm
phǇƐŝcĂl ǀĂpoƵr ĚepoƐŝƟoŶ ;WsͿ ƐeŶƐor coĂƟŶŐ ǁĂƐ reporteĚ ŝŶ 200ϭ
ϭ2 ƵƐŝŶŐ zS͗Ǉ ĂpplŝeĚ ǁŝth ĂŶ ŝŶĚƵƐtrŝĂl coĂter Ăt rĂŶĮelĚ hŶŝǀerƐŝtǇ͘
 more ŝmportĂŶt coĂƟŶŐ techŶoloŐǇ Ĩor poǁer ŐeŶerĂƟoŶ eŶŐŝŶeƐ͕
hoǁeǀer͕ ŝƐ the ĂtmoƐpherŝc plĂƐmĂ ƐprĂǇ proceƐƐ ;WSͿ͘ &ŝrƐt ǁorŬ
oŶ ŝŶĚƵƐtrŝĂl Ăŝr plĂƐmĂ ƐprĂǇeĚ ƐeŶƐor coĂƟŶŐ ƐǇƐtemƐ commeŶceĚ
ĂroƵŶĚ 2002 ĂŶĚ ǁere ĮrƐt pƵblŝƐheĚ ŝŶ 200ϱ ϱ͕ϭϯ ĂŶĚ lĂter ŝŶ 200ϲ
ϭ4͘ ,eǇeƐ et Ăl͘ ĚemoŶƐtrĂteĚ the cĂpĂbŝlŝƟeƐ oĨ WS ƐeŶƐor coĂƟŶŐƐ
Ĩor ŝŶ-ƐŝtƵ tǁo-ĚŝmeŶƐŝoŶĂl temperĂtƵre meĂƐƵremeŶtƐ ŝŶ bƵrŶer rŝŐƐ
ƵƐŝŶŐ Ă hŝŐh ƐpeeĚ cĂmerĂ ƐǇƐtem ϭϯ͘ &Ƶrther͕ hŝŐh temperĂtƵre
meĂƐƵremeŶt cĂpĂbŝlŝƟeƐ ŝŶ WS coĂƟŶŐƐ Ƶp to ϭϲϳ4< ǁŝth Ă tǁo
mĂterŝĂl phĂƐe ĂrchŝtectƵre ǁere pƵblŝƐheĚ bǇ &eŝƐt et Ăl͘ ϭ4 ƵƐŝŶŐ ĂŶ
ŝŶĚƵƐtrŝĂl thermĂl ƐprĂǇ coĂter Ăt the ZeƐeĂrch eŶtre :ƺlŝch͕ 'ermĂŶǇ͘

yWZ/DEd> SWdS
dƐ Ăre ƵƐeĚ oŶ combƵƐƟoŶ compoŶeŶtƐ͕ the hoƩer rotĂƟŶŐ blĂĚeƐ
ĂŶĚ ĮǆeĚ ǀĂŶeƐ ŝŶ the hot ŐĂƐ pĂth ƐecƟoŶ oĨ ŝŶĚƵƐtrŝĂl ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶeƐ͘
dhe thermĂl bĂrrŝer coĂƟŶŐƐ oŶ theƐe tƵrbŝŶeƐ ƵƐƵĂllǇ coŶƐŝƐt oĨ ĂŶ
oǆŝĚĂƟoŶ reƐŝƐtĂŶt boŶĚ coĂt ĂŶĚ Ă cerĂmŝc ŝŶƐƵlĂƟŶŐ lĂǇer͘ dhe boŶĚ
coĂt ŝƐ ŶormĂllǇ ĂŶ Drlz ;D Ĩor metĂlͿ coĂƟŶŐ ĂŶĚ the top coĂt ŝƐ
ŶormĂllǇ zS͘ dhe mĂŝŶ ĨƵŶcƟoŶ oĨ the Drlz coĂƟŶŐ ŝƐ to Ĩorm Ă
ƐtĂble pĂƐƐŝǀe ĂlƵmŝŶĂ ;l20ϯͿ lĂǇer ǁhŝch preǀeŶtƐ oǆŝĚĂƟoŶ oĨ the mĂŝŶ
compoŶeŶtƐ͘ dhe prŝmĂrǇ ĨƵŶcƟoŶ oĨ the zS lĂǇer ŝƐ to preǀeŶt heĂt Ňoǁ
ŝŶto the pĂrt ŐŝǀŝŶŐ Ă loǁer metĂl temperĂtƵre thƵƐ eŶĂblŝŶŐ the ĮrŝŶŐ
temperĂtƵre oĨ the tƵrbŝŶe to be rĂŝƐeĚ ǁŝthoƵt ƐŝŐŶŝĮcĂŶtlǇ ĚeŐrĂĚŝŶŐ
the mechĂŶŝcĂl properƟeƐ oĨ the bĂƐe ĂlloǇ oĨ the compoŶeŶtƐ͘
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ďǇ >ee ^͘ >angston͕ WroĨeƐƐor merŝtƵƐ͕ DechĂŶŝcĂl ŶŐŝŶeerŝŶŐ͕ hŶŝǀerƐŝtǇ oĨ oŶŶecƟcƵt

dhŝƐ ǇeĂr mĂrŬƐ the ĚŝĂmoŶĚ ũƵbŝlee Ĩor the ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶe͘ SeǀeŶtǇ Įǀe ǇeĂrƐ ĂŐo͕ ŝŶ
ϭϵϯϵ͕ the ĮrƐt ũet eŶŐŝŶe ĂŝrcrĂŌ Ňeǁ͕ ĂŶĚ the ĮrƐt ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶe poǁerŝŶŐ ĂŶ electrŝc
ŐeŶerĂtor ǁĂƐ ƐƵcceƐƐĨƵllǇ teƐteĚ͘
dhŝƐ ŝƐ ĂlƐo the ĂpproǆŝmĂte ŐolĚeŶ ũƵbŝlee Ĩor the ŝŶǀeŶƟoŶ oĨ tƵrbŝŶe ƐŝŶŐle crǇƐtĂl
blĂĚeƐ Ĩor ƵƐe ŝŶ ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶeƐ͘ dheƐe ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶe ͞roǁŶ :eǁelƐ͟ ϭ ǁere beŝŶŐ
ĚeǀelopeĚ ĂŶĚ perĨecteĚ Ăt WrĂƩ Θ WhŝtŶeǇ ŝrcrĂŌ͕ ǁheŶ / ũoŝŶeĚ the compĂŶǇ͕
ĨreƐh oƵt oĨ ŐrĂĚƵĂte Ɛchool͕ ŝŶ ϭϵϲ4͘ dheŝr ĮrƐt reĂl eŶŐŝŶe teƐt ǁĂƐ ŝŶ ϭϵϲϳ-ϲ8 oŶ
WrĂƩ͛Ɛ :ϱ8 eŶŐŝŶe͕ ǁhŝch poǁereĚ the SZ-ϳϭ͕ >ocŬheeĚ͛Ɛ ƐƵperƐoŶŝc recoŶŶĂŝƐƐĂŶce
ĂŝrcrĂŌ͘ t thĂt Ɵme͕ ƐŝŶŐle crǇƐtĂl techŶoloŐǇ ǁĂƐŶ͛t Ǉet reĂĚǇ Ĩor thŝƐ eĂrlǇ ĂpplŝcĂƟoŶ͘ >Ăter͕ ƐŝŶŐle crǇƐtĂl ;SyͿ tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚeƐ ǁere ĮrƐt ƵƐeĚ ŝŶ mŝlŝtĂrǇ eŶŐŝŶeƐ
oŶ WrĂƩ͛Ɛ &ϭ00 eŶŐŝŶe͕ ǁhŝch poǁereĚ the &ϭϲ ĂŶĚ &ϭϱ ĮŐhter ĂŝrcrĂŌ͘ dheŝr ĮrƐt
commercŝĂl ƵƐe ǁĂƐ oŶ WΘW͛Ɛ :dϵ-ϳZ4 eŶŐŝŶe͕ ǁhŝch receŝǀeĚ & cerƟĮcĂƟoŶ
ŝŶ ϭϵ82͕ poǁerŝŶŐ oeŝŶŐ͛Ɛ ϳϲϳ ĂŶĚ the ŝrbƵƐ ϯϭ0 2͘

Figure 1

SŝŶce theƐe ĮrƐt ĂpplŝcĂƟoŶƐ͕ Sy tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚeƐ hĂǀe
become ƐtĂŶĚĂrĚ oŶ mĂŶǇ hŝŐh perĨormĂŶce ũet
eŶŐŝŶeƐ͘ dheǇ Ăre ĂlƐo beŝŶŐ ƵƐeĚ more receŶtlǇ oŶ
hŝŐh perĨormĂŶce ŶoŶ-ĂǀŝĂƟoŶ ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶeƐ͕ ŐeŶerĂtŝŶŐ electrŝc poǁer ǁŝth Sy tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚeƐ ŝŶ ƐŝǌeƐ ĂƐ
mƵch ĂƐ teŶ ƟmeƐ lĂrŐer thĂŶ theŝr ĂǀŝĂƟoŶ coƵŶterpĂrtƐ͘ ;DǇ reƐeĂrch ƐhoǁƐ thĂt SŝemeŶƐ ǁĂƐ the
ĮrƐt to ƵƐe ŶoŶ-ĂǀŝĂƟoŶ Sy tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚeƐ ŝŶ theŝr ͘ϯ
ƐerŝeƐ mĂchŝŶeƐ ŝŶ the eĂrlǇ ϭϵϵ0Ɛ͘Ϳ
Ɛ ǁe ŬŶoǁ͕ ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶe thermĂl eĸcŝeŶcǇ ŝŶcreĂƐeƐ
ǁŝth ŐreĂter temperĂtƵreƐ oĨ the ŐĂƐ Ňoǁ eǆŝƟŶŐ
the combƵƐtor ĂŶĚ eŶterŝŶŐ the ǁorŬ-proĚƵcŝŶŐ
compoŶeŶt Ͷthe tƵrbŝŶe͘ dƵrbŝŶe ŝŶlet temperĂtƵreƐ ŝŶ the ŐĂƐ pĂth oĨ moĚerŶ hŝŐh-perĨormĂŶce ũet
eŶŐŝŶeƐ cĂŶ eǆceeĚ ϯ͕000 Σ&͕ ǁhŝle ŶoŶ ĂǀŝĂƟoŶ ŐĂƐ
tƵrbŝŶeƐ operĂte Ăt 2͕ϳ00 Σ& or loǁer͘ /Ŷ hŝŐh-temperĂtƵre reŐŝoŶƐ oĨ the tƵrbŝŶe͕ ƐpecŝĂl hŝŐh-melƟŶŐpoŝŶt ŶŝcŬel-bĂƐe ƐƵperĂlloǇ blĂĚeƐ ĂŶĚ ǀĂŶeƐ Ăre
ƵƐeĚ͕ ǁhŝch retĂŝŶ ƐtreŶŐth ĂŶĚ reƐŝƐt hot corroƐŝoŶ
Ăt eǆtreme temperĂtƵreƐ͘ dheƐe ƐƵperĂlloǇƐ͕ ǁheŶ
coŶǀeŶƟoŶĂllǇ ǀĂcƵƵm cĂƐt͕ ƐoŌeŶ ĂŶĚ melt Ăt temperĂtƵreƐ betǁeeŶ 2͕200 ĂŶĚ 2͕ϱ00 Σ&͘ dhŝƐ meĂŶƐ
blĂĚeƐ ĂŶĚ ǀĂŶeƐ cloƐeƐt to the combƵƐtor mĂǇ be
operĂƟŶŐ ŝŶ ŐĂƐ pĂth temperĂtƵreƐ ĨĂr eǆceeĚŝŶŐ
theŝr melƟŶŐ poŝŶt ĂŶĚ mƵƐt be cooleĚ to ĂcceptĂble
Ɛerǀŝce temperĂtƵreƐ ;tǇpŝcĂllǇ eŝŐht-to-ŶŝŶe-teŶthƐ
oĨ the melƟŶŐ temperĂtƵreͿ to mĂŝŶtĂŝŶ ŝŶteŐrŝtǇ͘
dhƵƐ͕ tƵrbŝŶe ĂŝrĨoŝlƐ ƐƵbũecteĚ to the hoƩeƐt ŐĂƐ
ŇoǁƐ tĂŬe the Ĩorm oĨ elĂborĂte ƐƵperĂlloǇ ŝŶǀeƐtmeŶt cĂƐƟŶŐƐ to ĂccommoĚĂte the ŝŶtrŝcĂte ŝŶterŶĂl
pĂƐƐĂŐeƐ ĂŶĚ ƐƵrĨĂce hole pĂƩerŶƐ ŶeceƐƐĂrǇ to chĂŶ-

Figure 1: Progress in temperature (Celsius) creep rupture limits for various superalloǇs (PŚotos are of non-aviaƟon turďine ďlaĚes͘ CourtesǇ of E^͘)

Ŷel ĂŶĚ Ěŝrect coolŝŶŐ Ăŝr ;bleĚ Ĩrom the compreƐƐorͿ
ǁŝthŝŶ ĂŶĚ oǀer eǆterŝor ƐƵrĨĂceƐ oĨ the ƐƵperĂlloǇ
ĂŝrĨoŝl ƐtrƵctƵre͘ do elŝmŝŶĂte the ĚeleterŝoƵƐ eīectƐ
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As the Turbine Turns...
oĨ ŝmpƵrŝƟeƐ͕ ŝŶǀeƐtmeŶt cĂƐƟŶŐ ŝƐ cĂrrŝeĚ oƵt ŝŶ ǀĂcƵƵm chĂmberƐ͘ Ōer cĂƐƟŶŐ͕ the ǁorŬŝŶŐ ƐƵrĨĂce oĨ hŝŐh-temperĂtƵre cooleĚ
tƵrbŝŶe ĂŝrĨoŝlƐ Ăre coĂteĚ ǁŝth cerĂmŝc thermĂl bĂrrŝer coĂƟŶŐƐ to
ŝŶcreĂƐe lŝĨe ĂŶĚ Ăct ĂƐ Ă thermĂl ŝŶƐƵlĂtor ;ĂlloǁŝŶŐ ŝŶlet temperĂtƵreƐ ϭ00 to ϯ00 &ĂhreŶheŝt ĚeŐreeƐ hŝŐherͿ͘

'rĂŝŶ oƵŶĚĂrǇ WheŶomeŶĂ
oŶǀeŶƟoŶĂllǇ cĂƐt tƵrbŝŶe ĂŝrĨoŝlƐ Ăre polǇcrǇƐtĂllŝŶe͕ coŶƐŝƐƟŶŐ
oĨ Ă three-ĚŝmeŶƐŝoŶĂl moƐĂŝc oĨ ƐmĂll metĂllŝc eƋƵŝĂǆeĚ crǇƐtĂlƐ͕
or ͞ŐrĂŝŶƐ͕͟ ĨormeĚ ĚƵrŝŶŐ ƐolŝĚŝĮcĂƟoŶ ŝŶ the cĂƐƟŶŐ molĚ͘ Ăch
eƋƵŝĂǆeĚ ŐrĂŝŶ hĂƐ Ă ĚŝīereŶt orŝeŶtĂƟoŶ oĨ ŝtƐ crǇƐtĂl lĂƫce Ĩrom
ŝtƐ ŶeŝŐhborƐ͛͘ ZeƐƵlƟŶŐ crǇƐtĂl lĂƫce mŝƐĂlŝŐŶmeŶtƐ Ĩorm ŝŶterĨĂceƐ cĂlleĚ ŐrĂŝŶ boƵŶĚĂrŝeƐ͘
hŶtoǁĂrĚ eǀeŶtƐ hĂppeŶ Ăt ŐrĂŝŶ boƵŶĚĂrŝeƐ͕ ƐƵch ĂƐ ŝŶterŐrĂŶƵlĂr
cĂǀŝtĂƟoŶ͕ ǀoŝĚ ĨormĂƟoŶ͕ ŝŶcreĂƐeĚ chemŝcĂl ĂcƟǀŝtǇ͕ ĂŶĚ ƐlŝppĂŐe
ƵŶĚer ƐtreƐƐ loĂĚŝŶŐ͘ dheƐe coŶĚŝƟoŶƐ cĂŶ leĂĚ to creep͕ ƐhorteŶ
cǇclŝc ƐtrĂŝŶ lŝĨe͕ ĂŶĚ ĚecreĂƐe oǀerĂll ĚƵcƟlŝtǇ͘ orroƐŝoŶ ĂŶĚ
crĂcŬƐ ĂlƐo ƐtĂrt Ăt ŐrĂŝŶ boƵŶĚĂrŝeƐ͘ /Ŷ Ɛhort͕ phǇƐŝcĂl ĂcƟǀŝƟeƐ
ŝŶŝƟĂteĚ Ăt ƐƵperĂlloǇ ŐrĂŝŶ boƵŶĚĂrŝeƐ ŐreĂtlǇ ƐhorteŶ tƵrbŝŶe
ǀĂŶe ĂŶĚ blĂĚe lŝĨe͕ ĂŶĚ leĂĚ to loǁereĚ tƵrbŝŶe temperĂtƵreƐ ǁŝth
Ă coŶcƵrreŶt ĚecreĂƐe ŝŶ eŶŐŝŶe perĨormĂŶce͘
KŶe cĂŶ trǇ to ŐĂŝŶ ƐƵĸcŝeŶt ƵŶĚerƐtĂŶĚŝŶŐ oĨ ŐrĂŝŶ boƵŶĚĂrǇ pheŶomeŶĂ Ɛo ĂƐ to coŶtrol them͘ Ƶt ŝŶ the eĂrlǇ ϭϵϲ0Ɛ͕ reƐeĂrcherƐ
Ăt WrĂƩ Θ WhŝtŶeǇ ŝrcrĂŌ ;Ŷoǁ WrĂƩ Θ WhŝtŶeǇ͕ oǁŶeĚ bǇ hŶŝteĚ
dechŶoloŐŝeƐ orp͘Ϳ Ɛet oƵt to ĚeĂl ǁŝth the problem bǇ elŝmŝŶĂtŝŶŐ ŐrĂŝŶ boƵŶĚĂrŝeƐ Ĩrom tƵrbŝŶe ĂŝrĨoŝlƐ ĂltoŐether͕ bǇ ŝŶǀeŶƟŶŐ
techŶŝƋƵeƐ to cĂƐt ƐŝŶŐle-crǇƐtĂl tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚeƐ ĂŶĚ ǀĂŶeƐ͘

.

dhe ZeƐƵlt
/Ŷ ũet eŶŐŝŶe ƵƐe͕ ƐŝŶŐle-crǇƐtĂl tƵrbŝŶe ĂŝrĨoŝlƐ hĂǀe proǀeŶ to hĂǀe
ĂƐ mƵch ĂƐ ŶŝŶe ƟmeƐ more relĂƟǀe lŝĨe ŝŶ termƐ oĨ creep ƐtreŶŐth
ĂŶĚ thermĂl ĨĂƟŐƵe reƐŝƐtĂŶce ĂŶĚ oǀer three ƟmeƐ more relĂƟǀe lŝĨe
Ĩor corroƐŝoŶ reƐŝƐtĂŶce͕ ǁheŶ compĂreĚ to eƋƵŝĂǆeĚ crǇƐtĂl coƵŶterpĂrtƐ͘ DoĚerŶ hŝŐh tƵrbŝŶe ŝŶlet temperĂtƵre ũet eŶŐŝŶeƐ ǁŝth loŶŐ lŝĨe
;thĂt ŝƐ͕ oŶ the orĚer oĨ 2ϱ͕000 hoƵrƐ oĨ operĂƟoŶ betǁeeŶ oǀerhĂƵlƐͿ
ǁoƵlĚ Ŷot be poƐƐŝble ǁŝthoƵt the ƵƐe oĨ ƐŝŶŐle-crǇƐtĂl tƵrbŝŶe ĂŝrĨoŝlƐ͘
Ǉ elŝmŝŶĂƟŶŐ ŐrĂŝŶ boƵŶĚĂrŝeƐ͕ ƐŝŶŐle-crǇƐtĂl ĂŝrĨoŝlƐ hĂǀe loŶŐer
thermĂl ĂŶĚ ĨĂƟŐƵe lŝĨe͕ Ăre more corroƐŝoŶ reƐŝƐtĂŶt͕ cĂŶ be cĂƐt ǁŝth
thŝŶŶer ǁĂllƐ Ͷ meĂŶŝŶŐ leƐƐ mĂterŝĂl ĂŶĚ leƐƐ ǁeŝŐht Ͷ ĂŶĚ hĂǀe Ă
hŝŐher melƟŶŐ poŝŶt temperĂtƵre͘ dheƐe ŝmproǀemeŶtƐ Ăll coŶtrŝbƵte
to hŝŐher ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶe thermĂl eĸcŝeŶcŝeƐ͘
&ŝŐƵre ϭ ƐhoǁƐ creep lŝĨe proŐreƐƐ ŝŶ tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚe ĂlloǇƐ͕ ĂƐ ŐŝǀeŶ
bǇ ES ϯ͘ /Ŷ the plot͕ the ĂbƐcŝƐƐĂ ƐhoǁƐ the ǇeĂr oĨ ĂlloǇ ĚeǀelopmeŶt ĂŶĚ the orĚŝŶĂte ƐhoǁƐ temperĂtƵre cĂpĂbŝlŝtǇ ŝŶ ĚeŐreeƐ
elƐŝƵƐ͕ Ĩor Ă ǀĂrŝetǇ oĨ tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚe ƐƵperĂlloǇƐ͘ dhe temperĂtƵre
cĂpĂbŝlŝtǇ ŝƐ the temperĂtƵre Ĩor creep lŝĨe poƐeĚ ĂƐ the Ɵme ;ϭ000
hoƵrƐͿ the ĂlloǇ reĂcheƐ Ă certĂŝŶ eloŶŐĂƟoŶͬƐtrĂŝŶ ;ϭйͿ ƵŶĚer Ă ŐŝǀeŶ
ƐtreƐƐ ;ϭϯϳDWĂ с 20͕000 pƐŝͿ͘ Ɛ ƐhoǁŶ͕ ƐŝŶŐle crǇƐtĂl blĂĚeƐ Ăre
cleĂrlǇ ƐƵperŝor͘
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

boƵt ĮŌǇ ǇeĂrƐ ĂŐo͕ Ă ƐmĂll ŐroƵp oĨ ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶe ŝŶĚƵƐtrǇ reƐeĂrcherƐ Ɛet oƵt to elŝmŝŶĂte ŐrĂŝŶ boƵŶĚĂrŝeƐ ŝŶ ƐƵperĂlloǇ tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚeƐ͘
doĚĂǇ͕ the reƐƵlt ŝƐ Ă ǁhole clĂƐƐ oĨ ƐŝŶŐle crǇƐtĂl tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚeƐ thĂt
hĂǀe ŝŶcreĂƐeĚ thermĂl eĸcŝeŶcŝeƐ ĂŶĚ hĂǀe ƵŶmĂtcheĚ reƐŝƐtĂŶce to
hŝŐh-temperĂtƵre creep ĂŶĚ ĨĂƟŐƵe͘

ZeĨereŶceƐ
ϭ͘ >ĂŶŐƐtoŶ͕ >ee S͕͘ 200ϲ͕ ͞roǁŶ :eǁelƐ͕͟ DechĂŶŝcĂl ŶŐŝŶeerŝŶŐ
DĂŐĂǌŝŶe͕ &ebrƵĂrǇ͕ pp͘ ϯϭ-ϯϯ͘
2͘ 'ell͕ D͕͘ Ƶhl͕ ͘E͕͘ ĂŶĚ 'ŝĂmeŝ͕ ͘&͕͘ ϭϵ80͕ ͞dhe eǀelopmeŶt
oĨ SŝŶŐle rǇƐtĂl SƵperĂlloǇ dƵrbŝŶe lĂĚeƐ͕͟ SƵperĂlloǇƐ ϭϵ80͕

Thank You
2014 ASME IGTI Sponsor
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daďle 1: Eominal composiƟon of tŚe mĚrǇ ϵϵϱ DCrlz coaƟng
WheŶ ƵƐŝŶŐ the ĂŌer-mĂrŬet Ĩor coĂƟŶŐƐ͕ the choŝce ŝƐ more
lŝmŝteĚ ĂƐ oŶlǇ Drlz coĂƟŶŐ compoƐŝƟoŶƐ Ŷot coŶtrolleĚ bǇ
pĂteŶtƐ cĂŶ be ƵƐeĚ͘ KŶe oĨ the moƐt commoŶ ŝƐ the compoƐŝƟoŶ
ŬŶoǁŶ ĂƐ mĚrǇ ϵϵϱ͘ dhe ƐĂme compoƐŝƟoŶ cĂŶ be obtĂŝŶeĚ Ĩrom
other poǁĚer ƐƵpplŝerƐ ƵŶĚer ĚŝīereŶt ŶĂmeƐ͘ dhe compoƐŝƟoŶ oĨ
mĚrǇ ϵϵϱ ŝƐ ŐŝǀeŶ ŝŶ dĂble ϭ͘ SƵch Ă coĂƟŶŐ ǁoƵlĚ be Ă ƐƵŝtĂble
coĂƟŶŐ to be ƵƐeĚ ǁŝth Ă metĂl temperĂtƵre oĨ ϭ0ϳϯ-ϭϭ2ϯ<͘ do
proǀŝĚe ƐƵŝtĂble lŝĨe Ĩor Ă 24͕000 hoƵrƐ oĨ Ɛerǀŝce ŝŶterǀĂl ;ϯ ǇeĂrƐͿ
oŶ ĂŶ ŝŶĚƵƐtrŝĂl ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶe ŝt ǁoƵlĚ be ĂpplŝeĚ ǁŝth Ă thŝcŬŶeƐƐ
oĨ 2ϱ0ʅm͘ dhe WS d cĂŶ hĂǀe Ă thŝcŬŶeƐƐ Ĩrom 200-ϭ000ʅm
ĚepeŶĚŝŶŐ oŶ the compoŶeŶt͕ ǁŝth combƵƐƟoŶ compoŶeŶtƐ teŶĚŝŶŐ to hĂǀe thŝcŬer dƐ thĂŶ blĂĚeƐ ĂŶĚ ǀĂŶeƐ͘ d͛Ɛ thŝcŬer thĂŶ
ϳϱ0ʅm Ăre more proŶe to eĂrlǇ ĨĂŝlƵreƐ ƵŶleƐƐ pore ƐŝǌeƐ Ăre cĂreĨƵllǇ coŶtrolleĚ͘ KŶ blĂĚeƐ ĂŶĚ ǀĂŶeƐ Ĩor ŝŶĚƵƐtrŝĂl ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶeƐ the
d ŝƐ ŶormĂllǇ 2ϱ0ʅm͘
dhe ĮŶŝƐheĚ coĂƟŶŐ choƐeŶ ǁĂƐ ĂŶ mĚrǇ ϵϵϱ Drlz coĂƟŶŐ
250ʅm thŝcŬ coǀereĚ ǁŝth ĂŶ WS d͕ ĂlƐo 250ʅm thŝcŬ͘  bĂcŬ
ƐcĂƩereĚ ƐcĂŶŶŝŶŐ electroŶ mŝcroƐcope ŝmĂŐe oĨ ƐƵch Ă coĂƟŶŐ ŝƐ
ƐhoǁŶ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘ ϭ͘

WoroƐŝtǇ

DŝcrocrĂcŬŝŶŐ

100ʅm͕ ĚepeŶĚŝŶŐ oŶ ĂpplŝcĂƟoŶ͘ dhe methoĚ Ĩor ĚepoƐŝƟŶŐ the
Drlz ǁĂƐ ƐpecŝĮeĚ ĂƐ hŝŐh ǀelocŝtǇ oǆǇŐeŶ ĨƵel Ĩor the blĂĚeƐ
ĂŶĚ ǀĂŶeƐ͕ ĂŶĚ WS Ĩor the combƵƐtor͘ ll d ǀĂrŝĂƟoŶƐ ǁere
ƐpecŝĮeĚ ĂƐ beŝŶŐ prepĂreĚ bǇ WS͘ dhe ĂrrĂǇ oĨ d ǀĂrŝĂƟoŶƐ
trŝĂlleĚ ŝƐ ƐhoǁŶ ŝŶ dĂble 2͘ ,eĂt treĂtmeŶtƐ oŶ the pĂrtƐ ǁere cĂrrŝeĚ oƵt ĂŌer ĂpplŝcĂƟoŶ oĨ the Drlz͘ dhe blĂĚeƐ ǁere ŐŝǀeŶ the
ƐtĂŶĚĂrĚ heĂt treĂtmeŶt Ĩor EŝmoŶŝc 105͘  ƐpĂrŬ ĂŶĂlǇƐŝƐ oĨ the
ǀĂŶeƐ ƐhoǁeĚ the compoƐŝƟoŶ to be ƋƵŝte ĚŝīereŶt Ĩrom EŝmoŶŝc
105 ĂŶĚ rĂŶĮelĚ hŶŝǀerƐŝtǇ ŝĚeŶƟĮeĚ the ǀĂŶeƐ ĂƐ beŝŶŐ mĂŶƵĨĂctƵreĚ Ĩrom ĂlloǇ 'ϯϵ͘ Eo ƐtĂŶĚĂrĚ heĂt treĂtmeŶt ǁĂƐ ĂǀĂŝlĂble Ĩor
thŝƐ͕ ĂŶĚ Ɛo Ă heĂt treĂtmeŶt tǇpŝcĂl oĨ thŝƐ tǇpe oĨ ĂlloǇ ǁĂƐ ƵƐeĚ͘
dhe ƐolƵƟoŶ heĂt treĂtmeŶt ǁĂƐ cĂrrŝeĚ oƵt Ăt 1448< Ĩor tǁo hoƵrƐ
ĨolloǁeĚ bǇ ĂŐeŝŶŐ heĂt treĂtmeŶtƐ oĨ 4hrƐ Ăt 1ϯϳϯ< ĂŶĚ 1ϲ hoƵrƐ
Ăt 102ϯ< to ĚŝīƵƐe the coĂƟŶŐ ĂŶĚ opƟmŝƐe the mŝcroƐtrƵctƵre
Ĩor operĂƟoŶ͘ ǀeŶ thoƵŐh there ǁĂƐ Ă ĚŝīereŶce ŝŶ ĚepoƐŝƟoŶ
eĸcŝeŶcǇ betǁeeŶ the moĚŝĮeĚ ƐeŶƐor poǁĚerƐ ĂŶĚ oī the ƐhelĨ
commercŝĂl zS poǁĚerƐ͕ Ăll poǁĚerƐ ǁere ĨoƵŶĚ to ĨeeĚ ǁell
throƵŐh the WS ŐƵŶ͘

d

Drlz
daďle Ϯ: rraǇ of dC variaƟons speciĮeĚ for tŚe coaƟng trials͘
SƵbƐtrĂte

Figure 1: ǆample of an DCrlz н P^ dC coaƟng sǇstem on a
large inĚistrial gas turďine component
Wŝth lĂrŐe ŝŶĚƵƐtrŝĂl ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶe compoŶeŶtƐ͕ ĂĚĚŝŶŐ Ă 250ʅm
thŝcŬ Drlz coĂƟŶŐ ĂŶĚ Ă 250ʅm coĂƟŶŐ ĚoeƐ Ŷot ƐŝŐŶŝĮcĂŶtlǇ
Ălter the ĚŝmeŶƐŝoŶƐ͕ the ǁeŝŐht or the ŶĂtƵrĂl ĨreƋƵeŶcǇ oĨ the
compoŶeŶt͘ KŶ ĂŶ Ăero-eŶŐŝŶe compoŶeŶt ƐƵch Ă coĂƟŶŐ coƵlĚ
mĂŬe Ă mĂũor ĚŝīereŶce to Ăll oĨ theƐe ĂīecƟŶŐ tƵrbŝŶe perĨormĂŶce ĂŶĚ poteŶƟĂllǇ rŝƐŬŝŶŐ Ă compoŶeŶt ĨĂŝlƵre͘ do mŝŶŝmŝƐe
theƐe Ɛort oĨ rŝƐŬƐ Ă mƵch thŝŶŶer coĂƟŶŐ ǁĂƐ ƐpecŝĮeĚ Ĩor the
sŝper eŶŐŝŶe͘ dhe Drlz ǁĂƐ ƐpecŝĮeĚ ĂƐ beŝŶŐ mĚrǇ ϵϵ5 or ĂŶ
eƋƵŝǀĂleŶt͕ ĂŶĚ the ŶomŝŶĂl Drlz thŝcŬŶeƐƐ ǁĂƐ Ɛet ĂƐ ϭ00ʅm͘
dhe d ǁĂƐ ƐpecŝĮeĚ ĂƐ beŝŶŐ SE204ES or ĂŶ eƋƵŝǀĂleŶt ƐtĂŶĚĂrĚ
d mĂterŝĂl ǁŝth moĚŝĮeĚ ƐeŶƐor d poǁĚerƐ beŝŶŐ ƐƵpplŝeĚ bǇ
SdS͕ ĂŶĚ the ŶomŝŶĂl d thŝcŬŶeƐƐ ǁĂƐ Ɛet to betǁeeŶ 50ʅm ĂŶĚ
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KŶe eǆĂmple oĨ ĂŶ WS boŶĚcoĂt ĂŶĚ WS d ŝƐ ƐhoǁŶ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘ 2͘
WĂrĂllel teƐtƐ Ăt ŝĚcot poǁer ƐtĂƟoŶ reǀeĂleĚ ƐƵrǀŝǀĂbŝlŝtǇ oĨ ƐpecŝĨŝc coĂƟŶŐƐ ŝŶ eǆceƐƐ oĨ 4͕500 K,͘ /t ŝƐ eǆpecteĚ thĂt the cĂpĂbŝlŝtǇ
oĨ theƐe coĂƟŶŐƐ ŝƐ ŝŶ the rĂŶŐe oĨ ŶormĂl mĂŝŶteŶĂŶce ƐcheĚƵleƐ
oĨ ŝŶĚƵƐtrŝĂl ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶeƐ oĨ 24͕000hrƐ or eǀeŶ loŶŐer͘ ĂƐeĚ oŶ
ǁhĂt the mĂŶƵĨĂctƵrer leĂrŶeĚ ĂboƵt the poǁĚerƐ ĂŶĚ ĚepoƐŝƟoŶ
rĂteƐ ĚƵrŝŶŐ the ĚeǀelopmeŶt ĂŶĚ proĚƵcƟoŶ ǁorŬ͕ the mĂŶƵĨĂctƵrer eǆpectƐ thĂt ǁŝth Ă ƐmĂll ĂmoƵŶt oĨ ĂĚĚŝƟoŶĂl ĚeǀelopmeŶt
ǁorŬ ŝt ǁoƵlĚ be poƐƐŝble to ŝmproǀe oŶ the cƵrreŶt ƐprĂǇ proceƐƐ͘

/ESdZhDEdd/KE E d K>>d/KE
dhe opƟcĂl ŝŶƐtrƵmeŶtĂƟoŶ Ĩor Ă phoƐphoreƐceŶt thermometrǇ ƐǇƐtem coŶƐŝƐtƐ oĨ the eǆcŝtĂƟoŶ opƟcƐ ĚelŝǀerŝŶŐ the lŝŐht oĨ Ă EĚ͗z'
lĂƐer ĂŶĚ the collecƟoŶ opƟc͘ dhe obũecƟǀe ǁĂƐ to mĂǆŝmŝǌe ĚelŝǀerǇ poǁer ǁhŝle mĂŝŶtĂŝŶŝŶŐ Ă lĂrŐe ĚŝƐtĂŶce to the ĂctƵĂl tĂrŐet͘
dhŝƐ ŝƐ Ă ƐŝŐŶŝĮcĂŶt ĚeƐŝŐŶ ĚecŝƐŝoŶ ĂƐ the ĂctƵĂl opƟcĂl probe cĂŶ
be operĂteĚ oƵtƐŝĚe the eǆtreme hot ƐecƟoŶ to ĂǀoŝĚ eǆtrĂ coolŝŶŐ
reƋƵŝremeŶtƐ ĂŶĚ ĂǀoŝĚ the rŝƐŬ oĨ ĨĂŝlŝŶŐ pĂrtƐ poteŶƟĂllǇ ũeopĂrĚŝǌŝŶŐ the eŶŐŝŶe ŝŶteŐrŝtǇ͘
/Ŷ orĚer to mĂǆŝmŝƐe the ĚelŝǀerǇ eŶerŐǇ ŝt ǁĂƐ ĚecŝĚeĚ to operĂte
ǁŝth opeŶ beĂm opƟcƐ ŝŶƐteĂĚ oĨ ƵƐŝŶŐ Įbre ŐƵŝĚeƐ͘ dhe coƵplŝŶŐ
oĨ hŝŐh eŶerŐǇ pƵlƐeĚ hs lĂƐerƐ ŝŶto ƐŝlŝcĂ ĮbreƐ ŝƐ lŝmŝteĚ to relĂƟǀelǇ loǁ poǁer compĂreĚ to ĂŶ opeŶ beĂm͘  ĨƵrther beŶeĮt oĨ
ĂǀoŝĚŝŶŐ ĮbreƐ ŝƐ the ĂbƐeŶce oĨ ĂĚĚŝƟoŶĂl opƟcƐ ǁhŝch ǁoƵlĚ be
reƋƵŝreĚ to reĨocƵƐ the lŝŐht ǁheŶ the lŝŐht eǆŝtƐ Ăt the Įbre eŶĚ͘
dhŝƐ ŝƐ ƵŶĚeƐŝrĂble ĂƐ the opƟc ǁoƵlĚ ĚecreĂƐe the ĚelŝǀerǇ poǁer
oŶ oŶe hĂŶĚ ĂŶĚ oŶ the other hĂŶĚ reƋƵŝreƐ ĂĚĚŝƟoŶĂl hoƵƐŝŶŐ
mĂŬŝŶŐ ŝt more compleǆ to ŝŶƐtĂll the probe oŶ ĂŶ eŶŐŝŶe ĂŶĚ heŶce
leƐƐ coƐt-eīecƟǀe͘ dhe Ăŝm Ĩor the collecƟoŶ opƟc ĚeƐŝŐŶ ǁĂƐ to
Ăchŝeǀe Ă lĂrŐe ĮelĚ oĨ ǀŝeǁ ǁŝth ĂŶ ƵŶcooleĚ hoƵƐŝŶŐ͘ dhe ƐolƵƟoŶ
cĂme ŝŶ the Ĩorm oĨ Ă ŶoŶ-ŝmĂŐŝŶŐ opƟc ĚeƐŝŐŶeĚ bǇ SdS
cĂlleĚ opƟcĂl eŶerŐǇ trĂŶƐĨer ƐǇƐtem ;KWdSͿ ĂŶĚ ŝllƵƐtrĂteĚ ŝŶ
ĮŐ͘ϯ͘ dhe ĚelŝǀerǇ oĨ the eǆcŝtĂƟoŶ lŝŐht ǁĂƐ ĂchŝeǀeĚ throƵŐh Ă
beĂm ƐplŝƩer hoƵƐeĚ ŝŶ Ă cƵbe ǁhŝch ŝƐ robƵƐtlǇ ĂƩĂcheĚ to the
ĨroŶt oĨ the collecƟoŶ opƟc͕ heŶce ĨormŝŶŐ Ă ƐŝŶŐle ƵŶŝt͘ dhe collecteĚ phoƐphoreƐceŶce ŝƐ coƵpleĚ ŝŶto Ă 2m Įbre bƵŶĚle ĚelŝǀerŝŶŐ the lŝŐht to the remote photomƵlƟplŝer tƵbe ;WDdͿ͘ dhe collecƟoŶ opƟc ĂlƐo mĂǇ be eƋƵŝppeĚ ǁŝth ƐeǀerĂl ǁĂǀeleŶŐth ƐelecƟŶŐ
ĮlterƐ to tĂŝlor ŝt to the obƐerǀĂƟoŶ reƋƵŝremeŶtƐ͘ dhe ƐǇƐtem
mĂǆŝmŝǌeƐ lŝŐht collecƟoŶ reŐĂrĚleƐƐ oĨ the ĚŝƐtĂŶce oĨ the ƐoƵrce͘
Eo reĨocƵƐŝŶŐ ŝƐ ŶeeĚeĚ Ĩor ĚŝīereŶt ĚŝƐtĂŶceƐ ĂŶĚ heŶce eŶĂbleƐ
the operĂtor to meĂƐƵre the ƐŝŐŶĂl ǁŝthoƵt the ŶeeĚ to ĂĚũƵƐt the
opƟcƐ Ĩor the rŝŐht ƐtĂŶĚ-oī ĚŝƐtĂŶce ǁhŝch ǁoƵlĚ be reƋƵŝreĚ Ĩor Ă
coŶǀeŶƟoŶĂl opƟc͘ dhŝƐ ŝƐ Ă ƐŝŐŶŝĮcĂŶt ĂĚǀĂŶtĂŐe ĂƐ ŝt reĚƵceƐ the
ŶeeĚ Ĩor precŝƐe ĂlŝŐŶmeŶt ŝŶ ĂŶ eŶǀŝroŶmeŶt ǁhere precŝƐe ĂlŝŐŶmeŶt ŝƐ ĚŝĸcƵlt or ŝmpoƐƐŝble to Ăchŝeǀe͘ Ŷother moƐt ŝmportĂŶt
ĚeƐŝŐŶ ĨeĂtƵre ŝƐ the lĂrŐe ͚ŇĂt hĂt͛ trĂŶƐĨer ĨƵŶcƟoŶ ŐƵĂrĂŶteeŝŶŐ
Ă ƵŶŝĨorm lŝŐht collecƟoŶ ĂcroƐƐ Ă lĂrŐe ĮelĚ oĨ ǀŝeǁ ;&ŝŐƵre 4͖ 8 ĚeŐreeƐͿ͘ dhŝƐ trĂŶƐĨer ĨƵŶcƟoŶ eŶĂbleƐ the ƐcĂŶŶŝŶŐ or obƐerǀĂƟoŶ oĨ
moǀŝŶŐ obũectƐ ĂcroƐƐ the ƐpecŝĮeĚ ĮelĚ oĨ ǀŝeǁ ǁŝth ǀerǇ lŝƩle ĚŝƐtorƟoŶ oĨ the ŝŶteŶƐŝtǇ ĂƐ ǁoƵlĚ poteŶƟĂllǇ occƵr ŝŶ Ă coŶǀeŶƟoŶĂl
ŝmĂŐŝŶŐ opƟc͘ dhe lĂƐer pƵlƐe ŐeŶerĂteƐ Ă phoƐphoreƐceŶt Ɛpot

oŶ the compoŶeŶt ƐhoǁŶ ĂƐ poƐŝƟoŶ ͚͛ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘ ϯ͘ /Ŷ cĂƐe oĨ Ă ĨĂƐt
moǀŝŶŐ compoŶeŶt ƐƵch ĂƐ Ă tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚe the Ɛloǁ ĚecreĂƐŝŶŐ
phoƐphoreƐceŶce ǁŝll trĂǀel ǁŝth the compoŶeŶt ĂcroƐƐ the ĮelĚ
oĨ ǀŝeǁ ;Ĩrom  to Ϳ͘ ,eŶce the cƵrreŶt probe ĚeƐŝŐŶ eŶĂbleƐ
the obƐerǀĂƟoŶ oĨ the ƵŶĚŝƐtorteĚ lŝĨe Ɵme ĚecĂǇ͘ &ŝŐƵre 4 ƐhoǁƐ
the ǀĂrŝĂƟoŶ ŝŶ ŝŶteŶƐŝtǇ oĨ Ă coŶƐtĂŶt lŝŐht ƐoƵrce ǁheŶ moǀŝŶŐ ĂcroƐƐ the ĮelĚ oĨ ǀŝeǁ ;&KsͿ oĨ the KWdS͘ etǁeeŶ -4 ĂŶĚ
н4 ĚeŐreeƐ the probe ƵŶŝĨormlǇ collectƐ lŝŐht͘ dhe ŐrĂph ǁĂƐ
recorĚeĚ ƵƐŝŶŐ Ă ƐpecŝĂlŝƐeĚ opƟcĂl beŶch ǁŝth Ă > lŝŐht ƐoƵrce͘
dhe ƐolŝĚ lŝŶeƐ Ăre creĂteĚ ƵƐŝŶŐ Ă Ɛŝmple ŝŶterpolĂƟoŶ͘ dhe poƐŝƟoŶƐ ͕  ĂŶĚ  correƐpoŶĚ to the eƋƵŝǀĂleŶt poƐŝƟoŶƐ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘ 4
ƐǇmbolŝǌŝŶŐ Ă moǀŝŶŐ phoƐphoreƐceŶt ƐŝŐŶĂl͘

ZK>>S-ZKz s/WZ 201 dSd 
dǁo ZollƐ-ZoǇce sŝper DŬ 201 eŶŐŝŶeƐ ǁere pƵrchĂƐeĚ bǇ
SdS ĂŶĚ Ă hot eŶĚ ŝŶƐtrƵmeŶtĂƟoŶ ĨĂcŝlŝtǇ ǁĂƐ ĚeƐŝŐŶeĚ ĂŶĚ
bƵŝlt Ăt rĂŶĮelĚ hŶŝǀerƐŝtǇ͛Ɛ 'ĂƐ dƵrbŝŶe ŶŐŝŶeerŝŶŐ
>ĂborĂtorǇ͘ KŶe eŶŐŝŶe ǁĂƐ ŝŶƐtĂlleĚ ĂŶĚ commŝƐƐŝoŶeĚ ĂƐ Ă
teƐt beĚ ǁhŝle the ƐecoŶĚ eŶŐŝŶe ǁĂƐ ƐtrŝppeĚ ĚoǁŶ to remoǀe
Ă ŶƵmber oĨ hot eŶĚ compoŶeŶtƐ ŝŶ prepĂrĂƟoŶ Ĩor coĂƟŶŐ bǇ Ă
commercŝĂl coĂƟŶŐƐ compĂŶǇ͘ &olloǁŝŶŐ the ŝŶŝƟĂl
perĨormĂŶce rƵŶƐ the ĮrƐt eŶŐŝŶe ǁĂƐ ĚŝƐmĂŶtleĚ͕ the coĂteĚ
compoŶeŶtƐ ǁere ŝŶƐtĂlleĚ ĂŶĚ Ɛŝǆ ǁŝŶĚoǁƐ ǁere moƵŶteĚ oŶ
the eŶŐŝŶe eŶĂblŝŶŐ opƟcĂl ĂcceƐƐ to the mĂŝŶ hot eŶĚ
compoŶeŶtƐ ŝŶclƵĚŝŶŐ the combƵƐƟoŶ chĂmber ŝŶŶer ŇĂme
tƵbe͕ Ŷoǌǌle ŐƵŝĚe ǀĂŶeƐ ĂŶĚ the tƵrbŝŶe rotor blĂĚeƐ͘
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KpƟcĂl WŝŶĚoǁƐ
 methoĚ ǁĂƐ reƋƵŝreĚ to proǀŝĚe cleĂr opƟcĂl ĂcceƐƐ to Ăll the
hot eŶĚ compoŶeŶtƐ͖ the combƵƐƟoŶ chĂmber͕ Ŷoǌǌle ŐƵŝĚe ǀĂŶeƐ
;E'sͿ ĂŶĚ tƵrbŝŶe rotor blĂĚeƐ͘ dheƐe ǁere ǀŝeǁeĚ ŝŶ orĚer oĨ ĚŝĨĮcƵltǇ ǁŝth the E's ĂcceƐƐ reƋƵŝrŝŶŐ thĂt the ǁŝŶĚoǁ ĂcceƐƐ pĂƐƐ
throƵŐh both the combƵƐtor oƵter cĂƐŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ the oƵter ŇĂme tƵbe
Ăt the correct ĂŶŐle oŶto the ǀĂŶe ƐƵrĨĂce͘ dhe rotor ǁŝŶĚoǁ moƵŶtŝŶŐ plĂte ǁĂƐ poƐŝƟoŶeĚ oŶ the ĚoǁŶƐtreĂm eǆhĂƵƐt tƵbe ǁhŝch ǁĂƐ
Ă more compleǆ ƐhĂpe ĂŶĚ reƋƵŝreĚ coorĚŝŶĂte meĂƐƵrŝŶŐ mĂchŝŶŝŶŐ ĂŶĚ electrŝcĂl ĚŝƐchĂrŐe mĂchŝŶŝŶŐ to Őŝǀe the ŶeceƐƐĂrǇ Įt͘ ƵrŝŶŐ the ĚeƐŝŐŶ oĨ the combƵƐtor ǁŝŶĚoǁƐ ŝt ǁĂƐ ĚŝƐcoǀereĚ thĂt ŝt
ǁĂƐ poƐƐŝble to ƵƐe ĚŝlƵƟoŶ holeƐ ŝŶ the oƵter ŇĂme tƵbe to proǀŝĚe
ƐƵĸcŝeŶt &Ks oŶto the ŝŶŶer ŇĂme tƵbe ƐƵrĨĂce͘ Ɛ ŝt ǁĂƐ ŝŶteŶĚeĚ
to ĂpplǇ tǁo ĚŝīereŶt coĂƟŶŐƐ to the ŝŶŶer ŇĂme tƵbe͕ the ǁŝŶĚoǁ
moƵŶtƐ ǁere ĨƵrther ĂĚĂpteĚ to eǆteŶĚ the &Ks ĂŶĚ eǆploŝt the
ƐcĂŶŶŝŶŐ cĂpĂbŝlŝtǇ oĨ the ƐeŶƐor ƐǇƐtem͘ dhe eǆtreme eŶǀŝroŶmeŶt
reƋƵŝreĚ thĂt ƐĂpphŝre ǁŝŶĚoǁƐ ǁere ŝŶƐtĂlleĚ ĂŶĚ the ƐƵpport tƵbeƐ
ǁere mĂŶƵĨĂctƵreĚ ǁŝth Ă hŝŐh ĂƐpect rĂƟo to reĚƵce ŝƐƐƵeƐ ĂƐƐocŝĂteĚ ǁŝth the ŝŶŐreƐƐ oĨ combƵƐƟoŶ mĂterŝĂl or pĂrƟcleƐ oŶto the
opƟcƐ͘ Ɛ the rotor ǁŝŶĚoǁƐ ǁere ĨĂcŝŶŐ ŝŶto the Ňoǁ theǇ ŝŶclƵĚeĚ
Ă pƵrŐe ƐǇƐtem͘ dhree oĨ the Ɛŝǆ ĂǀĂŝlĂble ǁŝŶĚoǁƐ Ăre ƐhoǁŶ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘
5͘ Wŝth Ă ǀŝeǁ throƵŐh the rotor ǁŝŶĚoǁ ƐhoǁŶ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘ ϲ͘ dhe coĂteĚ
E'sƐ Ăre ƐhoǁŶ ŝŶ poƐŝƟoŶ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘ ϳ͘

>/Zd/KE
WheŶ Ă ƐeŶƐor d ŝƐ eǆcŝteĚ bǇ Ă Ɛhort lĂƐer pƵlƐe ;5ŶƐͿ ŝt ƐtĂrtƐ to
emŝt phoƐphoreƐeŶt lŝŐht͘ dhe phoƐphoreƐceŶce ĚecĂǇƐ eǆpoŶeŶƟĂllǇ ĂŶĚ thŝƐ ĚecĂǇ Ɵme ŝƐ ƵƐƵĂllǇ mƵch loŶŐer thĂŶ the lĂƐer eǆcŝtĂƟoŶ
pƵlƐe ĂŶĚ ŝƐ tǇpŝcĂllǇ oĨ the orĚer oĨ mŝcro- or mŝllŝƐecoŶĚƐ͘ SeǀerĂl
pƵblŝcĂƟoŶƐ hĂǀe ƐhoǁŶ the ĚepeŶĚeŶcǇ betǁeeŶ the lŝĨe Ɵme
ĚecĂǇ oĨ thŝƐ phoƐphoreƐceŶce ĂŶĚ the temperĂtƵre 5͕ϳ-11͕15͕1ϲ͘
&ŝŐƵre 8 ƐhoǁƐ the phoƐphoreƐceŶt ƐŝŐŶĂl Ăt ĚŝīereŶt temperĂtƵreƐ͘
dhe lŝĨe Ɵme ĚecĂǇ ŝƐ eǆtrĂcteĚ bǇ ĂpplǇŝŶŐ Ă ƐŝŶŐle eǆpoŶeŶƟĂl Įt-
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ƟŶŐ roƵƟŶe oŶ the meĂƐƵreĚ ƐŝŐŶĂl͘

;1 ŝƐ the mĂthemĂƟcĂl repreƐeŶtĂƟoŶ oĨ the ƐŝŐŶĂlƐ
ŝllƵƐtrĂteĚ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘ 8͘ /0 ŝƐ the ŝŶŝƟĂl ŝŶteŶƐŝtǇ͕ t ŝƐ the lŝĨe Ɵme
ĚecĂǇ͕ 0 ŝƐ the bĂƐe lŝŶe͕ ĂŶĚ t ŝƐ the Ɵme͘Ϳ

Figure ϴ: PŚospŚorescent signals at Ěiīerent temperatures͘
/Ŷ orĚer to meĂƐƵre the temperĂtƵre oŶ the sŝper͕ Ă correlĂƟoŶ betǁeeŶ the lŝĨe Ɵme ĚecĂǇ ĂŶĚ the temperĂtƵre ŝƐ ŶeeĚeĚ ŝŶ the Ĩorm
oĨ Ă cĂlŝbrĂƟoŶ cƵrǀe͘ dhe cĂlŝbrĂƟoŶ cƵrǀe ŝƐ obtĂŝŶeĚ bǇ plĂcŝŶŐ Ă
ƐĂmple ŝŶƐŝĚe Ă boǆ ĨƵrŶĂce͘ dhe ƐĂmple ƵƐeĚ Ĩor the cĂlŝbrĂƟoŶ ŝƐ Ă
ϯ0mm ĚŝĂmeter ĚŝƐŬ coĂteĚ ǁŝth the ƐĂme coĂƟŶŐ ĂƐ the oŶe ƵƐeĚ
oŶ the sŝper compoŶeŶtƐ͘ dhe lŝĨe Ɵme ĚecĂǇ ŝƐ meĂƐƵreĚ Ĩor ĚŝīereŶt temperĂtƵre ƐeƫŶŐƐ͘ dhe KWdS ǁĂƐ plĂceĚ ŝŶ the ĨroŶt oĨ the
obƐerǀĂƟoŶ ǁŝŶĚoǁ oĨ the ĨƵrŶĂce͘ &ŝŐƵre ϵ ƐhoǁƐ Ă ƐpecŝĮc Ɛet-Ƶp͘
dhe EĚ͗z' ϯ55Ŷm lĂƐer pƵlƐe ŝƐ ƐteereĚ oŶto the ƐĂmple bǇ beŝŶŐ
reŇecteĚ bǇ the Ěŝchroŝc mŝrror locĂteĚ ŝŶ the KWdS͘ dhe KWdS collecteĚ the phoƐphoreƐceŶce ƐŝŐŶĂl Ĩrom cĂ ϯ50mm ĚŝƐtĂŶce ĂŶĚ the
ƐŝŐŶĂl ǁĂƐ ŐƵŝĚeĚ bǇ ĂŶ opƟcĂl Įbre to Ă remote WDd͘ dhe phoƐphoreƐceŶce ƐŝŐŶĂl ǁĂƐ ĮltereĚ bǇ Ă bĂŶĚ pĂƐƐ Įlter ceŶtreĚ Ăt 5ϵ0Ŷm͘
dhe WDd ƐŝŐŶĂl ǁĂƐ ĂmplŝĮeĚ ĂŶĚ ĚŝŐŝtĂlŝǌeĚ͘ hƐŝŶŐ Ă compƵter the
ĚŝŐŝtĂlŝǌeĚ ƐŝŐŶĂl ǁĂƐ ĮƩeĚ bǇ Ă >eǀeŶberŐ-DĂrƋƵĂrĚt ĂlŐorŝthm to
eǆtrĂct the lŝĨe Ɵme ĚecĂǇ͘ do ĂƵtomĂte the cĂlŝbrĂƟoŶ cƵrǀe meĂƐƵremeŶt͕ the compƵter ĂlƐo coŶtrolleĚ the ĨƵrŶĂce temperĂtƵre Ɛet
poŝŶt͘ dǇpŝcĂllǇ the temperĂtƵre oĨ the ĨƵrŶĂce ǁĂƐ Ɛet 20 mŝŶƵteƐ
prŝor the meĂƐƵremeŶt͕ proǀŝĚŝŶŐ ƐƵĸcŝeŶt Ɵme Ĩor the temperĂtƵre to ƐtĂbŝlŝƐe͘ &or the sŝper meĂƐƵremeŶt ƐǇƐtem ƐeǀerĂl cĂlŝbrĂƟoŶ cƵrǀeƐ hĂǀe beeŶ ĂǀerĂŐeĚ͘ Ăch oĨ the cĂlŝbrĂƟoŶ cƵrǀeƐ ǁere
ĚetecteĚ ƵƐŝŶŐ ƐlŝŐhtlǇ ĚŝīereŶt ƐeƫŶŐƐ ƐƵch ĂƐ͗ lĂƐer poǁer͕ ĚŝīereŶt
ƋƵĂlŝtǇ phoƐphoreƐceŶt ĮlterƐ͕ ƐĂmple orŝeŶtĂƟoŶ ;ĮŐ͘10Ϳ ĂŶĚ chĂŶŐeƐ ŝŶ the ĮƫŶŐ roƵƟŶe͘ dhŝƐ ǁĂƐ ĚoŶe to ƵŶĚerƐtĂŶĚ the ƐeŶƐŝƟǀŝtǇ oĨ
the ƐǇƐtem ĂŶĚ to eƐƟmĂte errorƐ ŝŶ the cĂlŝbrĂƟoŶ͘ &ŝŐƵre 11 ƐhoǁƐ
the reƐƵlƟŶŐ cĂlŝbrĂƟoŶ cƵrǀe ǁhŝch ǁĂƐ ƵƐeĚ Ĩor the temperĂtƵre
ĚetecƟoŶ oŶ the sŝper eŶŐŝŶe͘ dhe ƵŶcertĂŝŶtǇ ĂƐƐocŝĂteĚ ǁŝth the

chĂŶŐeĚ ƐeƫŶŐƐ ;lĂƐer poǁer͕ Įlter ƋƵĂlŝtǇ͕ etc͘Ϳ ǁĂƐ ĚeĮŶeĚ ĂƐ the
ĚŝīereŶce betǁeeŶ the ĂǀerĂŐe cĂlŝbrĂƟoŶ cƵrǀe ĂŶĚ the ƐpecŝĮc
cƵrǀe ŐeŶerĂteĚ Ĩor eĂch ƐeƫŶŐ͘ &or the sŝper operĂƟoŶĂl reŐŝme
;ϲϳϯ< to ϵϳϯ<Ϳ the mĂǆŝmƵm error ǁĂƐ ĚetermŝŶeĚ to be ц4<͕ bƵt
tǇpŝcĂllǇ ǁĂƐ leƐƐ͘

&rom ĮŐ͘ 11 ŝt cĂŶ be ƐeeŶ thĂt the cĂlŝbrĂƟoŶ cƵrǀe ŝƐ ĚŝǀŝĚeĚ ŝŶ
three ĚŝƐƟŶcƟǀe reŐŝmeƐ͘ dhe ĮrƐt pĂrt ;reŐŝme 1Ϳ Ĩrom room temperĂtƵre to ϲϳϯ< ŝƐ coŶƐtĂŶt ĂŶĚ heŶce cĂŶŶot be ƵƐeĚ Ĩor temperĂtƵre ĚetecƟoŶ ĂƐ the lŝĨe Ɵme ĚecĂǇ ĚoeƐ Ŷot chĂŶŐe ǁŝth temperĂtƵre͘ dhe ƐecoŶĚ pĂrt ;reŐŝme 2Ϳ͕ Ĩrom ϲϳϯ< to dQ ;QсƋƵeŶchŝŶŐͿ hĂƐ
Ă loǁ ƐeŶƐŝƟǀŝtǇ to temperĂtƵre͘ dQ ŝƐ ĚeĮŶeĚ ĂƐ the temperĂtƵre
ǁhere the thermĂllǇ ĂcƟǀĂteĚ ƋƵeŶchŝŶŐ oĨ the eŶerŐǇ leǀel ƐtĂrtƐ
to ƐŝŐŶŝĮcĂŶtlǇ ĚomŝŶĂte ĂŶǇ other ƋƵeŶchŝŶŐ proceƐƐ͘ rrorƐ ŝŶ the
ĚetermŝŶĂƟoŶ oĨ the lŝĨe Ɵme ĚecĂǇ cĂŶ reƐƵlt ŝŶ lĂrŐer errorƐ Ĩor
temperĂtƵreƐ beloǁ dQ ĂƐ the Ɛlope ŝƐ ƐhĂlloǁ ;reŐŝme 2Ϳ͘ dhŝƐ chĂŶŐeƐ ǁheŶ the temperĂtƵre ŝƐ Ăboǀe dQ ĂƐ the ŐrĂĚŝeŶt becomeƐ ǀerǇ
Ɛteep ;rĂŶŐe Ĩrom dQ to 10ϳϯ<͖ reŐŝme ϯͿ͘ ,ere ĂŶ error ŝŶ the lŝĨe
Ɵme ĚecĂǇ cĂƵƐeƐ oŶlǇ Ă ƐmĂll error ŝŶ the temperĂtƵre͘ ,oǁeǀer͕
Ĩor the sŝper meĂƐƵremeŶtƐ͕ reŐŝme 2 ĂŶĚ ϯ ǁere both ƵƟlŝǌeĚ͘

ZSh>dS
dhe ĮrƐt meĂƐƵremeŶt perĨormeĚ oŶ the sŝper ǁĂƐ reĂlŝǌeĚ oŶ Ă
E's ĂƐ thŝƐ ǁĂƐ coŶƐŝĚereĚ the eĂƐŝer tĂƐŬ compĂreĚ to the combƵƐƟoŶ chĂmber ĂŶĚ the rotĂƟŶŐ blĂĚeƐ ĂŶĚ helpeĚ to coŶĮŐƵre the
ŝŶŝƟĂl meĂƐƵremeŶt ƐǇƐtem͘ &ŝŐƵre 12 ŝllƵƐtrĂteƐ the ĚĂtĂ collecteĚ
ĚƵrŝŶŐ ZƵŶ ͘ d1 repreƐeŶtƐ the sŝper ŝŶlet temperĂtƵre͕ d2 the
sŝper compreƐƐor ĚelŝǀerǇ temperĂtƵre͕ dϯ ŝƐ meĂƐƵreĚ ŝŶ the ŐĂƐ
ƐtreĂm 40mm ŝŶ ĨroŶt oĨ the E's ĂŶĚ d4 repreƐeŶtƐ the sŝper :et
pŝpe eǆhĂƵƐt temperĂtƵre͘ d1 to d4 ǁere Ăll meĂƐƵreĚ ƵƐŝŶŐ <-tǇpe
thermocoƵpleƐ͘ dƐ ŝƐ the temperĂtƵre meĂƐƵreĚ oŶ Ă E's coĂteĚ
ǁŝth the Ŷoǀel ƐeŶƐor d ĂŶĚ ƵƐŝŶŐ SdS͛Ɛ ĚetecƟoŶ techŶoloŐǇ͘ ĂtĂ
ŝƐ recorĚeĚ tǇpŝcĂllǇ eǀerǇ ƐecoŶĚ͘

DoƐt ŝmportĂŶtlǇ dƐ ƐhoǁƐ Ă ƐtroŶŐ correlĂƟoŶ to the ĚŝīereŶt operĂƟŶŐ coŶĚŝƟoŶƐ ĚƵrŝŶŐ the rƵŶ͘ hŶĚer mĂǆŝmƵm loĂĚ coŶĚŝƟoŶƐ Ăt
1ϯ͕500 ZWD the mĂǆŝmƵm E's temperĂtƵre ŝƐ ĚetecteĚ Ăt cĂ 10ϳ4<
ǁhŝch ŝƐ cloƐe to the mĂǆŝmƵm compoŶeŶt temperĂtƵre ƐtĂteĚ bǇ
the eŶŐŝŶe mĂŶƵĂl͘ /Ŷ compĂrŝƐoŶ dϯ ʹ the ŐĂƐ ƐtreĂm temperĂtƵre
ŝŶ the ǀŝcŝŶŝtǇ oĨ the E's ʹ ƐhoǁƐ ǀerǇ hŝŐh ŶoŝƐe leǀelƐ ĂŶĚ ŝt ŝƐ ĂlmoƐt ŝmpoƐƐŝble to Ěetect Ă relŝĂble ǀĂlƵe or Ĩolloǁ rĂpŝĚ trĂŶƐŝeŶtƐ͘
dhe ŶoŝƐe ŝƐ probĂblǇ cĂƵƐeĚ bǇ the eǆtreme ŐĂƐ ƐtreĂm tƵrbƵleŶceƐ͘
/Ŷ coŶtrĂƐt to dϯ͕ d4 ƐhoǁƐ Ă ǀerǇ ƐtĂble behĂǀŝor throƵŐhoƵt the
teƐt͘ /t ŝƐ ƐŝŐŶŝĮcĂŶt to obƐerǀe thĂt the E's coĂƟŶŐ temperĂtƵre dƐ
ĚetecteĚ bǇ thŝƐ Ŷoǀel ƐeŶƐor ƐǇƐtem correlĂteƐ to the d4 ĚĂtĂ͕ eǆcept
Ĩor ƐlŝŐht ǀĂrŝĂƟoŶƐ Ăt 12Ŭ ZWD͘ dhŝƐ correlĂƟoŶ ĚemoŶƐtrĂteƐ the
eǆcepƟoŶĂl poteŶƟĂl oĨ phoƐphoreƐceŶce ƐeŶƐor meĂƐƵremeŶtƐ ŝŶ
operĂƟŶŐ eŶŐŝŶeƐ͘

Figure 1Ϯ: E's measurements͖ Zun ͘ dŚe neǁ sensor coaƟng
sǇstem folloǁs tŚe engine operaƟng conĚiƟons ǁell anĚ sŚoǁs verǇ
liƩle noise͘

KDhSd/KE ,DZ DShZDEdS
dhe ƐecoŶĚ ƐƵrĨĂce meĂƐƵreĚ ŝŶ the sŝper ǁĂƐ the combƵƐƟoŶ
chĂmber ŝŶŶer ŇĂme tƵbe͘ dhŝƐ meĂƐƵremeŶt͕ ZƵŶ ͕ ǁĂƐ perĨormeĚ
ǁŝth the ƐĂme operĂƟŶŐ coŶĚŝƟoŶƐ ĂƐ ƐhoǁŶ Ĩor ZƵŶ  ;Ɛee ĮŐ͘12Ϳ
ĂŶĚ ǁŝth the ƐĂme eǆperŝmeŶtĂl ƐetƵp͘ KpƟcĂl ĂcceƐƐ ŝƐ proǀŝĚeĚ
throƵŐh Ă ǁŝŶĚoǁ oĨ leƐƐ thĂŶ 1 ŝŶch ĚŝĂmeter͘ dhe ĚŝƐtĂŶce betǁeeŶ the probe ĂŶĚ the lŝŶer ƐƵrĨĂce ǁĂƐ cĂ 400mm͘ dhe meĂƐƵremeŶt ŝƐ coŶĚƵcteĚ oŶ the ŝŶŶer lŝŶeƐ thereĨore the ƐŝŐŶĂl ŝƐ ĚetecteĚ
throƵŐh the combƵƐƟoŶ ŇĂme͘ /Ŷ coŶtrĂƐt to the preǀŝoƵƐ E's
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meĂƐƵremeŶtƐ the bĂcŬŐroƵŶĚ ŶoŝƐe ŝƐ ƐƵbƐtĂŶƟĂllǇ hŝŐher͘ dhŝƐ
eŶǀŝroŶmeŶt ŝƐ ǀerǇ hoƐƟle Ĩor opƟcĂl techŶŝƋƵeƐ ĂŶĚ ŝŶ pĂrƟcƵlĂr Ĩor pǇrometrŝc meĂƐƵremeŶtƐ͘ Ɛ tǁo obƐerǀĂƟoŶ ǁŝŶĚoǁƐ
ǁere ĂǀĂŝlĂble Ĩor the combƵƐƟoŶ chĂmber͕ the ƐecoŶĚ obƐerǀĂƟoŶ ǁŝŶĚoǁ ǁĂƐ ƵƐeĚ to recorĚ the temperĂtƵre meĂƐƵreĚ bǇ
Ă pǇrometer͘ dhŝƐ ǁŝŶĚoǁ ǁĂƐ locĂteĚ ĚŝrectlǇ oppoƐŝte the ĮrƐt
ǁŝŶĚoǁ looŬŝŶŐ Ăt the eƋƵŝǀĂleŶt poƐŝƟoŶ oĨ the ŝŶŶer lŝŶer ǁĂll Ăt
180Σ͘ dhe pǇrometer ǁĂƐ Ă >E SK>KŶet SE11 ǁŝth Ă meĂƐƵremeŶt rĂŶŐe betǁeeŶ 82ϯ< ĂŶĚ 202ϯ<͘ dhe pǇrometer operĂteƐ Ăt Ă
ǁĂǀeleŶŐth oĨ 1mm͕ hĂƐ Ă reƐpoŶƐe Ɵme oĨ 10mƐ ĂŶĚ ŝtƐ emŝƐƐŝǀŝtǇ
ǁĂƐ Ɛet to 1͘ ZƵŶ  ĂŶĚ  ǁere perĨormeĚ ƵƐŝŶŐ the eǆĂct ƐĂme
eŶŐŝŶe ĂŶĚ ŝŶƐtrƵmeŶtĂƟoŶ ƐeƫŶŐƐ͘ dhe ĂǀerĂŐeĚ temperĂtƵre
ĚĂtĂ Ĩor the pǇrometer dp ĂŶĚ the ƐeŶƐor coĂƟŶŐ ƐǇƐtem dƐ Ĩor both
rƵŶƐ Ăre ploƩeĚ Ĩor ĚŝīereŶt operĂƟŶŐ reŐŝmeƐ ŝŶĚŝcĂteĚ bǇ ĚŝīereŶt ƐpeeĚƐ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘1ϯ͘ Ăch operĂƟoŶ reŐŝme lĂƐteĚ ĂboƵt 5 mŝŶƵteƐ͘
dhe commercŝĂl pǇrometer dp ĂŶĚ the Ŷoǀel ƐeŶƐor ƐǇƐtem dƐ Ɛhoǁ
Ă hŝŐh repeĂtĂbŝlŝtǇ oǀer the tǁo rƵŶƐ Ĩor eĂch operĂƟŶŐ reŐŝme͘
&Ƶrther͕ ŝŶ ZƵŶ  ĂŶĚ  the meĂƐƵreĚ temperĂtƵreƐ ǀĂrǇ oŶ ĂǀerĂŐe bǇ 5< Ĩor dƐ͕ the ƐeŶƐor coĂƟŶŐ ƐǇƐtem ĂŶĚ bǇ 15͘ϲ< Ĩor dp͕ the
commercŝĂl pǇrometer͘
t hŝŐheƐt loĂĚ the pǇrometer ŝŶĚŝcĂteƐ temperĂtƵreƐ ŝŶ eǆceƐƐ
oĨ 1210< ǁhŝch ŝƐ moƐt ƵŶlŝŬelǇ ĂƐ the ƐƵrĨĂce oĨ the ŝŶŶer lŝŶer ŝƐ
cooleĚ ǁŝth compreƐƐor Ăŝr͘ dhe temperĂtƵre oĨ the compreƐƐor
ĚelŝǀerǇ Ăŝr d2 ŝƐ ǁell beloǁ 500< ;Ɛee ĮŐ͘ 12Ϳ ĂŶĚ heŶce ǁŝll hĂǀe Ă
mĂũor ŝmpĂct oŶ the lŝŶer temperĂtƵre͘ Ŷ emŝƐƐŝǀŝtǇ correcƟoŶ oĨ
the pǇrometer Ĩor the cerĂmŝc ƐƵrĨĂce ǁoƵlĚ Ěelŝǀer eǀeŶ hŝŐher
temperĂtƵre reĂĚŝŶŐƐ͘ &Ƶrther͕ ŝt ǁĂƐ obƐerǀeĚ thĂt the ŐĂƐ ƐtreĂm
temperĂtƵre dϯ ƐhoǁƐ Ă loǁer temperĂtƵre thĂŶ dp Ĩor the lŝŶer
ǁhŝch ŝƐ moƐt ƵŶlŝŬelǇ͘ dhe ĂƵthorƐ coŶclƵĚe thĂt the pǇrometer
ĚĂtĂ ŝƐ ƵŶrelŝĂble͘ dhŝƐ ŝƐ moƐt probĂblǇ ĚƵe to ƐtrĂǇ lŝŐht Ĩrom the
ŇĂme coŶtrŝbƵƟŶŐ to the totĂl ŝŶteŶƐŝtǇ ĚetecteĚ bǇ the pǇrometer͘
,eŶce the pǇrometer trĂŶƐlĂteĚ the eǆtrĂ ŝŶteŶƐŝtǇ ŝŶto Ă hŝŐher͕
bƵt ĨĂlƐe͕ temperĂtƵre reĂĚŝŶŐ Ĩor the lŝŶer͘ WheŶ compĂrŝŶŐ the dƐ
ĚĂtĂ recorĚeĚ Ĩor the ŝŶŶer ŇĂme tƵbe ĂŶĚ Ĩor the E's ŝt ĂppeĂrƐ
thĂt the E's ŝƐ hoƩer thĂŶ the combƵƐƟoŶ chĂmber͘ dhŝƐ ŝƐ Ŷot
thĂt ƐƵrprŝƐŝŶŐ ĂƐ the ŝŶŶer ŇĂme tƵbe ĂŶĚ the eǆtreme eŶĚƐ oĨ the
E's Ăre ƐŝŐŶŝĮcĂŶtlǇ cooleĚ ƵƐŝŶŐ the compreƐƐor ĚelŝǀerǇ Ăŝr d2͘

,oǁeǀer͕ the ceŶtrĂl pĂrt oĨ the E's ǁhere the meĂƐƵremeŶtƐ Ĩor
dƐ ǁere tĂŬeŶ ŝƐ Ŷot cooleĚ͘ &Ƶrther the E's tĂŬeƐ the ĨƵll loĂĚ oĨ
the hot ŐĂƐ ƐtreĂm ĂŶĚ thŝƐ coƵlĚ eǆplĂŝŶ the hŝŐher temperĂtƵreƐ
meĂƐƵreĚ Ĩor dƐ oŶ the E's ŝŶ compĂrŝƐoŶ to the combƵƐƟoŶ
chĂmber͘
Ŷ eǆtrĂ ĨeĂtƵre ǁĂƐ ŝŶtroĚƵceĚ Ăt the eŶĚ oĨ ZƵŶ  ĂƐ Ă rĂpŝĚ loĂĚ
ŝŶcreĂƐe Ĩrom 5Ŭ to 11Ŭ ZWD ǁĂƐ perĨormeĚ ;&ŝŐƵre 14Ϳ͘ /t cĂŶ be
ƐeeŶ thĂt the SdS ƐǇƐtem ǁĂƐ Ăble to Ĩolloǁ thŝƐ rĂpŝĚ temperĂtƵre ǀĂrŝĂƟoŶ eǀeŶ ǁheŶ there ŝƐ Ă hŝŐh leǀel oĨ bĂcŬŐroƵŶĚ ŶoŝƐe
cĂƵƐeĚ bǇ the ŇĂme͘ ,oǁeǀer͕ Ă ŶoŝƐǇ bĂcŬŐroƵŶĚ Ăboǀe 11Ŭ ZWD
reƋƵŝreĚ ĂŶ ŝŶcreĂƐe ŝŶ ŝŶteŐrĂƟoŶ Ɵme to cĂ 8 ƐecoŶĚƐ Ĩor the
ƐeŶƐor coĂƟŶŐ ƐǇƐtem͘ dϯ ƐhoǁƐ the ŐĂƐ ƐtreĂm temperĂtƵre ĚĂtĂ ŝƐ
hŝŐher thĂŶ the lŝŶer temperĂtƵre ĂŶĚ Ă ĚŝīereŶce oĨ 1ϵ0< ŝƐ ŝŶĚŝcĂteĚ Ăt the peĂŬ loĂĚ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘ 14͘ dhŝƐ ĂŐĂŝŶ ŝƐ moƐt lŝŬelǇ ĂŶ eīect oĨ
the ĂcƟǀe coolŝŶŐ oĨ the lŝŶer͘

dƵrbŝŶe lĂĚe SŝŐŶĂl etecƟoŶ
dhe ĮŶĂl ĂŶĚ moƐt chĂlleŶŐŝŶŐ tĂƐŬ ǁĂƐ the ĚetecƟoŶ oĨ Ă ƐŝŐŶĂl
Ĩrom Ă rotĂƟŶŐ tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚe͘ dhe rotor ĚŝƐŬ ŝŶclƵĚeĚ 11ϯ blĂĚeƐ oĨ
ǁhŝch 10 blĂĚeƐ ǁere coĂteĚ ǁŝth Ă ƐeŶƐor d͘ dheƐe teŶ blĂĚeƐ
coŶƐŝƐteĚ oĨ Įǀe ŐroƵpƐ oĨ tǁo blĂĚeƐ eĂch͘ Ăch ŐroƵp receŝǀeĚ Ă
ĚŝīereŶt tǇpe oĨ coĂƟŶŐ compoƐŝƟoŶ tĂŝloreĚ Ĩor ĚŝīereŶt poƐƐŝble
operĂƟŶŐ coŶĚŝƟoŶƐ͘ ;Ɛee dĂble 2Ϳ͘ dhe tƵrbŝŶe blĂĚeƐ ŝŶ the sŝper
eŶŐŝŶe cĂŶ rotĂte Ăt 1ϯ͕500 ZWD ĂŶĚ thŝƐ eƋƵĂteƐ to cĂ ϯ50mͬƐ
compoŶeŶt ǀelocŝtǇ͘ dhe ƐǇƐtem ǁĂƐ Ɛet to coŶƟŶƵoƵƐlǇ Įre the
lĂƐer ĂŶĚ recorĚ the reƐƵlƟŶŐ ƐŝŐŶĂl͘ Ŷ ŝŶĨrĂreĚ blĂĚe Ěetector ǁĂƐ
ŝŶƐtĂlleĚ oŶ the ƐecoŶĚ opƟcĂl ǁŝŶĚoǁ ǁhŝch eŶĂbleĚ the trĂcŬŝŶŐ
oĨ ŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂl blĂĚeƐ ʹ ƵŶcoĂteĚ ĂŶĚ coĂteĚ͘ dhe SdS ƐǇƐtem meĂƐƵreĚ throƵŐh the ĮrƐt obƐerǀĂƟoŶ ǁŝŶĚoǁ plĂceĚ Ăt 180Σ Ĩrom
the ŝŶĨrĂreĚ blĂĚe Ěetector͘ dhe ƐŝŐŶĂl Ĩrom the SdS meĂƐƵremeŶt
ƐǇƐtem coƵlĚ be correlĂteĚ to the ĂpproprŝĂte blĂĚe ƵƟlŝǌŝŶŐ the
ƐŝŐŶĂl Ĩrom the ŝŶĨrĂreĚ Ěetector͘

/Ŷ orĚer to meĂƐƵre the temperĂtƵre oŶ Ă moǀŝŶŐ pĂrt the rŝŐht
coĂƟŶŐ Ĩor the rŝŐht temperĂtƵre rĂŶŐe ĂŶĚ ƐpeeĚ ŶeeĚƐ to be
ƐelecteĚ͘ Ɛ the temperĂtƵre rĂŶŐe ŝŶ the sŝper ǁĂƐ eǆpecteĚ to
be beloǁ 11ϳϯ< ƐeǀeŶ oĨ the teŶ blĂĚeƐ ǁere eƋƵŝppeĚ ǁŝth ͚loǁ
temperĂtƵre͛ ĚetecƟoŶ coĂƟŶŐƐ͘ dhe correct ƐeŶƐor d ŝƐ ĚeĮŶeĚ
ĂƐ hĂǀŝŶŐ Ă phoƐphoreƐceŶce ĚecĂǇ lŝĨeƟme Ɛhort eŶoƵŐh to be
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eŶƟrelǇ obƐerǀeĚ ǁhŝle the meĂƐƵreĚ compoŶeŶt pĂƐƐeƐ throƵŐh
the ĮelĚ oĨ ǀŝeǁ oĨ the KWdS͘ /Ŷ the cƵrreŶt cĂƐe Ă z'͗Ƶ bĂƐeĚ
phoƐphor ǁĂƐ ƵƐeĚ ǁŝth 5ϯ2Ŷm eǆcŝtĂƟoŶ ǁĂǀeleŶŐth to Ăchŝeǀe
Ɛhort lŝĨe Ɵme ĚecĂǇƐ Ăt loǁ temperĂtƵreƐ͘ dhe obƐerǀĂƟoŶ ǁĂǀeleŶŐth ǁĂƐ ϲ20Ŷm͘ hƟlŝǌŝŶŐ the KWdS ĂŶ ƵŶĚŝƐtorteĚ lŝĨe Ɵme
ĚecĂǇ ƐŝŐŶĂl ǁĂƐ obƐerǀeĚ ǁhŝle the obũect moǀeƐ ĂcroƐƐ the &Ks͘
 ĚemoŶƐtrĂƟoŶ oĨ the ƐŝŐŶĂl ƋƵĂlŝtǇ ŝƐ ŐŝǀeŶ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘15 Ăt Ă ƐpeeĚ
oĨ 1ϯŬ ZWD͘ dhe ƐŝŐŶĂl cĂŶ be ĚŝǀŝĚeĚ ŝŶ three pĂrtƐ͘ dhe ĮrƐt pĂrt
;mĂrŬeĚ 1 ŝŶ ĮŐ͘15Ϳ ŝƐ the ƐŝŐŶĂl ǀŝeǁeĚ bǇ the KWdS ǁheŶ the
phoƐphoreƐceŶce Ɛpot ŝƐ eŶƟrelǇ ŝŶ the &Ks͘ dhe leŶŐth oĨ the obƐerǀĂƟoŶ correƐpoŶĚƐ to 50mm obƐerǀĂƟoŶ pĂth͘ dhe obƐerǀĂƟoŶ
ĚŝƐtĂŶce ŝƐ cĂ 400mm͘ /Ŷ the ƐecoŶĚ pĂrt ;mĂrŬeĚ ĂƐ 2 ŝŶ ĮŐ͘15Ϳ
the phoƐphoreƐceŶce Ɛpot ƐtĂrtƐ to leĂǀe the &Ks ĂŶĚ thŝƐ cĂŶ be
obƐerǀeĚ ĂƐ Ă more rĂpŝĚ Ěrop ŝŶ ŝŶteŶƐŝtǇ͘ /Ŷ the lĂƐt pĂrt ;mĂrŬeĚ
ĂƐ ϯ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘15Ϳ the phoƐphoreƐceŶce Ɛpot ǁĂƐ totĂllǇ oƵtƐŝĚe the
KWdS &Ks ĂŶĚ oŶlǇ Ă bĂƐe lŝŶe cĂŶ be obƐerǀeĚ͘ dhe temperĂtƵre
ĂƐƐocŝĂteĚ ǁŝth the lŝĨe Ɵme ĚecĂǇ ƐhoǁŶ ŝŶ ĮŐ͘ 15 ǁĂƐ ϳϯϯ<͘ dhŝƐ
ĂppeĂrƐ too loǁ͕ bƵt correƐpoŶĚƐ ǀerǇ ǁell ǁŝth the ϳ2ϯ< reĂĚŝŶŐ oĨ Ă thermocoƵple bƵrŝeĚ ŝŶƐŝĚe the eĚŐe oĨ Ă E's ǁhŝch ǁĂƐ
locĂteĚ oŶlǇ 40mm ƵpƐtreĂm oĨ the rotor ĂŶĚ ǁĂƐ ƐƵbũecteĚ to Ă
ƐtreĂm oĨ coolŝŶŐ Ăŝr͘ dhe ǀĂlŝĚĂƟoŶ oĨ the ĚĂtĂ ŝƐ ƐƟll ŝŶ proŐreƐƐ
ĂŶĚ ǁŝll be reporteĚ Ăt Ă lĂter ƐtĂŐe͘

ShDDZz E KE>hS/KE
dhŝƐ pĂper hĂƐ ĚemoŶƐtrĂteĚ Ĩor the ĮrƐt Ɵme the ĨeĂƐŝbŝlŝtǇ
oĨ ŝmplemeŶƟŶŐ ĂŶ eŶƟre ƐeŶƐor coĂƟŶŐ ƐǇƐtem oŶ ĂŶ operĂƟŶŐ
eŶŐŝŶe ĂŶĚ ƐƵcceƐƐĨƵllǇ ĚetecƟŶŐ hŝŐhlǇ precŝƐe meĂƐƵremeŶtƐ͘
dhŝƐ ǁĂƐ oŶlǇ poƐƐŝble bǇ pƵƐhŝŶŐ techŶŝcĂl boƵŶĚĂrŝeƐ ŝŶ ŝŶƐtrƵmeŶtĂƟoŶ ĚeƐŝŐŶ ĂŶĚ ĂlŐorŝthm ĚeǀelopmeŶt͘ ^ensor coaƟng
proĚucƟon: the coĂƟŶŐ ŝƐ oĨ d ĂrchŝtectƵre ĂŶĚ ŝƐ tĂŝloreĚ to
poǁer ŐeŶerĂƟoŶ ĂpplŝcĂƟoŶƐ͘ /t ǁĂƐ ƐhoǁŶ thĂt theƐe coĂƟŶŐƐ
cĂŶ be proĚƵceĚ oŶ Ă proĚƵcƟoŶ lŝŶe ǁŝthoƵt ĂŶǇ ĚŝĸcƵlƟeƐ͘
dhe coĂƟŶŐ ƐtrƵctƵre ŝƐ ĚeƐŝŐŶeĚ to ƐƵrǀŝǀe mĂŶǇ thoƵƐĂŶĚƐ oĨ
hoƵrƐ͘ /nstrumentaƟon͗ ĂŶ ĂĚǀĂŶceĚ opƟcĂl probe ǁĂƐ ƐpecŝĮcĂllǇ
ĚeƐŝŐŶeĚ͕ mĂŶƵĨĂctƵreĚ͕ chĂrĂcterŝǌeĚ ĂŶĚ ŝmplemeŶteĚ to eŶĂble
remote ĚetecƟoŶ oĨ Ă moǀŝŶŐ phoƐphoreƐceŶt Ɛpot Ăt ƐpeeĚƐ Ƶp
to ϯ50mͬƐ͘ Precision͗ the compĂrŝƐoŶ oĨ the ƐeŶƐor coĂƟŶŐ ƐǇƐtem
ǁŝth Ă ƐtĂŶĚĂrĚ thermocoƵple meĂƐƵrŝŶŐ the temperĂtƵre ŝŶ the
eǆhĂƵƐt ŐĂƐ ƐtreĂm reǀeĂleĚ thĂt the precŝƐŝoŶ oĨ the Ŷeǁ ƐǇƐtem
ǁĂƐ ƐŝmŝlĂr to thĂt oĨ the thermocoƵple ĂŶĚ ǁĂƐ oĨ the orĚer oĨ 5<͘
dhe cĂlŝbrĂƟoŶ error ǁĂƐ eƐƟmĂteĚ to be oĨ the ƐĂme orĚer͘ ,oǁeǀer͕ the ƐeŶƐor coĂƟŶŐ ƐǇƐtem ĚetectƐ the temperĂtƵre ŝŶƐŝĚe the
coĂƟŶŐ ǁhŝch ŝƐ relĂteĚ to coĂƟŶŐ lŝĨe ĂŶĚ eŶŐŝŶe perĨormĂŶce͘
dhe sŝper eŶŐŝŶe reƐƵltƐ ĚemoŶƐtrĂte the cĂpĂbŝlŝtǇ oĨ ƐƵch
Ă ƐǇƐtem to proǀŝĚe precŝƐe temperĂtƵre reĂĚŝŶŐƐ ŝŶ the moƐt
ĚŝĸcƵlt eŶǀŝroŶmeŶt oĨ Ă ŐĂƐ tƵrbŝŶe͘ ,oǁeǀer͕ Ĩor temperĂtƵreƐ
reĂchŝŶŐ 1ϳϳϯ< other tǇpeƐ oĨ ƐeŶƐor coĂƟŶŐƐ ǁoƵlĚ ŶeeĚ to be
ĂĚopteĚ ĂŶĚ hĂǀe beeŶ ƐƵcceƐƐĨƵllǇ teƐteĚ ĂlreĂĚǇ ϳ͕14͘
WĂper 'd2012-ϲϵϵ1ϯ͕ opǇrŝŐht 2012 bǇ SD͕ ZeĨereŶceƐ ĂŶĚ
cŬŶoǁleĚŐemeŶtƐ ĂǀĂŝlĂble bǇ reƋƵeƐt ;ŝŐƟŶeǁƐΛĂƐme͘orŐͿ͘

E

X H I B I T I O N

...Continued from page 74

“I am attending ASME Turbo Expo
2014 because it is the place to learn
new technologies, research and
expand my professional career.”
Turbo Expo Attendee

y,//d ,>>
etǁeeŶ ƐeƐƐŝoŶƐ͕ ĂƩeŶĚeeƐ hĂĚ the opportƵŶŝtǇ to ǀŝƐŝt the SD dƵrbo
ǆpo ǆhŝbŝƟoŶ ,Ăll͘ &rom dƵeƐĚĂǇ throƵŐh dhƵrƐĚĂǇ͕ the eǆhŝbŝt hĂll ĨeĂtƵreĚ the lĂteƐt techŶoloŐǇ oīereĚ bǇ leĂĚŝŶŐ compĂŶŝeƐ ŝŶ the ŝŶĚƵƐtrǇ͘
>ƵŶcheƐ ĂŶĚ recepƟoŶƐ occƵrreĚ the eǆhŝbŝt hĂll eĂch ĚĂǇ ĂŶĚ proǀŝĚeĚ Ă
relĂǆeĚ͕ Ǉet ĨocƵƐeĚ ŶetǁorŬŝŶŐ eŶǀŝroŶmeŶt͘
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A VIEW

Dr. Seung Jin
Song
ASME IGTI

Welcome bĂcŬ to the 'lobĂl 'ĂƐ dƵrbŝŶe EeǁƐ ;''dEͿ͕ the ƋƵĂrterlǇ
Board Chair
ŶeǁƐ ĂŶĚ eǀeŶtƐ leƩer oĨ the SD /ŶterŶĂƟoŶĂl 'ĂƐ dƵrbŝŶe /ŶƐƟtƵte͘
We hĂǀe hĂĚ Ǉet ĂŶother recorĚ-breĂŬŝŶŐ dƵrbo ǆpo ŝŶ ƵƐƐelĚorĨ ǁŝth
12ϯ0 ĮŶĂl pĂperƐ ;compĂreĚ to 1154 pĂperƐ Ăt dƵrbo ǆpo ŝŶ opeŶhĂŐeŶͿ͘
SƵch ƐƵƐtĂŝŶeĚ ƐƵcceƐƐ ŝƐ poƐƐŝble oŶlǇ ǁŝth the ĚeĚŝcĂƟoŶ oĨ oƵr ǀolƵŶteerƐ ĂŶĚ ƐtĂī͕ ĂŶĚ / tĂŬe thŝƐ opportƵŶŝtǇ to thĂŶŬ Ăll oĨ ǇoƵ͘ Kǀer the ǇeĂrƐ͕ / hĂǀe beŶeĮƩeĚ mƵch Ĩrom dƵrbo ǆpo ĂŶĚ /'d/͕ ĂŶĚ͕ thereĨore͕ / Ăm
pĂrƟcƵlĂrlǇ hoŶoreĚ to tĂŬe oǀer the leĂĚerƐhŝp oĨ /'d/ Ĩrom WroĨeƐƐor <ĂreŶ dhole͘ She hĂƐ ƐelŇeƐƐlǇ ƐerǀeĚ oƵr
commƵŶŝtǇ throƵŐhoƵt her teŶƵre oŶ the oĂrĚ͕ eƐpecŝĂllǇ ĚƵrŝŶŐ the pĂƐt ǇeĂr ĂƐ the hĂŝr͘ dhĂŶŬ ǇoƵ͕ <ĂreŶ͘
ZeceŶtlǇ͕ the /'d/ oĂrĚ reorŐĂŶŝǌeĚ ŝtƐelĨ to ĨocƵƐ more oŶ ƐtrĂteŐŝc ŝƐƐƵeƐ ĂŶĚ to Ěeǀelop ĂĚĚŝƟoŶĂl leĂĚerƐhŝp
poƐŝƟoŶƐ ǁŝthŝŶ /'d/ to eŶĂble more oĨ oƵr memberƐ to coŶtrŝbƵte to the orŐĂŶŝǌĂƟoŶ͘ dhe Ŷeǁ Įǀe-member /'d/
oĂrĚ ǁŝll retĂŝŶ ĨocƵƐ oŶ dƵrbo ǆpo bƵt ĂlƐo looŬ Ĩor Ŷeǁ ƐtrĂteŐŝc opportƵŶŝƟeƐ͕ ŝŶclƵĚŝŶŐ reŐŝoŶĂlͬƵƐer-orŝeŶteĚ /'d/ eǀeŶtƐ ĂŶĚ ũoŝŶt eīortƐ ǁŝth other SD ŐroƵpƐ or ƐocŝeƟeƐ͘ dhŝƐ ǇeĂr͛Ɛ memberƐ Ăre Wŝero oloŶŶĂ͕ ,oǁĂrĚ ,oĚƐoŶ͕ llĂŶ solpoŶŝ͕ sŝŶoĚ Whŝlŝp͕ ĂŶĚ mǇƐelĨ͘ ZeporƟŶŐ ĚŝrectlǇ to the /'d/ oĂrĚ ǁŝll be the ŶeǁlǇ ĨormeĚ
dƵrbo ǆpo ǆecƵƟǀe ommŝƩee ǁhŝch ŝƐ ĨocƵƐeĚ ƐolelǇ oŶ orŐĂŶŝǌŝŶŐ dƵrbo ǆpo͘ /t ǁŝll coŶƐŝƐt oĨ the WĂƐt hĂŝr
oĨ oŶĨereŶceƐ͕ hĂŝr oĨ oŶĨereŶceƐ͕ ǆecƵƟǀe oŶĨereŶce hĂŝr͕ dechŶŝcĂl WroŐrĂm hĂŝr͕ Zeǀŝeǁ hĂŝr͕ three
sŝce Zeǀŝeǁ hĂŝrƐ͕ hĂŝr oĨ the >ocĂl >ŝĂŝƐoŶ ommŝƩee͕ ĂŶĚ ǆhŝbŝtor ZepreƐeŶtĂƟǀe͘ dhe WĂƐt hĂŝr oĨ oŶĨereŶceƐ ǁŝll Ɛerǀe ĂƐ the lŝĂŝƐoŶ betǁeeŶ the /'d/ oĂrĚ ĂŶĚ the dƵrbo ǆpo ǆecƵƟǀe ommŝƩee͘ Ɛ oĨ Ŷoǁ͕ 2015
dƵrbo ǆpo ommŝƩee memberƐ ŝŶclƵĚe͕ reƐpecƟǀelǇ͕ ,oǁĂrĚ ,oĚƐoŶ͕ 'eoī SheĂrĚ͕ ĚǁĂrĚ ,oƐŬŝŶ͕ ĂmŝĂŶ
soŐt͕ dŝm >ŝeƵǁeŶ͕ :ĂroƐlĂǁ SǌǁeĚoǁŝcǌ͕ :ohŶ heǁ͕ ŶeƐƟƐ <ĂlĨĂƐ͕ ĂŶĚ ,ĂŶǇ DoƵƐtĂphĂ͘
>ooŬŝŶŐ ĂheĂĚ͕ the oĂrĚ ǁŝll ĨocƵƐ oŶ the ĨolloǁŝŶŐ ͗
1Ϳ ŶƐƵrŝŶŐ coŶƟŶƵeĚ eǆcelleŶce Ăt /'d/ ĂŶĚ dƵrbo ǆpo͕ ƐtĂrƟŶŐ ǁŝth dƵrbo ǆpo͛Ɛ ϲ0th ŶŶŝǀerƐĂrǇ ŝŶ 2015
2Ϳ oŶǀerƟŶŐ ƐƵcceƐƐĨƵl trĂcŬƐ to ommŝƩeeƐ ĂŌer the receŶt eǆpĂŶƐŝoŶ oĨ the techŶŝcĂl Ɛcope oĨ /'d/ ;&ĂŶƐ Θ
loǁerƐ ĂŶĚ SƵpercrŝƟcĂl K2 trĂcŬƐ Ăre plĂŶŶŝŶŐ to become ommŝƩeeƐ͘Ϳ
ϯͿ ǆpĂŶĚŝŶŐ ŐlobĂlŝǌĂƟoŶ eīortƐ͕ ŝŶclƵĚŝŶŐ more reŐŝoŶĂl eǀeŶtƐ ;e͘Ő͘ 'd >ĂƟŶ merŝcĂͿ
4Ϳ StreŶŐtheŶŝŶŐ ƐƵpport Ĩor ƐtƵĚeŶtƐ ĂŶĚ eĂrlǇ cĂreer eŶŐŝŶeerƐ ǀŝĂ ƐcholĂrƐhŝpƐ͕ trĂǀel ƐƵpport͕ tƵtorŝĂlƐ͕ ĂŶĚ Ă
ƐtƵĚeŶt poƐter ƐeƐƐŝoŶ Ăt dƵrbo ǆpo͘
&or ĂŶǇ ƋƵeƐƟoŶƐ reŐĂrĚŝŶŐ SD dƵrbo ǆpo 2015͕ pleĂƐe coŶtĂct dŝm 'rĂǀeƐ Ăt ŐrĂǀeƐtΛĂƐme͘orŐ͘ /Ĩ ǇoƵ hĂǀe
commeŶtƐ or ƋƵeƐƟoŶƐ͕ pleĂƐe Ĩeel Ĩree to coŶtĂct me Ăt ƐũƐoŶŐΛƐŶƵ͘Ăc͘Ŭr͘

WomeŶ ŝŶ dƵrbomĂchŝŶerǇ ǀeŶt ĚƵrŝŶŐ SD dƵrbo ǆpo thŝƐ pĂƐt :ƵŶe͘
:oŝŶ ƵƐ ŝŶ DoŶtreĂl Ĩor SD dƵrbo ǆpo 2015͊
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ANALYZE PLASTIC MOLDS
CORETECH SYSTEM, HSINCHU, TAIWAN.

M

oldex3D revision 13 is a validation
and optimization application for
industrial design and manufacturing using plastics. With the simulation software, customers can visualize
the plastic melt front behavior inside the
mold cavity and predict potential molding problems before manufacturing. It
also helps users validate design or process
changes to work more efﬁciently. The application aids users in achieving speciﬁc
industrial or environmental targets, such
as lightweight design for automotive frame
structure, according to the developer.

CMM PROGRAMMING

The plastic mold optimization software Moldex3D generates high-resolution solid meshes for
complex model designs. It supports industry-specific molding simulation and validation.
Image: CoreTech Systems

CAPTURE MANUFACTURING DATA

PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT

VERISURF, ANAHEIM, CALIF.

HEXAGON METROLOGY, NORTH KINGSTOWN, R.I.

OPEN DESIGN ALLIANCE, PHOENIX

Verisurf Automate has a 3-D CAD measurement platform that
programs and automates all types and brands of coordinate
measuring machines—portable CMM arms, scanners, laser
trackers, optical trackers, and programmable stationary
CMMs. The 3-D environment includes an object-oriented
operations manager, CAD feature extraction, and solid model
associativity. Ease of use is enhanced with file recognition,
customizable user configurations, and drag-and-drop
operations reordering.

The measurement software PC-DMIS 2014 is used for the
collection, evaluation, management, and presentation of
manufacturing data. It is compatible with a range of available
measurement equipment from various vendors. This update
includes tools to increase performance of measurement
devices and the effectiveness of inspection planning time.
Completing complex inspection routines has been made
easier than in past versions of the software. Highlights
include the capability, with one click, to create features
from CAD. Users can also create these features by hovering
their mouse over a CAD model to highlight CAD elements. A
quick-align capability allows users to select combinations of
features to create a quick alignment.

Teigha, a software development platform for
engineering applications, has been upgraded to
version 4.0. The developer is a nonprofit consortium
of software developers involved in design. Members
commit to open industry-standard formats for the
exchange of CAD data. The Teigha platform gives
developers tools to create a variety of applications. The
upgraded version contains the alpha release of Teigha
Cloud, the developer’s framework for cloud-based
rendering of .dwg (drawing) and .dgn (design) files.
This cloud framework is intended to give users access
to information and processing on mobile devices in
order to minimize development time. It also enables
users to deploy their applications without obligation
to a hosting service. To that end, Teigha 4.0 contains
enhanced support for mobile platforms, including Java
support for Android. ME

ANTENNA DATABASE
MAGUS, STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA.

Magus has teamed with Computer Simulation Technology of
Darmstadt, Germany, to release Antenna Magus version 5.0,
which gives engineers access to a database of 250 antenna
types and now includes a “smart design” function. This feature
automatically suggests practical design objectives and, as
needed, can convert information provided by the designer into
various antenna representations. A new feature of version 5.0
includes the library of specifications. This library incorporates
the properties of typical design specifications used in various
industries. Specification information can be added to the
application by the user and can be stored and recalled for
re-use in later design projects. All elements of a design, such
as parameter values and 3-D images, can also be saved to file
or clipboard in various text and image formats, providing easy
access to resources for reporting.

PUMP SYSTEM SIMULATIONS
OPTIMIZED THERMAL SYSTEMS, COLLEGE PARK, MD.

The advanced vapor compression cycle design and analysis
tool VapCyc can be used to simulate refrigeration, air
conditioning, and heat pump systems. Multiple configurations
are possible, with the ability to change and customize
components. Connecting tubes, suction-line heat exchangers,
two-stage compressors, inter-coolers, and fans can also be
modeled. The parametric analysis capability incorporated
in the program can help in developing catalog data. The
optimization feature allows the user to explore a complete
design space with multiple variables and constraints, but
with reduced computation time.

SUBMISSIONS
Submit hard copy or e-mail
memag@asme.org, using subject
line "Software Exchange."
ME does not test or endorse
software described here.

TOOLS //HARDWARE

EXPLOSION-PROOF
MOTORS
WEG ELECTRIC CORP., ATLANTA.

T

HE COMPANY IS ADDING FRACTIONAL
horsepower models to its line of
NEMA premium and high-efﬁciency
explosion-proof motors. The new fractional hp motors are available in single-phase and
three-phase versions. Two-pole motors range
from 1/3 hp to 2 hp; four-pole models, from 1/3
hp to 1.5 hp.

impact

HIGH-AMPERAGE CLIPS

Tough Adhesive Resists Impact and Shock
Two Component Epoxy Supreme 11HT-4
•

Outstanding durability

MOORE INDUSTRIES- INTERNATIONAL INC.,
NORTH HILLS, CALIF.

The THZ WirelessHART temperature solution
combines the company’s THZ Smart HART
temperature transmitter and the BULLET WirelessHART adapter by MACTek into a self-powered
package. The new WL housing includes a battery
case that takes off-the-shelf D-type lithium batteries to power the transmitter and the BULLET.
This saves on installation, maintenance,
and repair costs associated with wiring, and eliminates the need to
stock special batteries.

make
a big
•

TEMPERATURE TRANSMITTER

•

Cures at ambient temperatures

Resists thermal cycling
•

Superb chemical resistance

Hackensack, NJ 07601 USA • +1.201.343.8983 • main@masterbond.com

www.masterbond.com

MUELLER ELECTRIC CO., AKRON, OHIO.

High-amperage clips incorporate a heavy duty, glass-filled polyamide handle.
A high-impact glass filled nylon clip body also offers a cleaner look. Each bus
bar within these high-amperage clips has been designed and field-tested to
ensure effective heat dissipation. The BU-102B clips feature serrated jaws,
created from stamped 100 percent copperplate and the BU-102W welding jaws
are machined from 100 percent copper slugs with serrated teeth, ensuring
their reliability in welding applications. The clips have been tumble tested to
withstand thousands of cycles.
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TEMPERATURE DATA LOGGER
OMEGA ENGINEERING, STAMFORD, CONN.

The new wireless RTD temperature data logger features a digital display that
shows data in real time along with a battery life indicator and audible and
LED alarm indicators. The OM-CP-RFRTDTEMP200A has wireless two-way
communication, is field upgradeable, and has a cumulative alarm delay
feature. This data logger is used for applications that require highaccuracy temperature monitoring, not only in laboratories but also in
chemical, pharmaceutical, and food processing environments.

RETAINING MAGNETS
J.W. WINCO INC., NEW BERLIN, WIS.

SOLENOID VALVES
GEMS SENSORS & CONTROLS, PLAINVILLE, CONN.

The Gems BL Series is designed to support fluid control requirements, such
as those common to natural gas separation, natural gas plunger lifts, gas
chromatography equipment, irrigation systems, and pneumatic pipelines.
Offered with choice of either two-way or three-way design, the BL Series
allows a user to pulse the valve itself. This facilitates its change of state into a
closed or open position, depending upon requirement, with fast response times.

Retaining magnet assemblies with rubber
jackets are suitable for applications where a
surface is easily marred. The magnets have an
increased coefficient of friction, which creates
high lateral retaining force. The RoHS-compliant magnet assemblies have a zinc-plated
steel housing and a magnet of neodymium,
iron, and boron. The rubber jacket is made of
black elastomer. Assemblies are offered with
matte black ball knob or nickel-plated steel.

New Titles in

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Our mechanical engineering collection includes a wide range of books in:
 Automotive Engineering
 Aerospace Engineering

 Thermodynamics
 Fluid Dynamics

View Our Collection and Save Now!
SAVE 20% and receive FREE SHIPPING
when you order online and enter Promo Code FQN85

 Machine Design
 Combustion

 Mechanics
 Energy
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PROCESS CONTROLLERS
SPIRAX SARCO INC., BLYTHEWOOD, S.C.

The SX80 temperature controller provides a universal
process input and universal output making the SX80 a controller that can be used for multiple applications. The SX90
has been developed for processes that demand a high level
of functionality with multiple inputs and outputs. The SX90
provides universal input,
three logic inputs, remote
set point, potentiometer
input, two analog outputs,
valve motor drive output
and three relay outputs.

LED LUMINAIRES
CROUSE-HINDS BY EATON, SYRACUSE, N.Y.

New Champ LED luminaires range from 13,000 to
25,000 lumens—400 W to 1,000 W high-intensity
discharge equivalents—and are designed for
mounting heights of up to 60 feet. The luminaires
are suitable for use in oil and gas, mining, and
other heavy industrial applications where vibration
and harsh environmental conditions are common.
Available in both hazardous area and ordinary
location versions, the fixtures provide an energyefficient option for areas that require continuous
and consistent light levels.

Operational Work?
We’re Armed to the Teeth

BORE GAUGES
SUNNEN PRODUCTS CO., SAINT LOUIS.

11715 Main Street, Roscoe, IL 61073
815-623-2168

MISSION: SAVING TIME. Our elite, highly trained Gear Team 6 is
heavily armed with the latest gear production and inspection
technologies to take on your ‘cut teeth only’ operational work.
Cut to part print, inspected, and shipped before your competition
even knew what hit them.
Get a quote in 48 hours or less. See if you qualify for our
Guaranteed Lead Times. Call today or visit:
www.forestcitygear.com/OPS

S !

GR-2245/2241 bore gauges combine rugged design
with precise measurement to 0.0001 inch for
heavy-duty large-part machining. Standard models
are capable of checking bore diameters from 2 to 12
inches (50.8 to 300 mm)
and bore lengths up
to 24 inches (600 mm)
with appropriate attachments. Special-order
models can measure
bores up to 65 inches
(1,650 mm) long. GR2245/2241 gauges are
good for energy industry
components, such as
flow meter tubes, liner
hangers, drill pipe, mud
pump liners, and sucker
rod pump barrels.

Always The Best
Values In Small
Vibration Test Systems
And Digital Vibration
Controllers!
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SINCE 1974
100 lbf Vibration Testing System

$7,128

Complete with Vibrator, Trunnion, low-noise
%ORZHUORZGLVWRUWLRQ/LQHDU$PSOLÀHU

500 lbf Vibration Testing System

$23,977

Complete with Vibrator, Trunnion, Blower,
ORZGLVWRUWLRQ/LQHDU$PSOLÀHU,QVWUXPHQW&DELQHW

NEW! Accelerometer Cal System

25 - 600 lbf
Electrodynamic
Vibrators

&RPSOHWHZLWK9LEUDWRUORZGLVWRUWLRQ/LQHDU$PSOLÀHU
DQGDFDOLEUDWLRQVWDQGDUG$FFHOHURPHWHU

40 lbf Vibration System

$7,429

NEW! Digital Vibration Controller Systems
Each includes an Expansion Card and Software Package
WRFRQYHUW\RXU3&WRD'LJLWDO9LEUDWLRQ&RQWUROOHU
(computer not included)

Low-Distortion
Linear Ampliﬁers

Sine $5,995 Random $5,995
NEW! 4-Channel Swept-Sine, Random &
Classical Shock ZLWK%XLOW,Q&XUUHQW6RXUFHV

$7,990

Head Expander 7x7

$1,105

Vibration Stress Screening Systems for production lines
3OHDVHGRZQORDGGHPRGLVNIURPRXUZHEVLWH

HEAVY-DUTY ALTERNATORS
PRESTOLITE ELECTRIC INC., PLYMOUTH, MICH.

VTS

VIBRATION TEST SYSTEMS

A new AVi2800 alternator from Leece-Neville replaces the division’s 2800
series, which has been used in heavy-duty applications since the 1990s. The
new alternator at 7.4 kg (16.3 lbs.) is 33 percent lighter than the original 2800
and provides 30 additional amps—190 A vs. 160. It has a compact, internal fan
design, and a working temperature range from -40 to 125 °C. It is intended for
heavy-duty use, including trucks and school buses.

10246 CLIPPER COVE, AURORA, OHIO 44202
330/562-5729 Fax 330/562-1186
www.VTS2000.com

Digital Controllers
Digital Controllers
Programmed For
Windows Operation!

Vibration Systems for
modal testing, research
and development, product
qualiﬁcation, vibration
screening and vibration
demonstration.

Made in the U.S.A.

Personal CNC
Shown here is an articulated humanoid
robot leg, built by researchers at the
Drexel Autonomous System Lab (DASL)
with a Tormach PCNC 1100 milling
machine. To read more about this
project or to learn about Tormach’s
affordable CNC mills and accessories,
visit www.tormach.com/mem.
PCNC 1100 Series 3

FINE TRAVEL ADJUSTMENT
AMACOIL INC., ASTON, PA.

The Model RG linear drive assemblies now feature an option for fine adjustment
of travel distance. The option enables more precise location of the drive unit
reversal points. This is useful in linear motion applications where precision setting of the reversal points enhances process accuracy and integrity. The Model
RG drive is used in various types of production equipment including packaging
machinery, wire and cable spooling equipment, and other automated machinery
with a linear motion component.

Mills shown here with
optional stand, machine
arm, LCD monitors,
and other accessories.

PCNC 770 Series 3

www.tormach.com/mem
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SILICONE CURATIVE
SIVANCE LLC, SPARTANBURG, S.C.

C1008 Curative is a new silicone curative that improves the durable flexibility of epoxy polysiloxane
protective topcoats in marine and infrastructure applications, without sacrificing weatherability. The
development of this new curative technology solves a challenge common to epoxy polysiloxanes:
brittleness and cracking that can develop over time as the coating cures. In addition to demanding
marine topcoat applications where resistance to sea water, ultraviolet light, and chemicals is critical,
SiVance’s new curative technology is designed for coating piping, bridges, and wind turbines.

COMSOL
CONFERENCE
2014 BOSTON

October 8-10
Boston Marriott Newton
Newton, MA

INDUSTRIAL FAN
MACROAIR FANS, SAN BERNARDINO, CALIF.

The Multiphysics Simulation
Event of the Year
9 Keynotes from Boston Scientiﬁc, Ford, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, and WiTricity

9 Application Builder hands-on training for designing
COMSOL Applications

9 30 application-speciﬁc minicourses, including
meshing, solvers, and postprocessing

9 Over 150 presentations to attend
9 Connect with COMSOL Users and Developers
Learn more at www.comsol.com/conference2014
GOLD SPONSORS

AirVolution-D is powered by a motor technology called
D-Drive, which can handle the torque requirements of a
24-foot diameter industrial fan. A smart processor called
AirBrain can automatically adjust to different power
sources and allow users to access real-time performance
analytics. D-Drive eliminates the need for a gearbox, thus
reducing weight and the number of moving parts. Fans are
available in sizes from 6 to 24 feet.

WIRELESS PRESSURE SENSOR
TRANSDUCERS DIRECT, CINCINNATI.

The new TDWLB pressure/
temperature sensor is powered with a coin-cell battery,
controlled with a smartphone
app, and certified as Bluetooth Smart. Developed for
home automation, industrial,
marine, and commercial applications, the TDWLB uses
a patent-pending design and proprietary digital circuitry
for high energy efficiency to provide an 18- to 24-month
battery life and redundant sensing.

SILVER SPONSORS

MEDIA SPONSORS

© 2014 COMSOL.

SUBMISSIONS
Submit electronic files of new products and images by e-mail to memag@asme.org. Use subject
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
DEPARTMENT OF AEROSPACE ENGINEERING AND MECHANICS
FACULTY POSITION IN SPACE AND ASTRONAUTICS
The Department of Aerospace Engineering & Mechanics at The University of Alabama invites applications for a tenure-track faculty position in areas related to
space and astronautics. While all applications will be considered, highest priority
will be given to candidates with expertise in guidance, navigation, and control
(GNC). It is anticipated that the successful candidate will join the faculty at the
rank of tenure-track Assistant Professor, although exceptional candidates may be
considered for higher rank depending upon experience and qualifications.
With 17 tenured and tenure-track faculty members, the AE&M department enrolls 200+ undergraduate
students in the ABET-accredited BSAE program and 50+ graduate students in the MS and PhD programs.
The AE&M Department is currently experiencing an era of unprecedented growth and expansion. The
AE&M department benefits from the University’s rapid expansion in terms of facilities, including the recent construction of the $300 million Engineering and Science Quad. This four building complex provides
over 900,000 square feet of state-of-the-art research and instructional space, the majority of which is
devoted to the College of Engineering.
The University of Alabama is located on a beautiful 1,168 acre residential campus in Tuscaloosa, a
dynamic and resilient community of over 150,000. The Tuscaloosa community provides rich cultural,
educational, and athletic activities for a broad range of lifestyles. With technology-oriented government/industrial research centers (including the U.S. Army’s Redstone Arsenal and the NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center) in north Alabama and a growing aviation industrial sector (including Airbus aircraft
manufacturing & engineering centers) in south Alabama, The University of Alabama is centrally located
in Alabama’s north-south aerospace corridor.
Applicants must have an earned doctorate degree in aerospace engineering or a closely related field. Applicants are to submit: a letter of application, a detailed CV, statement of teaching & research interests,
and contact information for at least three professional references. Successful applicants are expected
to develop a strong externally-funded research program, demonstrate a commitment to excellence in
teaching & mentoring of students, and provide service to the profession, university, college of engineering and AE&M department. All application materials must be submitted via The University of Alabama’s
employment website (https://facultyjobs.ua.edu, requisition number 0808972). Review of applications
will begin immediately and will continue until the position is filled. Inquiries should be addressed to Dr.
John Baker, Department of Aerospace Engineering & Mechanics, Box 870280, The University of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0280 or sent by e-mail to john.baker@eng.ua.edu.
Qualified women and minorities are encouraged to apply. The University of Alabama is an equal opportunity, affirmative
action, Title IX, Section 504, ADA employer. Salary will be competitive and commensurate with experience level.

NEW FACULTY SEARCHES IN MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
The Department of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering at
The Pennsylvania State University is pleased to announce a
significant growth of faculty over the next three years. It is
expected that the faculty will expand by 25% with ten new
tenure-track positions in mechanical engineering. This year,
the Department is seeking excellent applicants to fill five
tenure-track positions in mechanical engineering and two
tenure-track positions in nuclear engineering. The areas of
interest for mechanical engineering include, but are not
limited to: manufacturing and materials processing, cyberphysical systems, energy systems, multi-scale modeling,
instrumentation and controls, biomechanics and biomedical
devices, automation, and other emerging areas. The areas of
interest for nuclear engineering include, but are not limited
to: nuclear power and science, reactor physics, nuclear fuel
cycle, nuclear materials, and other emerging areas. Applicants should have demonstrated outstanding scholarly
research experience and teaching interests in mechanical
engineering, nuclear engineering, or a related field.
The Department is home to 50 faculty, 270 graduate students,
and 1000 undergraduate students. The faculty conduct in
excess of $27M per year of funded research across a broad
spectrum of traditional and emerging areas. Penn State
actively encourages and provides resources for interdisciplinary research collaboration through university-level institutes

primarily focused on materials, cyberscience, health, and
energy. The Department offers separate B.S., M.S., and Ph.D.
degree programs in both mechanical engineering and nuclear engineering, including distance graduate programs in both
mechanical and nuclear engineering. Further information on
the Department can be found at: http://www.mne.psu.edu/.
Qualifications for these positions include a doctorate in
engineering or a related field. Successful candidates will be
expected to teach courses at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels, to develop an internationally-recognized,
externally-funded research program, and to contribute to the
operation and promotion of the department, college, university, and profession through service.
Nominations and applications will be considered until the
positions are filled. Screening of applicants will begin on
October 15, 2014. Applicants should submit a statement of
professional interests, a curriculum vitae, and the names
and addresses of four references. Please submit these
three items in one pdf file electronically to job #52555 at
http://www.psu.jobs.
Employment will require successful completion of background check(s) in accordance with University policies. Penn
State is committed to affirmative action, equal opportunity
and the diversity of its workforce.

POSITION OPEN

POSITIONSOPEN

POSITIONSOPEN

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Tenure-track Instructor position Sustainability Engineering and Public Policy The
Departments of Mechanical Engineering and
Chemical and Biological Engineering at the
University of British Columbia-Vancouver
seek an outstanding individual for a tenuretrack position at the Instructor level in Sustainability Engineering and Public Policy. The
starting date will be January 2015, or as soon
as possible thereafter. Applicants will be expected to teach in, and help manage, Professional Masters programs including the Clean
Energy Master of Engineering Program, and
to teach courses at the undergraduate and
graduate levels related to sustainability. The
successful applicant will be expected to be
highly engaged in curriculum development
and pedagogical innovation at the Departmental and Faculty level. Applicants must have
either demonstrated or possess a clear potential and interest in achieving excellence in
teaching and learning, and in providing service
to the University and community. Experience
in areas such as engineering and the environment, engineering and public policy, sustainability education, and the impact of engineering on society is required. Entrepreneurial
or industrial experience is an asset. She/he
will hold a Ph.D. degree in a relevant area,
and will be expected to register as a Professional Engineer in British Columbia. Further
information on the departments is available at
www.mech.ubc.ca and www.chbe.ubc.ca and
information on the employment environment
in the Faculty of Applied Science is available
at www.apsc.ubc.ca/careers. The University
of British Columbia hires on the basis of merit
and is committed to employment equity. All
qualified persons are encouraged to apply.
UBC Applied Science especially welcomes applications from members of visible minority
groups, women, Aboriginal persons, persons
with disabilities, persons of minority sexual
orientations and gender identities, and others with the skills and knowledge to engage
productively with diverse communities. Applicants are asked to complete the following equity survey: https://www.surveyfeedback.ca/
surveys/wsb.dll/s/1g3622. The survey infor-

mation will not be used to determine eligibility
for employment, but will be collated to provide
data that can assist us in understanding the
diversity of our applicant pool and identifying
potential barriers to the employment of designated equity group members. Your participation in the survey is voluntary and anonymous.
This survey takes only a minute to complete.
You may self-identify in one or more of the designated equity groups. You may also decline to
identify in any or all of the questions by choosing "not disclosed." Canadians and permanent
residents of Canada will be given priority for
the position. The position is subject to final
budgetary approval. Applicants should submit a curriculum vitae, a statement of 1 to 2
pages in length detailing teaching interests and
accomplishments, and the names and addresses
(including e-mail addresses) of four references.
Applications should be submitted online at
http://www.hr.ubc.ca/careers-postings/faculty.php.
Deadline for applications is October 1, 2014.
Please do not forward applications by e-mail.

Toyota Technological Institute
Toyota Technological Institute has an opening for
a professor position at Department of Advanced
Science and Technology, Faculty of Engineering.
For more information, please visit:

http://www.toyota-ti.ac.jp/english/
employment/index.html
Position: Full professor or tenure-track professor
Research field: Fluid mechanics or fluid engineering
Qualifications: The successful candidate must have
a Ph.D. degree in a relevant field, a record of
outstanding research achievements, and ability
to conduct both experimental and analytical
research programs in the specified area. The
candidate is expected to teach mathematics and
mechanics in the basic course as well as fluid
mechanics and fluid engineering in the advanced
course. The supervision of undergraduate and
graduate students in their research programs is
also required.
Start date: April 1, 2015 or at the candidate’s
earliest convenience
Required documents:
1) Curriculum vitae
2) List of research activities
3) Copies of 5 representative papers
4) Brief summary and future plan of your
research and education (within 3 pages each)
5) Names of two references including phone
numbers and e-mail addresses
6) An application form (available on our website)
Deadline: October 31, 2014
Inquiry: Search Committee Chair
Professor Yasutake Ohishi

CONSULTING

NANJING TECH UNIVERSITY FACULTY POSITIONS IN COLLEGE OF MECHANICAL AND
POWER ENGINEERING This announcement
invites applications for tenure-track faculty
positions in: Mechanical Engineering, New
Energy Science and Engineering, Welding
Technology and Engineering, Mechanical Design Manufacturing and Automation, Vehicle
Engineering, Process Equipment and Control
Engineering. Required Qualifications: Ph.D. in
Mechanical Engineering or a closely related
field is required. Initial appointments are at the
assistant professor level. Exceptionally qualified candidates at the associate or full professor level may also be considered. Rank and
salary are commensurate with experience and
accomplishments. To apply for a position, candidates should send applications and required
materials to chunlei-shao@njtech.edu.cn. The
following materials are required for submission of an application: A CV, a list of publications, statements of research and teaching
plans are required. Applications received before December 31, 2015 will be guaranteed full
consideration. Additional information is available at http://www.njtech.edu.cn.
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ASME NEWS
NAGANATHAN INTERIM
PRESIDENT AT TOLEDO
ASME FELLOW NAGI NAGANATHAN HAS
been appointed interim president of the University of Toledo. Naganathan has been dean
of the university's College of Engineering.
Naganathan is the author and co-author of
more than 100 publications in peer-reviewed
journals and national and international conference proceedings, and as a principal and
co-principal investigator has secured more
than $6 million in sponsored research from
outside agencies. He also has been awarded
a U.S. patent on the use of piezoelectric
devices in active suspension systems.
Naganathan's work with industry includes
conducting vibration analysis and control
studies on heavy-duty truck powertrains.
He earned his bachelor's degree with
honors in mechanical engineering from
India's National Institute of Technology
at Tiruchirappalli, University of Madras; a
master's degree in mechanical and industrial
engineering from Clarkson University in
Potsdam, N.Y.; and a Ph.D. in mechanical
engineering from Oklahoma State University.
Naganathan has received a number of
awards, including the ASME Outstanding
Regional Faculty Advisor Award and the
Society of Automotive Engineers Ralph R.
Teetor Educational Award.

WARE RECEIVES
THE ZAMRIK MEDAL
ARTHUR G. WARE, AN ASME FELLOW
and active volunteer, received the 2014 S.Y.
Zamrik PVP Medal in July during the ASME
Pressure Vessels and Piping Conference in
Anaheim, Calif.
The award recognizes Ware's numerous
services to ASME and the Pressure Vessels
and Piping Division, as well as his significant
contributions to the design, analysis, licensing, and license renewal of nuclear power
plants worldwide.
Ware has worked for Bettis Atomic Power
Laboratory, the Naval Reactors Facility, Babcock & Wilcox Co., the Idaho National Laboratory, and Applied Engineering Services Inc.
His responsibilities have included analysis
of naval nuclear plants, structural and
safety analysis for Department of Energy test
reactors, contributions to the development
of ASME Code Case N-411 (nuclear piping

ASME FELLOW LARRY LEE

A

SME FELLOW J. LAWRENCE (LARRY) LEE

was featured in the season premiere
of the television show History Detectives: Special Investigations, which airs on
PBS stations throughout the United States.
The episode concerned itself with various
theories surrounding the catastrophic boiler
explosion on the steamship Sultana in 1865.
The episode can now be viewed online on the
television show’s website.
Considered one of the greatest maritime
disasters in U.S. history, the sinking of the
Sultana resulted in the deaths of more than
1,800 people—many of them Civil War prisoners being transported home. Although the
hosts of History Detectives considered several
theories for the explosion of the Sultana,
including whether it was an act of sabotage
carried out by a Confederate agent, Lee said
he believes that the disaster was an accident
brought about by a series of bad decisions.
According to Lee, who is the immediate
past chair of the ASME History and Heritage
Committee, those errors in judgment included patching a boiler plate with one made
of thinner iron than was used to build the
boiler, and loading the ship with six times the
number of people it was intended to carry.
“The boat was very overcrowded, and

Lee heats an improvised boiler to test a theory.

this mass of people was out on the sides and
up top,” said Lee, engineer-historian for the
National Park Service’s Historic American
Engineering Record program. “They were going to make the boat very easy to rock. As they
navigated up the river, the boat was going to
rock and roll. The boilers mounted on the
boat did the same thing. They’re going up and
down,” causing the water in those boilers to
slosh back and forth.
This severe sloshing can lead to portions
of the boiler shell to go “dry” for a period of
time, Lee observed. The dry metal over the
ship’s ﬁrebox can become red hot and weaken
within seconds. When the boat rolls back, the
water coming in contact with the scorching
metal turns instantly into steam, causing a
spike in pressure beyond what the weakened

SEE THE EPISODE AT http://to.pbs.org/UkFVpt

CONGRESSIONAL

A

SME, THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION,
and Discover Magazine partnered to convene a brieﬁng for Congress to address
issues in advanced manufacturing.
The brieﬁng, which was held in June,
provided information to congressional staff
on advances in manufacturing technology,
especially as it deals with the “maker movement” and signiﬁcant advances in 3-D printing.
The brieﬁng was held a day before the White
House held its ﬁrst-ever Maker Faire, a day to
celebrate makers, innovators, and entrepreneurs
of all ages who are using cutting-edge tools like
3-D printers and easy-to-use design software to
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HELPS HISTORY DETECTIVES
Engineering historian Larry Lee
(right) said water
sloshing in
a superheated
boiler may have
caused the Sultana explosion.

metal can withstand. Under such circumstances, a rupture is a near certainty, he said.
At the end of the 19th century, there were
some 100,000 commercial boilers in service
in the United States, but rules governing the
manufacture, operation, and maintenance
of steam boilers were non-existent, which
greatly compromised the safety of these boiler
operations. More than 2,000 boilers exploded
in the United States from 1880 to 1890. Those
accidents increased the urgency for boiler
standards and the development of the Code for
the Conduct of Trials of Steam Boilers by the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Ultimately, this led to the ﬁrst edition of the

ASME Boiler Code. Published in 1914, the
Code was a collaboration of manufacturers,
operators, steel fabricators, utilities, and others that had a stake in boilers and boiler safety.
Lee said that he found ﬁlming the episode a
very enjoyable experience and he was happy
with the ﬁnished results. “It was a great gig—a
lot of fun,” he said. “It was a very professional
deal. I didn’t know quite how it was going to
be edited. I was pleased when I saw the show,
and glad that ASME received some recognition. All of the comments I’ve gotten on it
have been very favorable.
“I hope they call back. I’d love it if some
other opportunities like this came up.” Q

damping), resolution of Generic Issue 113
(large bore hydraulic snubbers), and a license
renewal procedure for fatigue analysis of
reactor components under environmental
conditions.
A private consultant since 2001, Ware has
performed DOE seismic analyses, conducted
engineering marketing, delivered seminars,
and reviewed licensing and licensing renewal
applications for the NRC.
Ware has been an ASME member since
1979 and a Fellow since 1995. He has served
key roles in the ASME National Nominating
Committee, the Seismic Engineering Committee of the Pressure Vessels and Piping
Division, the PVP Executive Committee, and
various PVP conferences. He is a member of
the PVP Senate of Past Chairs and served on
the PVP Financial Committee since 2001. He
has received more than ten ASME Awards,
including a Best Paper Award from the
Journal of Pressure Vessel Technology and the
Dedicated Service Award.
Ware has received degrees from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and Stanford University. He is a registered professional engineer
in the state of Idaho.
Established as the Pressure Vessel and Piping Medal in 1980, the award was renamed the
S.Y. Zamrik PVP Medal in 2010. It is bestowed
for outstanding contributions in the field of
pressure vessel and piping technology.

BRIEFING ON ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
bring their ideas to life.
The speakers detailed how enabling
“made to order” manufacturing is vital to the
future of U.S. manufacturing. Manufacturing production is growing at its fastest pace
in more than a decade, creating more economic value per dollar spent than any other
sector. Adding to this surge is customization, the ability to quickly and efﬁciently
make what you want, when you want it.
Steven Schmid, a professor from the
University of Notre Dame and former
ASME Foundation Swanson Fellow, opened
the brieﬁng by discussing the signiﬁcant

Gershenfeld, a professor at Masadvances in manufacturing
sachusetts Institute of Technoltechnology. He also showed
ogy, spoke about how large-scale
how the United States is being
customization is now possible
out-invested by other coundue to a combination of Internettries around the world when
based business platforms and
it comes to manufacturing retechnological advances in manusearch. Schmid said that, if the
facturing. From 3-D printing to
United States is to remain an
Neil
Gershenfeld
cyber-physical manufacturing
economic leader in the future,
systems, current and future
there is a great need for the U.S.
engineering research holds promise to
to invest in the manufacturing sector now
improve productivity in both production
to ensure industry has the best technology
and the supply chain, beneﬁting suppliers
moving forward.
Another speaker during the brieﬁng, Neil and customers along the way. Q

INPUT OUTPUT
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

T

his year marks the 400th anniversary of the invention of logarithms

by John Napier. For most of that time—indeed, until 1976, when the
TI-30 scientiﬁc calculator came out at $24.95—students, engineers,
physicists, and mathematicians throughout the world relied on Napier’s invention by using a slide rule.
Whether you were solving trig problems in high school or helping to hurl
astronauts
the here
moon,
the slide rule was your companion. In the early 1970s
Caption to
goesa
lorem

Primary sources for this article are Dieter von Jezierski’s
Slide Rules, a Journey Through Three Centuries, translated
by Rodney Shepherd (Astragal Press, 2000) and Florian
Cajori’s A History of the Logarithmic Slide Rule and Allied
Instruments and On the History of Gunter's Scale and the
Slide Rule, published in 1900 and reprinted by Astragal
Press in 1994. Cajori’s book can be downloaded at
http://www.sliderules.info/pdf/cajori.pdf.

CALCULATORS
BEFORE THE CPU
manufacturers in the United States, Japan, and Europe were selling a total of
more than a million slide rules a year.
Mathematicians in Europe immediately began to study the tables and
embrace the theories that Napier published in 1614. By 1620, Edmund Gunter,
professor of astronomy in Gresham College, London, designed a logarithmic "line of numbers." Distances along the line from 1 through 10 were not
proportional to the numbers on it, but to the logarithms of those numbers. He
engraved it on a stick of wood.
Using a compass, one could add or subtract distances on the scale to ﬁnd
the products or quotients of the numbers.
William Oughtred, an English mathematician and Anglican priest, in 1622
placed two separate Gunter's rules together, side by side, and eliminated the
compass with two “sliding rules.” The slide rule was born. Oughtred also created “Circles of Proportions,” the archetype of the circular slide rule.
Isaac Newton in 1675 described a method for computing cubic equations
using three adjacent scales with an overlying hairline. This ﬁrst rudimentary
cursor would not be incorporated into slide rules for another hundred years.
The ﬁrst technical slide rule was the Soho rule, made of boxwood, deﬁned
by James Watt and his associate, John Southern, in the 1790s. The T-shaped
slide was captured in the routed well of the stock. Versions with two, three,
and four sides were developed to hold scales in reference to each other. Not
having a cursor was a big disadvantage.
A key contributor to the standardization of the slide rule was Victor Mayer
Mannheim, a French student and later an artillery ofﬁcer. In 1850, he deﬁned
a scale set and by 1890 had made a functional cursor. The “Mannheim Type”
remained a template for slide rule design until the end of the slide rule era.
Slide rules were almost unknown in the United States before 1880. It was in
1844 that Aaron Palmer’s Computing Scale, an 8-inch diameter circular slide

rule, appeared in Boston, followed by a pocket version.
John E. Fuller bought Palmer's copyright in 1846 and
adapted the original designs. These instruments were
unknown outside of Massachusetts and New York,
however.
Wider interest in the slide rule was awakened about
1881, when Edwin Thacher, a bridge engineer, patented a cylindrical slide rule, and Robert Riddell published his book, The Slide Rule Simpliﬁed. When the
Mannheim slide rule migrated to the United States in
1890, William Cox started promoting it in Engineering
News. He subsequently designed and in 1891 patented
(U.S. 460,930) the ﬁrst duplex engineer's slide rule,
which had a wrap-around cursor.
In 1900, only about half of the engineering schools
in the United States included the use of the slide rule
in their classes. By 1970 every math and engineering
student had a slide rule, and by 1980 “slipsticks” were
replaced by calculators and personal computers.
But nostalgia will outlive technology. The slide
rule still enjoys a continued life as past users, who
remember the warmth of celluloid and wood, and the
simplicity of calculating with three signiﬁcant ﬁgures,
become collectors, and educators introduce the ultimate green calculator to today’s students. ME

MIKE KONSHAK, a retired mechanical engineer, is the curator of
ARIANA MARINI
the International
Slide Rule Museum, www.sliderulemuseum.com.

Great engineering shapes the future.
So does great insurance.
As a mechanical engineer, you strive to
identify solutions that will create a brighter
future. The question is, does your ﬁnancial
plan do the same?
With the ASME Group 10-Year Level Term Life Insurance Plan, you
can safeguard the ﬁnancial future of the ones you love by locking in
the rate and beneﬁt level that works best for your family — for 10
years. Designed exclusively for engineers like you, this plan really
helps put you ﬁrmly in control of your family’s ﬁnancial security.

Group 10-Year Level Term
Life Insurance Plan
For information on features, costs,
eligibility, renewability, limitations
and exclusions, please call
1-800-289-ASME (2763) or visit
ASMEInsurance.com/10YLT.

While no one knows what tomorrow holds, one thing is for sure,
our choices today help shape our tomorrow. Help protect your
family now by locking in your family’s ﬁnancial security for 10 full
years with the ASME Group 10-Year Level Term Life Insurance Plan.

ASMEInsurance.com/10YLT
The Group Term Life Plan is underwritten by New York Life
Insurance Company, 51 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10010 on
Policy Form GMR. Coverage may not be available in all states.

In CA d/b/a Mercer Health & Beneﬁts
Insurance Services LLC
AR Ins. Lic. #303439 | CA Ins. Lic. # 0G39709
65916 (10/14) Copyright 2014 Mercer LLC. All rights reserved.

WATER PURIFICATION: Model of a 6 m long ozone reactor.
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and allow estimation on residence time of chemical species.

VERIFY AND OPTIMIZE YOUR DESIGNS WITH

COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS

®

Multiphysics tools let you build simulations that accurately
replicate the important characteristics of your designs. The
key is the ability to include all physical effects that exist in
the real world. To learn more about COMSOL Multiphysics,
visit www.comsol.com/introvideo

Product Suite
COMSOL Multiphysics
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Wave Optics Module
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Microﬂuidics Module
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CHEMICAL
Chemical Reaction Engineering Module
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LiveLink™ for MATLAB®
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CAD Import Module
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LiveLink™ for Solid Edge®
File Import for CATIA® V5
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